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The University goes to Town 

In praise of connnunity studies 

I believe that, as Alfred North Whitehead once put it, the university 

is place for standing up and looking around. I also believe that community 

studies are an excellent means to this end. By community studies I mean the 

study of issues in the domain of local government and resolved by political 

decision-making processes. These need not be in the field of urban planning, 

although the studies collected here are: for example academic colleagues at 

Simon Fraser have done comparable work in marketing, in philosophy (the 

ethics of development) and in various aspects of geography. 

Such studies have much to commend them: 

1. Students find them stimulating (I do not subscribe to the 

Calvinist doctrine that it doesn't matter what you teach 

them as long as they don't enjoy it) and tend to commit 

themselves· more than usual, thus taking the essential 

step towards real learning. 

The main reason for this, I'm sure, is that the learning 

process is rather more collegial, and certainly more 

interactive, than the usual undergraduate training. 

In many respects it parallels a well-done graduate 

program: students work on a real problem in a broad 

and realistic context; and they can be self-guiding 

and directing to the extent of their own abilities and 

the time available. 

2. These studies confront students with the diversity of 

"society" and the difficulties inherent in democratic 

government. Furth.ermore they demonstrate that in real 

life problems have no respect for disciplines as such -

a salutary corrective for academic tunnel-vision. A 

problem is a problem is a problem and disciplines are 

recognized only insofar as they· bring light and resolution 

to it. The studies collected here have borrowed shame

lessly from the fieldsof gerontology, communications, 

environmental design and criminology· as well as city 

planning, all because they had s'01llething to contribute. 
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3. While the studies involve research activities these 

always go beyond the collection and analysis of facts 

to their use in democratic problem-solving. Inevitably 

then, moral questions arise to becloud purely "rational" 

approaches. Such confrontations with values seem to 

throw many students for a loop, that is, if they recognize 

their existence at all. (Hence my special regard for one 

student, Fred Fuchs, whose feeling for the earth: was so 

strong that as soon as he learned what the course topic 

was to be (an attempt to find a legitimate home for trail 

bikes in the metropolitan area) he resigned from the course!) 

Another shocker for them is "politics", which most regard 

with remarkable cynicism and do not recognize as a vital 

element in the process by which democracies make their 

decisions. 

4. Community planning studies usually show that, in the face 

of the ineluctable problems of real life, rigour - which 

students believe has to do in a narrow sense with method 

and especially statistics - has more to do with open

mindedness, honesty and conscientiousness than with 

technique. They show also that criteria of conscience 

such as humanity and equity have a prime place in the 

making of good public decisions. 

The planning process 

For the teacher, undergraduate class p~ojects of this kind are demand

ing. Typically they involved a process of planning and supervision such 

as the following: 

1. Identify a live but handleable topic 

2. Scan the prospective project. Is there enough to make a 

project? Too much? Who would be interested in the outcome? 

Can you get working materials·? Does it lend itself to 

splitting up into sub-projects for individual or pair work? 

Is there a literature to start with? 
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3. Scan the literature and place on library reserve; get working 

materials, maps, reports and arrange for reproduction; identify 

and engage external visitors/experts; plan the course in broad 

outline. (The last two steps are a guaranteed recipe for a 

preoccupied, antisocial Christmas break). 

4. Execute the program, making the inevitable adjustments which 

will be required. 

5. Present findings to the "client" - in our cases usually a group 

of staff planners. 

6. Write a final report, such as the attached. 

Some connnents from experience: 

The ideal topic is one of current concern or on the edge of a devel

oping field; inherently attractive - bikeways or crime prevention through 

design, for example; of interest to a working body - the motorized recreation 

vehicle study was used by a local government Task Force; of interest to the 

professor; supported by an available literature which enables one to get a 

handle on the topic; and capable of completion within the space of a semester. 

You should try to have an outside "client" to whom the topic is of 

interest, for outside participation is always stimulating to the students, 

as is: the opportunity to present their work to experts. Subsequent review of 

such. presentations is also highly worthwhile as students try to assess the 

viewpoints and connnents of the profess·ionals. Even more interesting is to 

expose the class to a variety of roles - planners, politicians and citizens, 

for example - but to get the best out of such meetings you need to spend 

tinie beforehand in studying the backgrounds, roles, preoccupations and 

constraints of the people wh<:> will be inve>lved. 

In order to achieve your objective within such a limited time span you 

have to plan ahead, but you 111USt also be flexible, and in particular must 

allow spaces in your schedule for review, integration and replanning. 

St'.udents should be warned about the exploratory and unpredictable 

nature of the course especially· since so many have been accustOilled to a 

steady diet of lecture courses. 

The i.deal is for the students to be involved in guiding the exploration 

as it proceeds i.e. helping to feel the way into the topic. Normally only 
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~he best can do this, the rest being content to do their twice-weekly 

assignments as ends in themselves. But it should always be tried. 

Aim to produce a formal, professional-quality report on the topic. 

Every teacher knows how difficult it is to achieve this with a class of 

twenty undergraduates within a 13 week semester. My solution was to draft 

a report myself, have it reviewed by the class in the last few days and 

finish it in the month following. I believe that this extends the 

learning process and gives students a report writing standard to shoot 

for, not to mention a product they can use in job hunting. 

You can expect a high-low-high pattern of interest and energy cor

responding respectively to the impact of an appealing challenge, the 

accumulation of facts and analyses without innnediate result, and the 

appearance of a skeletal report tying it altogether and promising to 

make it all worthwhile. 

A broader look 

I have described the benefits to the students. But these are not all. 

The connnunity also benefits by having work done for which hard pressed 

departments do not have time or are not equipped. It is true that the 

stance of university s·tudies is likely to be different - not always totally 

"realistic" perhaps but probably richer in its roots and viewpoints than 

an in-house professional study might be - and therefore poses an extra 

(positive) challenge to the recipients. 

In a broader sense the community benefits because some of its younger 

members are being trained to exercise one of the fundamental duties of 

ci.tizenship - the duty tlo make intelligent, logical and moral judgments on 

public issues. This is worth stressing because so much of their training 

focusses on their forthcoming pro:f;essional roles, that is, roles in which 

they are likely to exercise specialist or self-interested judgments. To 

act for a while in the role of adviser to local governments is to play in 

effect the pa.rt of the collective citizen-in--general - a salutary and 

educative experience. 

Lastly the university itself benefits, especially in these bottom

line days when so many· programs require political support or have to be 

justified in payoff terms. Municipal politicians and their citizens come 

to realize that, in some measure at least, their problems are the uniyersity's 

problems, that young minds of some power are being trained to deal with them, 

and that even at this early stage they have fresh and useful things to say. 
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The community beyond the walls has engrossing tasks to pursue, while 

the university has its own compelling purposes. But it is wrong to suggest 

that "never the twain shall meet". There is something to be gained by all 

concerned when the university goes to town. 

J. W. Wilson 
Professor Emeritus 
Department of Geography 
Simon Fraser University 
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PLANNING 
SAFER 
COMMUNITIES 
An Exploration • 

Ill Burnaby B.C. 
shall have due regard to the prom:'.>tion of health, safeB', convenience and weifare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 716(2); ........ the counci shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••••••• the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of heal th, safe1;¥, convenience and welfare of the public: The B. C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); .•••.••• the council shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); .•••.•.. the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dt ion of health, safe1;¥, convenience and welfare of the public : The B. C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••••..• the council shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •.••••.• the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safety, convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ........ the council shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, safety, 
oonvenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •.•••••• the council 
shall have due regard to the proootion of health, safe1;¥, convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •.•.•.•• the council shall have due regard to the prcmotion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. MunjripaJ. Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •....... the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, sa!eB:, convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••••••• the counci shall have due regard to the promotion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••..•.• the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safeB:, convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ••••.••• the counci shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ••.•..•• the council 
shall have due regard to the prcmotion of health, safe1;¥, convenience and welfare of the public: the B.C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ..••.•.. the council shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •.•..•.• the council 
shall have due re!lll'd to the prorrotion of health, safety, convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••••••. the council shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public:· The B.C. Municipal Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ..•...•• the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safeB', convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••.•••. the counci shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 716(2); •.••.••. the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safe:R'., convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••.••.. the counci shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ....... :"•the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safeB', convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •••••••• 

0
the counci shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety, 

convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 716(2); •••••••• the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safe~t' convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
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convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ••...••• the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safe'R" convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ..••••.. the counci shall have due regard to the prcmotion of health,~. 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.Ci Municipal Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •.•...•. the council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safeB', convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
kt RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 716(2); ••.••••• the counci shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safety 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 7 •• the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safe1;¥, convenience and welfare of C. Municipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); .•.••••• the council shall have due regard to safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safeB', convenience and welfar icipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ..••.•.• the counci shall have due regard t fe , 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapte ouncil 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of health, safety, convenience and welfa nicipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); •..•..•• the council shall have due regard t fe , 
oonvenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter council 
shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health, ·safe1;¥, convenience and welfare nicipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ••••••.• the council shall have due regard to safety, 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 he council 
shall have due regard to the proll'Dtion of heal th, safert, convenience and welfare of th . C. Municipal 
Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); ••••..•. the counci shall have due regard to the pro!l'Dtion of health,~. 
convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal Act RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s.716(2); .....••. the council 
shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safeB', convenience and welfare of the public: The B.C. Municipal 
Pct RSBC 1979 chapter 290 s. 716(2~; ........ the counci shall have due regard to the prorrotion of health, safety, 

The Regional Planning II class at Simon Fraser University, April 1984: 
Wynn Buchamer, Wayne Cankovic, Joachim Colmorgen, John Moore, Karen Hay, 
Shelley Howieson, Christopher Knowles, Deanne Paquette, Rick Spindor, 
Wesley Wong, Jim Walker and . ................ Professor J. W. Wilson. 
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1. ENVIRCtff,NIAL DESIGN PW rmAGErfNf; A PER5PECTIYE 
This study addresses a very old problem in a ·relatively new 

way: how can we minimize crime through better community layout 

and management? Since Oscar Newman's book Defensible Space hit 

the headlines a dozen years ago the environmental approach to 

crime has evolved steadily and has picked up a number of acronyms 

along the way. First there was CPTED (Crime Prevention Through 

Environmental Design, pronounced SEPTED); then there was CPTUP 

(Crime Prevention Through Urban Planning, pronounced SEPTUP); and 

lastly there is EDM (Environmental Design and Management, which 

* Heaven forbid we should render phonetically; EDM please), the 

term used in the Solicitor General's Report. (l) While we concentrate 

here on the design aspects of EDM (i.e. CPTED and CPTUP) we prefer 

the general label EDM. Our main reason for this is that EDM brings 

together the two aspects, design and management of the environment, 

which simply should not be considered separately. The elements of 

these two aspects are summarized in Table 1, and while concentrating 

on the design part we stress the equal importance of the management 

part. The three Burnaby case studies make it quite clear how 

important the Police Department's knowledge of the community is 

to sensitive design strategies. When it is further recalled that 

not only policing strategies but also citizen self-protective 

programs are the responsibility of the police it will be very clear 

that design and management - specifically community planning and 

police programs - should never be put asunder. 

*Webster s Dictionary, 1975: .. EDEMA: a swelling due to excessive 
accumulation of' f'luid in a serious cavity." Stop! 



Design 
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Table 1 
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1. Target•Hardenino 

i. Improving hardware (e.g. deadbolt locks) which restricts illegal 
•ccess to buildings or building units 

ii. Using vandal•resistant materials (e.g. ceramic instead of plaster 
wallcoverings) which decrease the like! ihood and seriousness of 
vanda Ii sm 

2. Detection Hardware 

i. Alarms 

ii. Cameras 

3. lmoroving Survei I lance Potential 

i. Reducing concealment opportunities 

i i . I mp rov i ng I i gh t i n g 

iii. Improving placement of windows 

iv. Improving visibility of locations for indoor and outdoor reside~t 
service and activity areas 

v. Increasing pedestrian and street traffic 

4. Controlling Access and Escape 

i. Control 1 ing access to and escape from the general area (e.g. 
through restricted street configurations) 

ii. Using real or symbolic barriers to control circulation within the 
area (e.g. defining zones of influence) 

iii. Improving ease and speed of response to crime (e.g. improving 
access for police/security personnel) 

5. Fosterino Territoriality and Social Cohesion 

i. Clustering dwelling units 

ii. Decreasing height and size of developments 

iii. Distinguishing between resident and non·resident space 

iv. Reducing incompatible or conflicting uses of space 

v. Reducing differentiation between specific environments and 
neighbouring areas 

I. Resident Strategies 

Education programs (e.g. talks, newsletters) 

ii. Resident or conwnunlty surveillance programs (e.g. Neighbourhood 
Wu ch) 

iii. Self·help Programs (e.g. escort services, hot·line to private 
security) 

iv. Resident or tenant associations 

2. Landlord Strategies 

i. Private security personnel 

ii. Improved building image and maintenance 

iii. Improved rental and eviction policies 

3. Pol ice Strategies 

i. Consultation and liaison (e.g. with planning/housing authorities) 

ii. Public relations programs 

iii. Team or neighbourhood policing 

iv. Security surveys and inspection programs 

v. Operation Identification 

4. Community Strategies 

i. Improved recreational facilities and programs 

ii. Improved social services and crisis intervention services 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT (EDM) 

An outline of Strategies 

Source: The Solicitor General's Report pp. 83, 85 
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2 I CRUf: \tlAT JW so \tlAT? 
This study deals with a limited spectrum of cr~mes, particularly 

those which occur in residential environments. They are often called 

street crimes or crimes of opportunity, that is, they result when 

offenders perceive an opportunity to commit a crime and feel free to 

do so. This definition implies that if the inunediate opportunity 

were removed or made to seem prohibitively risky, prospective criminals 

would be deterred, which provides the basic rationale for crime 

prevention through design. 

The following list shows those offences of this kind which are 

considered most serious from the combined viewpoints of seriousness, 

frequency, fear of crime and cos·ts incurred by victims and the criminal 

justice system:(Z) 

• Burglary (break and enter} 
• Robbery (primarily on streets) 
• Theft 
• Motor vehi'Cle theft 
• Vandalism 
• Arson 
• Trespass 
• Indecent assault 
• Other assaults (bodily harm, etc.) 
• Rape 
• Homicide and attempted 111Urder 

How prevalent is such crime in Canada? Table 2 gives an indication. 

In more detail Table 3 gives RCMP figures for crime in Burnaby in 

1980 •. This shows that a cri-me was being committed in Burnaby roughly 

every hour around the clock. Almost half of them were automobile

related (theft and vandalism}; and of these, as well as break-and-enter 

offences, at least three out of every four were committed by juveniles. 

Even these statistics tell only a small part of the story, for "the 

number of criminals who are actually apprehended, convicted and 

effectively deterred from further criminal involvement is a miniscule 

proportion of the overall offender population."(4} Furthermore, 

according to the Solicitor-General's Report (page 239} the available 

statistics indicate that in Canada crilne is gnerally on the increase. 

But these are merely dry statistics. What do they really signify 

for the average citizen? They certainly affect his pocketbook: in 

Burnaby in 1983 the cost of policing amounted to $10.5 million out 

of a total municipal budget of $138 million - 13 percent of th.e total. 

It has been estimated that its share of police expenditures costs the 
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Crimes 1 grou2ed and ranked 

Rank Type No. % Details No. % 

1. Auto-related 3918 44.6 Theft from, ,uµder $200 1236 14.1 
Vandalism of 1126 12.8 
Theft from, over $200 986 11.2 
Theft of auto 570 6.5 

2. Residential 2902 33.0 Break and enter 1398 15.9 
Vandalism 621 7.1 
Theft under $200 583 6.6 
Theft over $200 300 3.4 

3. Commercial 1730 19.7 Break and enter 555 6.3 
Theft under $200 499 5.7 
Vandalism 406 4.6 
Theft over $200. 270 3.1 

4. Exposure 197 2.2 

5. Arson 23 0.3 

6. Rape 13 0.2 

Table 3: 
Reported offences in Burnaby, 1980 (3) 
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Burnaby family about $120 per year in taxes. 

Crime also affects their insurance bills. "Insurance premiums 

have been increasing over the past few years and all property-owners -

both private and public landlords, and individual homeowners - are 

affected by these increases. The Insurance Bureau of Canada has 

conservatively estimated the cost of all insurance-related crime in 

1981 in Canada at $1.3 billion. A large proportion of this figure 

represents property loss and damage resulting from occurrences of the 

EDM target crimes. 11
(
5) Spread evenly over 25 million people this in 

turn would amount to more than $150 per family. 

But money does not tell the whole story either, for crime has 

many purely social ramifications. Consider, for example: 

• victims and their injuries and losses 
• fear of crime, which can cause corrosive anxieties 
• effects on behaviour, as when people stop going out of doors -

to a favourite park for example 
• in extreme cases abandonment of a home or neighbourhood 

Is crime prevention worthwhile?" ••• one does not have to refer 

to allegedly soaring crime rates or the public's fear of crime to 

justify increased attention to crime prevention. (It) makes sense 

under any circumstances because it is concerned with forestalling 

crimes before they occur and is thereby aimed at reducing the fear, 

inconvenience•and suffering caused by criminal behaviour, not to 

mention the considerable costs associated with the activities of the 

criminal justice system". (6) 

3. THE ECOlffiY CF CRIME0 > 
The dynamics of cri'11le 

A crime will be connnitted in any place only if four elements are 

present: 

• an offender, intent on connnitting the crime 
• a victim, seen by the offeqder to be vulnerable 
• a physical setting which brings them together in the same area 
• a social environment which does not inhibit the performance of 

the act 

Given this definition it is not surprising that EDM research has 

shown that the location of crime is strongly related to both social, 

physical and geographic factors. Most of the research which supports 

this was carried on in large American cities, notably New York, and 
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often in very large public housing projects, and it might be argued 

that nothing in Canada compares either with their social conditions 

(especially large racial minorities) or the scale of their housing 

projects. However, according to the Solicitor General's Report " 

certain Canadian environments are at least beginning to exhibit similar 

characteristics to those described in the American literature. The 

possibility of more serious conditions developing here should therefore 

not be dismissed out of hand."(S) 

Social factors 

There is general agreement that crime is strongly related to 

social factors, more so in fact than to physical factors. The strongest 

social correlate is low income, but in relation to crime this is only 

a surrogate for a number of social conditions such as: 

• high unemployment, with accompanying social and 
psychological problems 

• single-parent families (often headed by a female) and a 
large proportion of teenage children 

• a number of feelings and attitudes connnonly associated with 
poverty, such as bitterness, resentment, alienation from 
the wider society, defensiveness and hostility towards 
authority 

Physical factors 

Crime has also been shown to be related to physical features of 

buildings and grounds, such as: 

• lack of clarity about the status of spaces in and 
around buildings i.e. whether intended for private, 
public or semi-public use. In large, high-rise 
public housing projects the high incidence of crime 
in lobbies, stairwells, elevators and corridors has 
made it clear that such areas are not seen to "belong" 
to any group in particular. The same is true of their 
grounds; high crime rates are found in outdoor spaces 
that are not clearly associated with specific buildings 
and not habitually used by them; 

• inadequate security features, either in terms of surveillance 
capability (e.g. proper lighting, potential for observation 
by casual observers or· police), or inadequacy of locks on 
doors and windows; 

• inadequate control of access to the buildings and their 
surroundings by illegitimate users; 

• unattractive appearance and poor maintenance. 

This list somewhat de-emphasizes Newman's finding that crime rates 

are related to the size of projects, the height of the buildings and the 
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number of other public housing projects nearby. However, it would 

be wise to recall Newman's explanations of these findings. Project 
size, he argues, concentrates large numbers of poor people together, 
producing conglomerations of the most helpless - the elderly poor 

and families with female heads of households - along with concentrations 
of teenage children. The presence of other public housing projects 

simply exacerbates this situation and is all the more likely to 

produce a "critical mass" of cri:mi1'a,lly inclined people. Height, he 
feels, results in too many people using a single lobby, entry and 

set of elevators, resulting in their inability to recognize each 

other and thus develop social ties. 

Thus social and physical factors may be intertwined, sometimes 
making for explosive situations. They can also mitigate one another. 

Affluent people provided with guards and electronic equipment can live 
in safety in high-rises while there is no conceivable environment that 
could not be wrecked by malicious gangs of determined teenagers. 

/ Nevertheless, regardless of physical circumstances, harmonious living 
is most likely to result when residents are of like ages, lifestyle and 
backgrounds, have lived in the same building for many years and engage 

in -many sharing activities. 

Geographic factors 

Some circumstances which foster crime arise beyond the individual 

building or its block and these do not happen in a purely random way. 
Empirical research has shown that opportunity crimes tend to be 

clustered around the main nodes of their perpetrators' lives (home, 
workplace or favourite hang out) or their customary travel routes. 

They come to know these areas very well through daily use and tend to 
commit their crimes within a very few blocks of the nodes and routes. 
Thus fairly definite and predictable areal patterns emerge with foci 

such as: 

• low income housing developments 
• ''hot spots" such as pubs, pool halls, video arcades, high 

s-chools, parks or any places likely to become hangouts 
• large institutions (hospitals, shopping centres, for 

~ample) especially when they or associated parking 
activities encroach on residential areas 

• transit nodes (bus stops and rapid transit stations and 
interchanges) where crowds of anonymous people are in 
constant 111otion 

• high transiency areas 
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• areas infiltrated by people who are merely passing 
through on unrelated journeys (e.g. on the way to 
school, work or a community centre) 

Whatever the setting, it is the aim of design to foresee the 

possibility of crime and, as far as layout and equipment are capable 

of doing so, to prevent it from happening. 

4 I DES IflJ STBAJEG IES ( 9) 

Objectives and limitations 

From the elements, already recounted, which give rise to the 

"dynamics" of crime it follows that a crime is likely to result when 

the prospective offender "reads" certain "cues" in the environment, 

presumably perceiving a ready availability of suitable victims or 

targets and a low probability of being detected or apprehended. 

These cues in turn are believed to reflect a number of factors such 

as: 

• ease of access to victims/targets (i.e. little time or 
skill required to do the deed and get away) 

• vulnerable victims/targets (e.g. passive victims and 
"soft" targets) 

• absence of witnesses (or presence of passive witnesses) 
• anonymity or "invisibility" of the criminal 
• ease of escape 

The preventive task of design is to change these cues as far as 

possible, and this leads a definition of sub-objectives for design: 

• to increase the technical difficulty and risk attending 
the commission of a criminal act - e.g. using stronger 
doors and locks, (target-hardening) and using electronic 
surveillance devices (e.g. cameras, video, intercoms) 

• to increase the surveillance capability of the area i.e. to 
facilitate observation of suspicious behaviour by both easual 
observers (residents, service people, etc.) and law enforce
ment personnel (police, private security personnel) 

• to control access and escape i.e. to make it more difficult 
for criminals to penetrate the environment (building or 
grounds) and to escape after the commission of a crime 

• to induce proprietary !ee1f~gi ~a feeling of territoriality -
among residents - i.e. to foster a concern for what goes 
on in their neighbourhood 

• to improve the social organization of residents - i.e. to 
reinforce residents' sense of community and willingness to 
intervene in the event of suspicious behaviour 

This definition in turn leads to the five types of design strategies 

already noted in chapter 1. The essence of each of these strategies is 

discussed below. Before starting this blow-by-blow account however it 
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is well to make some general observations which should totally dispel 

any thought that those strategies could be used in any single-minded, 

paint-by-numbers fashion. 

• There is little empirical evidence which categorically 
states that design strategies, except target hardening, 
will effectively prevent crime 

• Crime-preventive design strategies may have unexpected 
side effects (for example burglar bars on windows which 
have no release mechanisms would obstruct exit in times 
of emergency) 

• They are likely to conflict with other environmental goals 
(eg. privacy, appearance) 

• They are usually easiest and cheapest to install if conceived 
as part of the initial overall design of the building or area 

• If they have to be retrofitted they are likely to meet resistance 
from residents who have already adapted to their environment 
or who do not regard crime prevention as their prime objective 

• They are most likely to be effective if they are supported by 
appropriate management strategies involving participation of 
residents and others in crime prevention activities. 

Despite this litany of caveats the Solicitor General's Report 

concludes that "Taken as a group the design strategies of the EDM approach 

appear to make sense". (lb} But we must also conclude that design for 

crime prevention must be approached very thoughtfully and circumspectly 

and must be tailored to the unique circumstances of each setting. 

Before embarking on a discussion of strategies however it is necessary 

to clarify two central concepts - "territoriality" and "social cohesion". 

The promotion of these two concepts is the avowed purpose of several 

strategies and a secondary objective of many others. At the same time 

both of them, while simple to define in general terms, are always enmeshed 

with other factors, which makes them extremely difficult to isolate. 

Territoriality and social cohesion 

"Territoriality" refers to residents' feelings about their own 

"turf", specifically feelings of a proprietary and protective nature. 

Many design strategies, some directly, other' indirectly, attempt to 

prevent crime by mobilizing these feelings. But it is acknowledged 

that those feelings by themselves are not enough, for, to be effective, 

they.need to be followed by action, and action may be inhibited by 

other social or psychological factors. Furthermore, ideally "territory" 

ought also to be recognized by the potential offender. Thus territoriality 

strategies do not offer a simple, direct connection between design and 
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effect but a highly problematic one. Furthermore little research has 

been done which docwnents the value of territorial mechanisms, although 

much h.as purported to show that no-man's land areas and those whose 

purposes are not clear attract intrusion and crime. 

"Social cohesion" means the ·extent to which a group or community 

has: commonly accepted canons· of behaviour and acts collectively. But 

th.is can have roots and antecedents that have nothing whatever to do 

with. respons-e to crime. Indeed it is thought that effective resistance 

to cri'tne usually stems not so much from the onset of crime as from the 

prior existence of active groups in the connnunity. 

Design s·trategies 

1. Target-hardening and vandal-proofing 

Target-hardening is aimed at frustrating illegal access 

to buildings, mainly through physical devices. The means of 

doing this is a surprisingly wide variety of hardware devices or 

techniques, some of which are sh.own in Table 4. These are 

believed to be effective either because the criminal may not have 

skill or tools to circumvent them or because the extra time required 

to do so causes him to becollle apprehensive and abandon the attempt. 

(A 1980 study in Chicago reported that if an entry can be delayed 

for only four minutes, a burglar is likely to give up). Simple 

and effective as target-hardening strategies might seem, they 

have been subjected to a variety of criticisms such as their 

limited range of application, escalation of effort by criminals, 

displacement of crime to other areas, increased fear, the foster

ing of a "fortress mentality" and the costs and difficulties of 

implementation. 

Vandal proofing has, in addition to its direct purpose, the 

indirect purpose of improving the image of an environment, for " 

vandalized street lighting can ••• encourage thieves; and the 

general air of neglect created by graffiti, broken windows and 

other signs of vandals can be frightening. ,.(ll) It involves 

both vandal-resistant materials (e.g. ceramic tiles, plastic 

glazing) and skilful design, for example concealing mechanical 



Table 4~ EXAMPLES OF AREAS OF TARGET-HARDEN I NG APPLICATIONS l 

AREA WHAT TO DO 

Supplies, meter, 
boilers, etc. 
Roof 

Basement 

Elevators 

Stairwells 

Fire Doors 

Entry Door 

Doors 

Door Frames 

Locks 

Windows 

Alal'lllS 

Lobby 

Mailboxes 

Laundry/Social 
Rooms 

Storage Rooms 

Office 

Garage 

Fencing 

Lighting 

Parking Lot 

Recreation 

Landscaping 

Fire Escapes 

Mark whatever you can for identification. Lock meters and 
supplies. 
Secure skylights (tamper-proof grills, baral. Fire exits 
should open only from inside, and sound alarm if opened. 
Access from basement should be only to ground floor. Keep 
exits to rest of building locked from outside. 
Provide: 24-hour, vandal-resistant lighting; waiting area 
1iil'lY'"V'isible from lobby, or beyond, with no blind corners; 
convex mirror in upper back corner; 1udio-interc0111 or CCTV, 
recessed against vandalism; heavy plastic shield for indi
cator lights; stainless steel mushroom call buttons; 
capacity of guard to stop elevator if intruder pushes in; 
eliminate er8%getlcy !It.Op button if local oodes pamit. 

Use 24-hour, vandal-resistant lighting. Restrict entry 
from stairwell to upper halls. 
Use panic hardware (vertical bolt, crash bar) inside, 
nothing outside, with automatic closing and possible alarm 
when .opened. 
Install intercom system with buzzer and telephone hookup to 
control access. Preferably only one entrance dear. All 
doors should be as strong as lllilin door and monitored in 
"me way. · 
Minimum 1 3/4" thick, preferably metal or metal sheathed 
(solid core wood is the next best). Should be flush to 
wall (if panels, these must be 1/2" thick minim1J11). If 
sliding glass, should be break-resistant and lock from 
inside. Barlock vertical. Peephole, 1/4" with wide angle 
lens. Chain latch not recoamended, easily broken. 
Should be flush with wall. Heavy-duty (metal preferable), 
solid, minimum 2" thick, if wood. Tamper resistant 
connectors. 
Well-made, 1" dead latch, key-in lock, with 6-pin brass 
cylinder. Also vertical bolt or li" horizontal bolt, 
strong metal. If lock extends beyond door, it needs 
bevel ring, escutc:hean plate. Spring latch not reco11111ended. 
Need locks, preferably key-type. Securit~ screen 
(re::-.ovable from inside), grilles or bars (steel, not 
aluminum, for accessible windows). 
Use local alarm (contact switch, foil strips on windows, 
motion detectors, etc.) and/or central alarms (connected 
to police or other security persons). Possible distress 

_signal_f~r the e~de_rly.__ __ _. __ _ ______ _ 
24-hour, vandal resistant lighting. Lexan/glass on inner 
doors for visibility. No dark corners or hiding places. 
CCTV or other monitoring system. Control access to lobby. 
Doors should open out. 
Heavy (l6-9auge) metal, no perforations. Use cylinder 

· (S-pin) locks. Openings as small as possible. Standard 
design for easy repair. Keep inside lobby, visible 24 
hours. 
Relocate near lobby if possible (basement bad). Use 24-
hour lock, CCTV or other monitoring sy,stem. Tokens in 
laundry or vending machines preferable, not coins. 
Separate area for teenage socializing. 
Windowless (basement). Extra strong doors and locks. 
Locked bins for resident storage. 
Visible from lobby. Safe bolted to floor. Grilles, bars, 
alarms for collection windows. Special locked cabinet for 
master keys, etc. Keep records of personnel with keys. 

·-

Self-closing doors, key or card operated. Doors to building 
as strong as main door. CCTV or other monitoring system. 
Decorative (chain fence is too institutional). Leave no 
area undefined ( 1.e. open to a 11). 
5-10 footcandles, minimum. High intensity (mercury, sodiun 
vapour, floodlights). Plastic translucent globes. Use 
taller light stands (cover lll)re area, hard to vandalize). 
Needs good lighting, CCTV or other monitoring system. 
Restricted access. Door(s) to buildings must be heavy duty 
and secure. Preferably, lot should be visible to tenants. 
Limited access, CCTV or other lllOllitoring system. Clear 
demarcation from adult areas. 
No dense shrubs or trees that offer hiding places. Benches 
and proper lighting. 
Lowest ladder normally 12' from ground. Visibility from 
ground underneath. 

'Source: The Solicitor General's Report p. 91 
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fixings, service ducts and rainpipes, recessing and screening 

light fixtures, raising planted areas, protecting susceptible 

plantings (especially young trees) with other prickly or thorny 

plantings, ensuring small - unit hard landscaping (e.g. cobble

stones, brick) is securely laid, using vertical rather than 

horizontal boarding in fences, and securing copings of low walls 

(e.g. with concrete stop ends and corners). 

2. Detection hardware includes alarms, intercoms and electronic 

surveillance devices such as cameras and closed circuit T.V. 

Alarms are most coDDnonly used in commercial and industrial 

settings and in schools, and have been found to be effective there 

in both deterrence and apprehension of criminals. Their major 

problem typically lies in high rates of false alarms. 

Cameras have been used mainly in public housing developments, 

and do not appear to have been particularly successful. Significant 

criticisms have been raised, revolving mainly around the issues 

of cost (both installation and maintenance - which can be very 

high as a result of vandalism), disp·lacement of crime to other 

areas, the need for supervision, residents' feelings of invasion 

of privacy and increased fear. As a result it has been suggested 

that cameras may have to be justified by serious need and the 

ineffectiveness of other less intrusive techniques. 

3. Improving surveillance potential 

The subject of ;surveillance is inherently problematic because 

effectiveness implies a) that in order to be deterred by surveil

lance criminals will have to take serious account of it, which is 

somewhat in question. b) that if it is to lead to prevention of 

crime residents will have to proceed beyond surveillance to pre

ventive action, which does not always happen. Thus the effective

ness of surveillance-oriented design depends on two kinds of social 

response to the situation. One difficulty here is that while many 

studies have shown the relationship between crime and poor sur

veillance, few have documented the positive effects of improved 

surveillance. Nevertheless the Solicitor General's Report, point-
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ing out that surveillance potential depends primarily on skilful 

design, concludes that surveillance strategies are probably 

justified, especially in new developments. In the light of these 

qualifications four design strategies to improve surveillance 

potential are addressed. 

3.1 Reducing concealment opportunities 

For all residential buildings suggestions include: 

• avoiding solid fencing and shrubbery which conceal 
windows or door 

• locating garages, storage sheds and parking areas so 
that they do not provide hiding places, especially 
close to targets 

• avoiding partitions around entry points 
• avoiding breezeway-type entranceways 

Within multi-family buildings: 

• avoiding blind turns in corridors 

• avoiding alcoves or recessed areas in corridors, lobbies 
and parking garages 

3.2 Improved lighting 

One of the easier and less expensive of surveillance strategies, 

improved lighting, is particularly appropriate to underground 

garages, interior corridors and stairwells, sidewalks around 

buildings and alleys or walkways in general. While there is 

evidence to show that it reduces fear, there is little to 

show categorically that improved lighting by itself reduces 

crime. (It really needs to be supported by improved citizen 

or police response to suspicious behavior). However even 

lighting as a strategy is not without its critics, one in 

particular being that crime is likely to be displaced from 

well-lit to ill-lit areas. Others relate to vandalism, 

maintenance costs and citizen objections. 

3.3 Improved placement of windows 

Improved window placement is given general approval by the 

Solicitor General's Report on the basis of "cotm11onsense and 

general observation." This strategy argues that residents' 

informal surveillance of critical areas such as childrenr8 play 

and parking areas will be improved if windows in prime activity 
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centres in the home - especially kitchens and family and 

living rooms - are strategically placed. It also postulates 

that residential facilities such as laundry rooms, lockers, 

parking areas, recreational areas and even bus stops should 

be placed in residents' line of 'sight; and further that the 

grouping of compatible activities such as laundry rooms and 

toddlers ' pliay areas will lead to even more comprehensive 

casual surveillance. Such concepts would of course be easy 

to implement at the building design stage. However, developers 

of multi-family buildings may be unwilling to locate service 

functions in the more attractive and marketable areas of their 

buildings rather than in the basement. Furthermore residents 

may not wish to have such functions near their own dwelling 

units. 

It is clear then that while ~nti~crime strategies should 

be integral aspects of building-and-site design they are likely 

to come into conflict with other building objectives. Thus 

they will tax the ingenuity of the architect - and the conscience 

of his client - to the full. Lastly they will put a premium on 

thorough "activity analysis" and the application of environmental 

design knowledge and principles at the earliest stages of design. 

3.4 Increasing pedestrian and street traffic. 

The aim of this strategy is both to deter criminals by increas

ing the number of "eyes on the street" and to foster greater inter

action between neighbours and strengthen the social cohesion of 

the neighbourhood. Suggested ways of achieving this are: to 

provide a mixture of residential and "appropriate" connnercial 

uses in neighbourhoods; to locate outdoor amenities (tennis courts, 

children's play areas, benches for strollers in parks, etc.) in 

strategic places, and to develop street patterns which support 

these aims. Two supporting strategies are: to remove abandoned 

derelict buildings, which discourage normal circulation and attract 

criJlle; and to limit the use of alleys in residential areas. 

There is probably considerable need for reservations regarding 



this strategy. For one thing the "right" amount of traffic in 

a residential area is an elusive quantity,and amounts both less 

and more than this may work against the objective, lesser amounts 

by providing not enough "eyes", greater by increasing the number 

of potential off enders in the vicinity and the degree of anonymity 

available to them. For another thing it is generally acknowledged 

that the precise mixture is very important, and specifically that 

known generators of crime and fear - such as liquor stores, pubs, 

pinball parlours, bars, arcades, pool halls and discos should not 

be encouraged in residential areas. Furthermore the question of 

mixtures is likely to be a highly controversial one, involving 

many different groups and interests. 

4. Controlling access and escape 

This section deals with control of access through spatial 

design as opposed to mechanical or electronic means. It discusses 

three approaches: discouraging traffic from entering residential 

areas; restricting and channeling traffic within residential areas, 

distinguishing private from public spaces and creating zones of 

territorial influence; and facilitating the work of police and 

other security groups. All of these may be criticized depending 

on the circumstances. If they are proposed for existing areas 

they may become foci for heated controversy between different 

citizen groups (traffic diverters, anyone?) and different civic 

agencies (traffic engineers, firemen, police); if built into 

new areas they will presumably not only be cheaper but more 

acceptable to incoming residents. Then, if they succeed in 

making an area relatively safe they may simply result in dis

placement of crime to other areas. 

The first approach attempts to reduce the penetrability of 

residential areas by keeping out "through" streets and using 

non-continuous street types such as cul-de-sacs and loops. 

Research in general suggests that there is a strong relationship 

between area accessibility and crime. This may seem to run 

counter to Newman's experience that large super blocks without 
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interior streets have high crime rates and that the provision 

of public streets will reduce these. However the Solicitor 

General's Report suggests that both of these arguments may be 

valid, each for its own setting, (i.e. one for relatively low 

density development, the other for high densities featuring 

large and tall buildings} and that this apparent anomaly merely 

makes the case for choosing solutions that fit the circumstances 

of each case. 

The second strategy attempts to control access and escape by 

the use of both real and symbolic barriers within an area. Their 

purpose is to distinguish more clearly between private and public 

spaces and thus to define zones of territorial influences towards 

which residents will adopt protective attitudes. This idea is 

relevant both to the interior design of large buildings and to 

the design of spaces around them. Thus it is often recotmnended 

that all p~rts of the site of large projects should be allocated 

clearly to some building or part of it, nothing being left vaguely 

"public". For this purpose many design elements can be used as 

real or symbolic barriers - fences, signs, pathways, paving textures, 

landscaping, doors, gates, pillars, low walls or light standards, 

for example. 

This strategy also raises many questions. The most basic of 

these question: whether design elements will create an effective 

(i.e. activist) sense of territoriality in residents unless their 

social characteristics so dispose them. Another argues that 

symbolic barriers will work only if intruders recognize and respect 

them and that we do not know this. Practical criticisms are that 

barriers 111ay hinder the work of both service and security personnel, 

reduce the surveillability of an area, and inconvenience residents 

to the point where they themselves ignore or violate the barriers. 

The following table shows the utility of different site 

features for various purposes and illustrates the design conflicts 

which can occur. 
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The third strategy attempts to facilitate the work of the 

police and others by improving the identifiability and accessibility 

of housing units. It recommends large, clear and well lit number 

signs for individual units and strategically located orientation 

maps and signboards for large and extensive housing complexes. 

As mentioned earlier, good lighting and intelligible street 

patterns will ai'so constitute parts of this strategy. 

5. Fostering territoriality and social cohesion 

Several design strategies depend for their success on their 

ability to promote territoriality and social cohesion, which in 

turn should cause the residents to repel or inhibit crime. 

5.1 Clustering and decreasing development size and height 

This strategy eschews massive high-rise projects in favour 

of low-rise buildings (often ground-oriented) in clusters which 

incorporate ground space in the form of courtyards and enclosures. 

These strategies are also seen as helping to reduce the contrast 

between developments and their surroundings, as discussed later. 

There is quite a bit of research to support these strategies in 

general terms although it has also been pointed out that they are 

likely to work best if the development is inhabited by people of 

similar or compatible life-styles. 

5.2 Distinguishing between resident and non-resident space and reducing 
conflicting uses. 

This strategy - operating mainly at the block or project level -

attempts to design common spaces in such a way as make residents 

feel that they are "their" spaces, not outsiders'. At the same 

time it acknowledges the dangers of conflict between residents 

when certain types of space have to be shared. Diagram 1. 

illustrates both of these concerns. 

5.3 Reducing contrasts between neighbouring environments 

This strategy aims to minimize strong differences in appearance 

between new developments - especially public housing projects - and 

existing neighbouring environments. This can be measured not only 

by choice of the bulk and height of the new buildings(even within 

the same overall density) but also by careful attention to their 

massing and facades, as shown on Diagram l.' 
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A question of emphasis 

Some researchers have pointed out that EDM design embraces two 

reasonably distinct approaches to crime prevention - the defensible 

space approach and the opportunity approach. The former concerns 

itself with strategies intended to promote territoriality and social 

control, the latter with strategies aiming to control ease of access 

and the presence of potential offenders. One of the major criticisms 

of the defensible space approach has been the failure of empirical 

research to support a clear link between social controls and physieal 

design. Now an impressive new field study from Atlanta shows that 

crime rates there were much more strongly related to opportunity than 

to the absence of social controls,·crime being lower in areas that had 

better defined boundaries, fewer "through" streets and fewer non-residen

tial land uses. (lZ) This study also makes an interesting point about· 

the well-known - and successful - Hartford Project, where all three 

approaches were taken to crimeTedu~ti~n - design changes, police 

programs and citizen activities. (l3) That·poinl::'is tluit although the 

two "management" programs were implemented early, there was no 

significant reduction in crime until the design changes were put in 

place a year later. 

The point here is not to downgrade defensible space approaches 

but to suggest that since opportunity factors tend to fall within 

the ambit of community planning - through the design of neighbourhoods, 

street patterns and control of land uses - planners may have a larger 

role to play in crime prevention than had hitherto been thought. 

In this connection it is interesting to note the conclusions of the 

Cornerstone Report regarding the characteristics of Burnaby's "high" 

and "low" crime areas: 

" ••• high crime areas have the following factors in common: 

• they are located adjacent to major traffic arteries; 
• they are divided by traffic arteries or traffic flows 
• they have easy access into the area from any direction and 

easy movement through the areas - the street pattern in 
all areas is based on the grid; 

• they have traffic generators - malls, commercial strips, 
liquor outlets, etc. 
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As well, two of the areas have high population densities coupled 

with high transiency pockets." (14) 

On the other hand features common to the three low crime areas are: 

• "socio-economic uniformity; 

lack of easy access into the residential core; and 

no commerical developments." ( 15) 

5, Tl11BLER RIIXJE 
An unusual opportunity for the application of EDM principles in 

the original design of a town was presented by Tumbler Ridge, the new 

coal town in northern British Columbia. The following is a sketch of 
(16)* these applications. 

Town structure 

Tumbler Ridge has an essentially cellular structure articulated by 

a hierarchical system of streets and pathways (Diagram 2). The basic 

"cells" are neighbourhoods intended to accommodate up to 500 people each, 

along with the central "cell" of the Town Centre. The neighbourhoods 

are themselves structured, an attempt being made to compose them of clusters 

of 10-12 houses. (l7) 

The major elements of the road network are 1) The main regional 

highway, which skirts the town 2) two arterial highways taking off the 

main highway, which on one hand bracket the Town Centre and on the other 

distribute traffic to and from the neighbourhoods. What is notable about 

this pattern is the way it channels traffic through its very "lean" 

network to focal points such as the Town Centre and the neighbourhood 

entry points. What has been traded off, of course, is network redundancy 

and flexibility (useful in cases of road blockage) and the opportunity to 

enter and traverse the neighbourhoods by multiple paths. 

The neighbourhoods 

Given their limited overall size and their substructure of housing 

"clusters", the neighbourhoods are distinguished by a number of other 

features: 1) well defined boundaries or edges, formed by forests; 

topographic features, or berms along main roads - all intended to promote 

local identity and feelings of territoriality and social cohesion; 

* Note that although the principles set out in the Master Plan have 
generally been followed the specific designs contained in the Plan 
have not necessarily been implemented. The Town Centre is being built 
substantially as planned. 
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(It might be mentioned in passing that forests in Tumbler Ridge are also 

used as windbreaks to mitigate the severity of the local winds); 

2) neighbourhood road patterns (described by the planners as "lattice 

networks") which severely limit freedom of "through" and "in-out" 

traffic and thus circumscribe casual infiltration; 3) formal gateways 

emphasizing the access points to the neighbourhoods from the arterials. 

(Diagram 2) 

An interesting problem was addressed at the points where children 

would pass between residential properties to get to their elementary 

school - how to inhibit loitering in sheltered spots adjacent to private 

properties? The solution was the "funnel vortex", a configuration designed 

to subliminally induce the children to move quickly through the "ifiunnel". 

The essence of the funnel-vortex, which was derived from work done by the 

Michigan School of Marketing Research, lies both in its configuration 

o.>:Lagram 3) and in the materials used - smooth vertical boards (difficult 

to climb or perch on) about 5 feet high (low enough to be looked over 

by adults but high enough to give visual protection to the flanking 

properties). 

The Town Centre 

Concern for crime prevention is evident in three aspects of the town 

centre design (Diagram No. 3). The first is the choice of elements 

comprising the centre. Most of these could be expected, given the 

goal of making maximum use of limited resources in a small town, hence 

the presence of the stores, the pub/hotel, health and social services, 

library, recreation centre and community college. But three buildings 

deserve mention: 1) the Town Hall, located on the height of land and 

distinguished by design and colour as almost a caricature of a town hall -

this to provide a crucial point of reference and identity for the town; 

2) the Public Safety Building (including RCMP), also conspicuously sited 

so as to overlook a large parking lot and to look down the length of the 

centre on the north side; 3) the secondary school, deliberately located 

in the centre - close to the library and a video games arcade, for example -

so as to meet any teen-age problems head-on with a lot of surveillance. 

Second, the layout of the centre and its parking provisions in 

relation to roads is such as to facilitate direct use of the peripheral 

access roads without the necessity of driving down the main shopping street. 
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Third, certain aspects of building design and layout were 

undertaken with natural surveillance in mind, specifically: the 

staggered (non-aligned) arrangement of store buildings so that 

half of the end of each building would be in reasonably open view; 

the provision of glass walls on the front and side walls of each 

building; and the location of a laundromat (well lit, extended 

hours, adult clientele) at the rear of one group of buildings. 

It is to be hoped that there will be opportunities to carry 

out site research on Tumbler Ridge in order to find out how the 

various EDM designs work in practice. 

6, THREE BURNABY CA5E STIJDIES 
The following case studies were chosen mainly because 

information on the incidence of crime was readily available 

from the Cornerstom Report of 1981, which is the basis of the 

comments made here on area crime. Their purpose here is not 

to underscore the existence of crime in Burnaby but to provide 

examples of method. That method is, in essence, the posing and 

answering of four questions:(lS) 

• What's the (crime) problem? 
• What's the setting? 
• Why is it happening there? 
• What can be done about it? 

SCJ1ERSET HOUSE <MAYWOOD MF.A). 

The Maywood Area (Diagram 4) is one of Burnaby's "high" 

cri1Ue areas. In 1980 the crimes connnitted there were pre

dominantly auto-related, those being four times more frequent 

than residential break-and-enter. 

The development of the area is.very mixed both in age and 

in type and it contains a number of features often related to 

crime: a major highway and associated commercial development; 

a department store, a pool hall, a disco (said to be a major hang 

out) and a large, natural park; a mixture of old and new buildings 

J 
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with a relatively high overall density and many vehicles parked 

on the street. 

The overall income level is relatively low and the proportion 

of transients in the population is said to be high (perhaps 40 

percent), which may be why a Neighbourhood Watch Program failed. 

Most of the population are in their twenties, and most of the 

offenders in the area - "a rough crowd" - were people in their 

teens and twenties. Teenagers (from inside or outside the area) 

- the attractions of the area are said to be the only thing 

they can afford - are said to b~ a special problem. Most of 

the crime occurs south of ~he 0 x-allway :tine· where there are 

many older, low income houses, both single and multi-family. 

The target building, Somerset House, is quite close to the 

greatest cluster of crimes in the area (Diagram 4), but well 

away from the Kingsway strip and insulated from it by the rail

way line. Somerset House (Diagram 5) is a relatively new, 

handsome high rise apartment building (11 storeys) which is one 

of a group of four such buildings set in an open park-like site. 

Unlike the others it is a rental building and is occupied by 

older and younger couples - no children, no pets. It sits at 

the corner of a major arterial (Imperial) and a major connector 

(~atterson) and the intersection is controlled by a traffic 

light. Both streets are well lit. There is a bus stop right 

in front of Somerset House. 

To the west Central Park is effectively open since the log 

fence around it presents no real barrier to entry. To the 

southwest a cemetery with trees and many larger monuments and 

stores is similarly open. The single family houses facing 

Somerset House on the south side have a number of bushy trees 

in their front yards, greatly li1Iliting the possibility of 

neighbourly surveillance. In effect Somerset House is over-

I 
~1 
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looked only on its east and north faces, and tha.t by impersonal 

highrise buildings. 

From the security point of view Somerset House is characterized 

by several features: (Diagram 5) 

· The grounds, while well maintained are obviously not 
regarded by everyone as private, for there is some 
evidence of people crossing the grass. In one case 
these are probably Somerset House residents taking 
a short cut across the corner; in the other they 
could be outsiders cutting transversely across the 
larger site to get to the bus stop. In any event, 
given the symbolic and ornamental nature of the 
landscaping it is scarcely surprising that no 
territoriality seems to be accorded to the site 
as a whole. 

• The ground and floor apartments are easily accessible 
from the ground. 

• The lobby, accessible through a locked door and an 
intercom, is poorly lit, has a curtained window 
and is not visible from the road. 

· The entrance door is further shielded and shaded by 
a massive concrete canopy, very poorly lit, which 
entirely cuts off the possibility of surveillance 
from the apartment block to the east 

· The underground parking garage is accessible by a 
steep ramp whose walls soon shield anyone walking 
in. Within it and around one corner, access is 
controlled by a vertical-lift, metal screen gate, 
key-operated. This takes over a minute to open 
and close. There are many massive concrete columns 
which afford concealment possibilities. It is 
dimly lit. 

• It is clear that some at least of the residents are 
not all security-conscious, being indifferent to 
the presence of strangers and not given to locking 
their cars. 

• No special security measures are taken·by the management 
(although tenants are apparently warned to be careful) 
because crime is not seen as a serious problem. What 
crime does occur consists of theft from cars in the 
underground garage and theft from apartments. 

While the level of crime in Somerset House could scarcely be 

called serious and, that being so, residents and management would 

probably reject any palliative proposals that would impinge on 
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their comfort, privacy or pocket books, what could be done 

to reduce crime? Possibly the following: 

• For the grounds: thicken the landscaping across the 
corner (inexpensive but doesn't address an 
important problem); build a low (symbolic) fence 
or wall around the perimeter (wouldn't take away 
from the sweep and spaciousness of the site, but 
would be costly and wouldn't deter anyone determined 
to trespass); alternatively, keep a special watch 
for trespassers - who are probably very few in number -
and demand that they respect the privacy of the site 

• For the entrance and lobby area: remove the curtains; 
exchange the spotlights in the lobby ceiling for open 
fixtures; install better lights around the entrance 
door; trim the shrubbery in front of the canopy (all 
inexpensive, but it is not known if the door and lobby 
have ever been means of entry for burglars) 

• For the garage: install a lift door at the foot of the 
ramp - assuming the existing one wouldn't fit; install 
better lighting (both expensive) 

·Generally: impress on tenants (making aevec!a.l point 
of doing this with all new tenants) the importance of 
safety habits - locking doors and windows, habitually 
speaking to others in elevators, lobby and garage; 
put to its proper use the basement room designed as 
a recreation room but now used for storage; publicize 
within the building any incidents of crime when they 
happen. 

Wh.at could/should not be done? 

• Owing to its open location on two main streets nothing 
can be done to diminish the accessibility/vulnerability 
of Somerset House 

• It would not be reasonable to fence off Central Park 
• It would take away from the pleasant, open appearance of 

the site to build a high fence 
• It would not be reasonable to ask the neighbours to the 

south to reduce their landscaping in order to facilitate 
surveillance of Somerset House 

VtUA APRIA <PnRNABY HEIGtITS) 
Crime in Burnaby Heights (Diagram 6) is also dominated by 

auto-related offences, these being five times more frequent than 

the next most serious offence, residential theft. 
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The area consists mainly of middle-aged to old single 

family houses occupied by lower middle income people, but 

there is much multi-family occupancy based on renting, and 

a lot of transiency. Albert Street, one block north of 

Hastings, contains many relatively new low rise apartments. 

Major features consist of H~stings Street, a heavily travelled 

arterial with its long and substantial connnercial strip, and 

on the western border the Pacific National Exhibition complex 

with its massive parking lots. Specific criminogenic elements 

include Burnaby Inn ( (formerly the Admiral Hotel) on Hastings 

Street, which contains a beer parlour and a cabaret; a liquor 

store, a small chain grocery store and a p9ol hall; and Burnaby 

Heights Park, known as a young people's hangout. The area is 

subject to a considerable amount of east-west infiltration of 

traffic. 

More than half of the crimes in the area are believed by 

the police to originate with people living outside the area, and 

relatively little of it involves juveniles. There is a strong 

crime focus near the Burnaby Inn and a marked tapering off of 

cri111e to the north of Hastings. The target building is Adria 

Villa, a low rise apartment building about 15 years old, in 

good condition and occupied by middle income people. To the 

east are similar apartment buildings; to the north across the 

lane are older single-family houses in good repair; on the 

west is 1Dore such housing and a small parking lot associated 

with Has~ings Street stores; on the south across Albert Street 

are a small, older, nondescript apartment house and the extensive 

parking lot of the Burnaby Inn. Albert Street accommodates a 

lot of street parking and carries a considerable mount of traffic. 

Lighting on both Albert and Gilmore is good. 

The Burnaby Inn parking, which is open on the east side to 

An ac\jacent auto ~-'dea;I.erls' parking lot, is poorly surfaced, and 
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is insulated from Albert Street by a low concrete block wall 

featuring two small walk-through openings and an old vehicle 

opening now blocked off by concrete highway dividers. Car 

access to the lot is directly off Hastings Street. 

From a security point of view Villa Adria is, with a few 

exceptions, a satisfactory building (Diagram 7): 

• Its territory is very well defined, front and 
back, by stone or concrete walls and it gives 
the appearance of care and good maintenance 

• The entrance and lobby are highly visible, well 
defined, well lit, and guarded by locks and 
an intercom. Mail boxes, which attract regular 
attention from residents are at the front of the 
lobby and highly visible 

• Outsiders surveying the building soon become aware 
that they themselves are being watched by residents 

• The patios of the lower apartments are easily accessible 
from the ground and concealment is faciliated by a 
number of substantial trees immediately in front of 
them 

• The underground garage, accessible from the lane, is 
open, ill-lit and open to casual inspection from 
the flanking sidewalk on Gilmore. 

• Crime is not taken very seriously in the building, 
despite occasional breaking into cars, both in 
the garage and on the street, and into apartments, 
and no special security measures have been taken 
except by inidividual residents on their own suites. 

In this situation what could be done to reduce crime? 

• For the grounds: clear the tree trunks up to ground 
.floo;rbalcony level only (residents would probably 
object to trimming the bulk of the foliage above 
that level, whatever its surveillance advantages, 
because of the privacy it gives 

• For the garage: build up the side wall of the garage 
ramp to six feet to frustrate casual "casing" of 
the garage below (reasonably inexpensive); improve 
interior lighting (expensive); install keyed security 
gates at the foot of the ramp (exp~nsive because two 
gates would be necessary, or one gate plus a new wall) 

• Off the property: request the Burnaby Inn to fill in 
the old vehicle access on Albert Street with masonry 
walling; repair and maintain the lighting; improve 
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the surface, markings and maintenance of its 
parking lot; and at least maintain its present 
patron management practices, particularly in the 
cabaret with its relatively late hours. (This 
acknowledges that recent changes in dress and 
behaviour codes have already brought about 
significant improvements in patron behaviour) 

What could not be done would be to change the street and traffic 

patterns in this heavily used area or to change mixed pattern 

of land use and the associated mixtures of people and activities. 

SYLVAN CouRT (fwoNps AREA) 

Crime in the Edmonds area consists almost equally of auto

related offences and residential break-and-enter and theft. 

In terms of residential development the Edmonds area (Diagram 8) 

is quite mixed - single family, low rise and some high rise 

apartments; old rather low income, newer middle income, and 

relatively new, low income. It is traversed by two major 

arterials, Kingsway and Canada Way, and another - Edmonds 

Street. Along all of these, especially Kingsway, there is 

a mixture of commercial - institutional development includ-

ing a supermarket, a sizeable shopping mall, a liquor outlet, 

a bowling alley and a hotel attractive to young people. 

There is little crime in the single family areas but there 

are pockets near the trafficked streets and focussed on low 

rise, subsidized - rental housing. It is believed that many 

of the offences involve juveniles who live in the area, one 

of the tightest clusters being adjacent to the Edmonds 

School. Interestingly, the police aver that there is less 

crime than there used to be, possibly as a result of a 

substantial new recreation centre, the assignment of a 

probation officer to the area and a Purpose Program offering 

special teaching and counselling for problem children. The 

target complex here is Sylvan Court, a tight group of low-

rise buildings fronting on Kingsway, although the bulk of 
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the buildings - which lie beh.tnd - Are accessible by ~ 

rather tortuous route off 16th Avenue. 

The complex (Diagram 9} cons-ists of 15 walkup bui1di:.ngs, 

arranged with two courts on the inside (the larger contain

ing a small swinnning pool, a wading pool and an equipped 

playground area) and three 1I1ain parking areas on the outside. 

Each building contains ten apartments entered from a central 

stairwell. This is a low-income subs-i:.dized rental project. 

There appear to be several families with young or teen-age 

children, including si'ngle-parent fami1ies. 

10}: 

The following features· of the area appear relevant (Diagram 

• The project is ill-defined physically at several 
points, notably the entrances and parking lot 
on the east side 

• Maintenance is poor: there is much litter and 
entrance doors often have no locks 

Outside lighting is poor and sparse 
• There is a vacant lot just at the eastern approach 

which is unfenced, unkempt and littered 
• The project obviously acts as a "through" route 

for outside children (as well as insiders, possibly) 
and a panel in the western boundary fence has been 
torn down, leading to a pathway through private 
grounds to Edmonds Street nearby. 

• Much of the shrubbery, especially on Kingsway is 
quite extensive and dense and would both conceal 
intruders and impede surveillance 

• It is possible to drive all the way around the 
complex by a combination of public streets and 
private parking lots 

• There is evidence of active surveillance by parents 
of children in the playground area 

• There is very little possibility of natural surveillance 
on the eastern approach, which passes mainly along 
the sides or backyards of adjacent properties. 

This. being a low income area, much of the crime problem is 

probably socially based. Nevertheless what could be done? 
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Vanda 1 i zed door 

The south access is very poorly defined; 
a gateway would help 

Parking lot and public street are 
ocarcely distinguishable; a fence/ 

wa 11 would help 

One of the interior courts 

Dense foliage at the front of the 
project 

The access to the parking area looks 
like a public way; a gateway would helr 

SYLVAN COURT 
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• The boundaries of the COJIJ.Plex could be greatly 
"sharpened" - by building a -·Jl)ediUll) height wall 
or fence at'ound the eas.tern parking lot and 
confining access-·to one opening in the centre; 
by constructing a symbolic gateway on the south 
face and another at tlie entrance of the western 
parking lot off Kingsway 

• The all-too-easy access around the project could 
be restricted by turning the northern parking lot 
into a cul-de-sac stopped off at the northeast 
end (~r by blocking off the entry onto Kingsway) 

The 111aintenance of the whole area should be greatly 
improved 

• Better atea lighting should be installed 
• Some of the shrubbery against the face of the build

ings on Kingsway could be reduced 
• The northerly boundary fence should be repaired, 

the neighbours to the north required to prevent 
the passage of trespassers across their property, 
and some efforts 111ade by the management and/or 
police to accost and change the habits of tres
passers using that pathway 

• Special efforts should be 'lllade by all the social 
agencies in the area, including the police, to 
attend to the special needs and problems of the 
residents of the complex 

• It will be noted that nothing has been said about 
"hardening" outside doors, because, with so 'lllany 
children in the area such a move would either not 
be acceptable to the residents or might in fact be 
subverted if it were taken. Such security measures 
should be directed towards the hardening of in
dividual suites. 

• The residents should be consulted regarding all of 
these proposals, full advantage being taken of 
this opportunity to give them some feeling of 
control over their surroundings. As far as 
possible agreed works should be carried out 
without charge to the residents, being regarded 
as faults in the original design of the complex. 
Proposals objected to by the residents (e.g. 
turning the northern parking lot into a cul-de-sac 
might be a case in point) should not be proceeded 
with. 

Altogether these three case studies, each of them unique, cover 

quite a range of settings, and they make it clear that indeed 

much can be done through design to make citizens' everyday 

lives more secure. To this topic we now turn, asking what the 

Department of Planning and Building Inspection can do through 

its program to achieve this end. 
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7. PLNtHNG FOR s,my IN BUIMBV 
The Burnaby Outlook 

we believe that Burnaby's: development in the years ahead 

will require serious thought about public security. 

'.For example: 

Although the municipality's land area is now 
'largely developed the'l.'e still are a number of 
sites· which could support large scale develop
ments and becaus-e ~f Burnaby's central location 
in the metropolitan area some of them are likely 
to be o,f .high~. dens:ity' 

According to th.e res'idential compaction study 
recently approved by Council Burnaby can expect 
a steady stream of redevelopment and residential 
compaction projects·. These will inevitably result 
in one of the crime-producing situations mentioned 
in this report - encroachment on existing neigh
bourhoods by new denser developments 

There will continue to be a threat to residential 
neighbourhoods from traffic infiltration 

There will be several ALRT stations where security 
could become an important problem 

• There will be th.e usual continuous stream of land 
use changes, rafsing problems relating to land 
us.e mixtures and compatibilities that have 
implications for public safety 

Community planning and EDM 

At least as far as zoning is concerned, safety is one 

of the objectives laid down by the Municipal Act: "In 

making regulations under this {zoning] section, the Council 
shall have due regard to health, safety, convenience and 

welfare of the public ••• nC19} Thus in giving effect to 

safety provisions, planning would merely be doing what it 

has been directed to do. To this endeavour EDM now has 

quite a lot to of fer in the way of both concepts and 

techniques arising from the experience - mainly in the United 
States - of the last dozen years or so. 

In passing we should take note of one fear that has been 
expressed about EDM - that it might be treated as an over-
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riding end in itself and allowed to produce fortress communities 

governed or fear. If EDM w:ere left to singl~purpose agencies., 

such as the police, thia 'l!Jight be ~ ;Legiti1nate concern, but it 

should pose no problems for ccmiinunity planners, who atie accusto;DJed 

to working with multiple objectives as a1J1atter of course. Crtme

oriented design strategies do indeed frequently collide with others 

based on beauty, privacy, freedom of 1!l0vement and cost, for example, 

but such. conflicts the C011l11111tlity planner takes in his stride as 

inevitable and soluble by one 111eans or another. 

What is interesting, on the other hand, is the extent to 

which. many E.DM principles echo some classic prescriptions from 

planning theory. One in particular harks back to the theory of 

the neighbourhood, which stipulated an area of limited size, 

preferably with. easily i.dentif table boundaries·, containing a 

few neighbourhood-oriented commercial facilities and featuring a 

road pattern designed to discourage "throu;gh" traffic - all of 

which are now advanced as promoting territoriality and safety. 

An.other reverts back to Buchanan's Traffic in Towns: "There must 

be areas of good environment ••• where people can live, work, 

shop, look about and move around on foot in reasonable freedom 

from th.e hazards of road traf fie, and there must be a complementary 

network of ):'oads ••• for effecting the primary distribution of 

traffic to th.e environmental areas," (ZO) that is, defined neigh

bourhoods set in a network of 1I1ain roads. EDM may indeed be a 

re-birth, but it has long and deep roots in planning ideas. 

Saf etroriented Planning processes 

It may well be that in Burnaby there will be a place for 

EDM ideas in relation to new developments of some scale. In 

that cas~ they should be applied directly in the process of 

project design. In passing it has been noted that some of 

the EDM design features in T1JI11bler Ridge were based directly on 

elements from A Pattern Language, (2l)which would seem to be a , 

particularly fertile source of ideas and principles. 
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Wh.ere EDM has to be applied to existing situations CODJ1I1on~ 

sense de.mands tha,t the appx-pach start ~th analysts o;e th.e cri.DJe 

situatioll being addJ:1essed. Tb..e a.ppx-oach wuld look 8-0lllet~g like 

the following: (222 

1. Analyze the cri~ situat1:on: 
Who is doing what to ldtom? 'W.h..ete, and frOII) wha,t poillts 
of origin (generationl? At what times? ApproachiJ\g 
and es~aping how-? etc. 

2. Wh~t physical elements- (land 'Uses, buildings, streets, 
alleys., etc.} are involved and what is it about them 
that permits the cri:me to take place? 

3. What solutions: a.re ava:tlallle to change the physical 
environment. 

4. How would these solutt.ons support or facilitate 111anagement 
by police and others? 

5. Evaluate the s.olutions-/changes in relation to other urban 
objectives e.g. a.ccess:tb:tlity,, appearance, privacy, and 
cost-effectiveness, recognizing the various parties 
involved in th.ese considerations. 

6. Consult parties· affected by changes. 

7. Make recoI11DJendations. 

Implement a ti on 

If EDM is to have any effect thought must be given to mechanisms 

available for ilnplementation. 'Ih.e established ones are well known 

but the pos.sibility of modifying or adding to their provisions 

would have to be investiga,ted in each case. 

Building Inspection: 'Ih.e applicable strategies are target

harden:tng, vandal-proofing and detection hardware. The 
' 

Solicitor General's. Report 1Jlentions several publications 

of interest such as Protecting your home against burglary, 

CMHC, 1981; 'Ihe Design Council 1979 (on vandal-resistant 

materials}; and a number of American publications. Checking 

of costs of proposed additions/changes would be desirable as 

well as advance consultation with the building industry. 

Subdivision control: the applicable strategies are those 

governing street-cum-lotting patterns, and it is noted that 

th.e Municipal Act gives the Approving Officer both authority 
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and a degree of discretion in deterDJining "the public 

interest". Two 111atters would 111ertt consideration 

l} whether in the Burnaby situation it would be worth

while to amend the subdivision bylaw to acknowledge 

EDM principles 2} whether i.t would be worthwhile 

to prepare an advisory document on subdivision design 

for the use of developers. 

Land use planning: For ordinary situations the ZOn.ing 

Bylaw would apply. It tir0uld be worthwhile to consider 

whether any additions or 1J10difications might be made to 

accommodate safety considerations. Here it might be 

noted that at least one other B. C. nnmicipali ty (Mats qui} 

is nQw proposing to add to its zoning bylaw three provisions 

governing 1} the location of children's play areas in 

apart1llent or townhouse zones 21 the standard of lighting 

in parting lots 31 the provision of resident-controlled 

gates on underground parking garages. 

For special situations the Community Plan mechanism may 

apply, normally governing land use (by reference to zoning 

categories), open spaces and street patterns. Thought might 

be given to the possibility of preparing Design Guidelines 

for use in individual Community Plans, similar to those 

incorporated in the False Creek section of the Vancouver 

City Zoning Bylaw. In Comprehensive Development zones. sol!le 

additions might be necessary to give effect to EDM principles, 

possibly in the form of Design Guidelines of a general nature 

or specific to each zone. 

In rezoning cases it should be possible to make safety

oriented judgements and proposals properly documented by 

reference to EDM literature 

A Maintenance Bylaw: In two of the three Burnaby case studies 

it is argued that poor maintenance was responsible for giving 
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an a.rea an unkempt, nobody-cares image which breeds dis

respect, vandalism and possibly cl;'iJile. Maintenance bylaws 

from other places should be s-0ught and the desirability of 

adopting one in Burnaby cons.idered. 

Other ~owers: Study should be given to the existence of, or 

need for, other powefs which the municipality could use in 

combatting crime. One case i,n point would be the control of 

business licences. Another would be the provision of incentives, 

possibly by a fee reduction, for developments which included 

app?:"oved EDM measures in theit' design. 

Early advice to developers· and builders: If any changes were 

to be made to codes or bylaws to embody EDM techniques they 

should be applied in the early stages of project scrutiny. 

Police role in development approvals 

It has been said that we build our cities in ways that 

harbour and even encourage crime, then leave the police to 

pick up the pieces. Such a situation could be ameliorated 

if the police were to have a ?:"Ole in development approvals, 

as they have in Matsqui. Whether this could best be through 

a place on a Staff Committee or by a system of referral should 

be studied. 
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THE BASIC PROPOSITION 

A good case can be made for densifying "inner suburbs" - such as moat 
most of Burnaby's residential areas - which consist of single family homes 
on relatively large lots. While that case will not be made here, it can 
plausibly ~e argued that the introduction of additional low-density housing 
into these areas would benefit many parties - the present property owners, 
prospective home-buyers and the municipalities. But one problem is obvious -
that such a change in a well-established environment would probably be 
resisted by many of the affected residents. 

This report describes a densification scheme for a block in East 
Burnaby and how residents reacted to it. 

THE BLOCK 

The block chosen for the exercise, that bounded by 16th and 15th 
avenues and Cumberland and Wright streets, is shown in context on maps 
1, 2 and 3. The block is atypical in that it features a row of lots 
190 feet deep. These app~~r.3d to of fer a good opportunity for sub
division and for insertion of new houses into the r:"r1dle of the block 
without producing a density totally out of keeping with the area as it 
is now. 

The block lies within Plan.."ling Study Area 18 (Cariboo-Armstrong) 
but a windshield survey suggested that it "belongs" more properly in 
Area 19 (Second Street), which is noticeably different from Area 18 in 
terms of both actual physical change and residents' attitudes towards 
change. It would not be wise to make too much of this perceived 
affiliation since it cannot be proved that the residents of the study 
block share the typical attitudes of Arca 19 simply because (or if) its 
physical conditions are m'.:-:2 typical of that area. Neverthelesssince 
it will later be averred on the basis of personal intervie"~S that the 
block's residents seem remarkably open to change it seems prv.dent to 
note the differences betwaen these two areas. 

As regards recent chang~s ("pressure for change") Table 1, pages 
18 and 19, of Burnaby's ~s~t1<!,~ ?le!ghbourho?d Enviror.ment Study 
rates Area 18 as "low-coderate" and Area 19 as "moderate-high" in terms 
of (measured) pressure for change. The difference between them seems 
to be mainly in the age of houses, the number of housing sales and the 
number of demolitions, all of which are higher in Area 19 than in Area 
18. Area 18 is probably considerably bias~ed by the number of more 
expensive properties adjacent to Cariboo Road which probably means that 
its western end is not dissimilar to Area 19 as a whole. Our wind
shield survey tended to confirm this evidence and interpretation. 

Siritilarly a comparison of the indicators adduced in Burnaby's 
Resident Opinion Survey, Volume 3 suggests that Area 19 is considerably 
more receptive to change than Area 18. This is most clearly shown by 
aggregated answers to questions 27 ("what things do you currently like 
about this neighbourhood that you would never want to change?") and 28 
(the acceptability of non-single family housing types).As regards 
question 27 and concentrating on the factors of "low density'', "no 
more traffic", (architectural) "character of the neighbourhood", "quiet" 
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and "no commercial building'' we find that only 12 percent of respondents 
in Area 19 care about them compar~d with 21 percent in Area 18. Low 
density, the most popular issue ~s favoured by only 27 percent in Area 
19 and 35 percent in Area 18. : 

As regards question 28, in Area 19 a majority (61%) of residents 
are apparently ready to accept Vancouver Specials, duplexes and suites 
in single family houses, comp~red with a minority (46%) in Area 18. 
Furthermore the proportion of residents in Area 19 willing to accept 
triplexes, townhouses and garden apartments is twice that in Area 18, 
even though in both cases we are dealing only with a relatively small 
minority (24% versus 13%). 

Despite the hazards of the statistical evidence, and provided 
that our block is better described by the evidence of Area 19 than 
Area 18 it appears that there ought to be considerable openness to 
change in the block. Furtheruore the more familiar the housing types 
involved, the less resistance to change should be. Under these circum
stances we might also speculate that the ways in which change is 
handled will be crucial to its acceptance. 

THE SCHEHE 

The scheme adopted was a very conservative one based on the belief 
that there would likely be resistance to any proposal to alter a 
familiar environment. Thus it was decided to work, if possible, with 
well-esta~lished mechanisms (in this case R9 zoning) and unexceptionable 
i.e. single family houses. Even so :the resulting scheme could increase 
the density by 50 percent and cause a considerable change in the "feel" 
of the block. 

On the assumption that R9 zoning would be applied to the new lots 
created, the subdivision pattern shown on Map No. 4 was devised. This 
would permit single-family development on small (4000 sq. ft.) lots in 
the "new" part while retaining the greater development flexibility 
inherent in RS zoning on the residue. 

This subdivision pattern would in effect turn the main lane into 
a street whose minimum paved width would presumably have to be 28 feet. 
In addition appropriate services would have to be installed in the lane -
water, hydrants, sewer, drains, power and street lighting - to satisfy 
the requirements of the Engineering and Fire departments. 

Within the new lots site planning was carried out using R9 envelopes 
and the guidelines set out by Barbara Pettit in her thesis study !!!!. 
Homeowner as developer; a solution. 

The houses assumed were typically modest ones of around 1000 square 
feet and absolutely no difficulty was experienced in siting them within 
the R9 envelopes and according to Pettit's siting rules. The resulting 
scheme is shown on Map No. 5 and on the attached photograph of a scale 
model of the scheme by Pettit. 
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The cost and financial figures for the scheme, from rough figures 
provided by the Burnaby Engineering and Taxation departments are aa 
follows: 

Conversion Economics 

House building costs -------$50.00 I sq. ft. 
Mortgage rate -~----- 12 1/2% 

Construction cost 
Carryinr. cost/year 
Monthly cost 
Taxes (land & building) 
Repair maintenance 
Total monthly cost 

Feasible rent 

800 sq. ft. 

$40,000. 
5,000. 

415. 
90. 
35. 

540. 

750. ? 

1000 sq. ft. 

$50,000. 
6,250. 

520. 
100. 

40. 
660. 

850. ? 

It should be possible at today's rental levels to make a profit 
of perhaps $200/month on a net1 house. 

An owner having the necessary capital could make a return of 
$600-$700/month, a return on capital of about 15 percent. 

Subdivision 

It would be necessary to have capital for the servicing costs 
($20,000 per lot) or to post a performance bond prior to subdivision. 

THE APPROACH TO THE RESIDElfiS 

The approach to the residents was taken very carefully and in 
the first place our activities in the area were made known to them at 
a very early stage by a brief hand-delivered letter. This letter, 
which identified us as students engaged on a purely academic exercise, 
served to allay some suspicions and challenges we would otherwise have 
met. 

A certain amount of background reading was done, the most useful 
source being Communication of Innovations, Rogers and Shoemaker, 
Free Press, 1971. 

This book provided valuable perspective on the relationship 
between "change agents" (ourselves) and the intended recipients of 
change (the residents) and suggested some probable general outcomes 
which might be expected. A succinct summary of the main variables 
affecting the probability of change proposals being adopted is shown 
in the following diagram (P...ogers-Shoemaker page 158). 
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Flpre4-2 
A paradip of variables determlnln1 
tile rate of adoption of Innovations. 

-Variables Detelmining Rate 
Of Adoption 

Perceived Attributes of IMovations 

1. Relative advantage 
2. Compatability 
3. Complexity 
4. Trialability 
S. Observability 

Type of Innovation-Decision 

1. Optional 
2. Collective 
3. Authority 

Communication Channels {e.g., mass 
media or interpersonal) 

Nature of the Social System (e.g., 
'-modem or traditional norms, degree 
of communication integration, etc.) 

Extent of Change Agents' Promotion Efforts 

_ Dependent Variable to Be 
Explained 

RATE OF ADOPTION 
OF INNOVATIONS 

Source: Rogers & Shoerraker 

9. 
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In interviewing residents, which we did in pairs, we presented 
ourselves as students investigating the proposition that densif ication 
in inner suburban areas would have many advantages, their block having 
been chosen as a suitable study project. This stance successfully 
defused what might otherwise have been seen by the residents as a 
threatening situation; at the same time it later raised the possibility 
that our ideas and questions may not have been taken seriously. In 
introducing ourselves we used a structure of ideas worked out in 
advance to justify our presence:. We used a three dimensional model 
of the block (previous photograph) and a blown-up air photo on which 
existing features could be seen. These were most useful in gaining an 
audience and focussing attention. 

In order to give order and comparability to results we used the 
attached Survey Sheet. This was designed first to elicit spontaneous 
and undirected responses to our presentation, second to provoke 
responses to specific questions if spontaneous answers were not 
forthcoming. 

Before describing the findings of the survey it is well to set 
out some of its limitations. Twenty one responses were obtained from 
twenty five households. These could be differentiated in many ways -
owner v renter, by degree of direct exr>osure to the effects of the 
scheme, by prospects of gain, etc. - but any such breakdown iDDDediately 
leads to problems of statistical validity (which would be true for 
any survey of a single block), given the typical scatter of the 
responses. In addition it is clear that not enough time was available 
either for training of the interviewers or for full assimilation of 
the questions by the interviewees. 

A tabulation of the results is shown in Appendix II. Not 
surprisingly the responses to the two general questions ("what do you 
think of the scheme?" and "Would you be happy to live with it?") were 
somewhat different. In both cases there was very little dissent but 
the OK/not sure proportion was 4 to 1 for the first and 1 to 1 for the 
second. Combining the two there was a considerable preponderance of 
favourable versus uncertain views. Thus we feel justified in saying 
that at least there was a considerable degree of openness to the 
proposal. 

Enough specific problems were foreseen by the residents, 
especially those whose properties would be affected directly, 
to suggest that they were not merely exhibiting "a non-specific 
resistance to change", as speculated by Vischer. The major problems 
mentioned were, as percentages of the total number of respondents: 

• Loss of privacy 67% (reinforced by comments on congestion 
and loss of space) 

• Changes in views/appearance 50% 

·"Undesirable" types of people (associated mainly with renting) 50% 
• Parking difficulties 40% 

• Loss of (property) value 25% 

• Capital requirements 20% 

Comparison with some of the residents' attitudes discussed 
earlier suggest that these findings are indeed plausible. 
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GEOGRAPHY 444: Resident Survey: .-L .... o ... t_N .... o"'"'.""""--------

1. tniat do you think of our scheme? OK;...... ____ _ 

Not Sure -----
Bad -----
It depends __ _ 

2. Would you mind having new people coming to live 
in the block? Yes 

[2a] Would you expect problems: strangers 
transients 
crime 

------
Not sure ---
No, _____ _ 

It depends __ _ 

3. Do you think it would af feet the appearance and Yes, _____ _ 
"feel" of the block? 

[Ja] eg. •spaciousness 
•views and appearance 
·privacy 
•quiet 

4. Do you think you would be happy living in this 
situation? 

Sex Age Family? Years here? Staying? 

Not sure ----
tlo 

It depends 

Yes 

Not sure 

No 

It depends 

Occupation 
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Sa.IE GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

1. While a good case can be made for densification as a concept it 
will always be unpredictable and tricky to do because of 
a) site difficulties b) resident reactions. 

2. Any densification program will necessarily have to be approached 
on a block-by-block basis, each block being unique. This does 
not mean, however, that interest in block schemes would be 
confined to each block: neighbourhood and community reactions 
can be foreseen .. 

3. Search for suitable blocks should be guided by the following 
considerations: 

a) Local receptivity to change, probably related to local 
experience of change, as suggested by the Residential 
Neighbourhood Environment Study 

b) physical suitability based on lot size and house siting 

c) location in or on the fringes of larger areas where sub
stantial change can be expected 

4. a) Engineering services will not normally be a problem where 
densif ication is confined to single blocks in isolation and 
where it does not more than double the number of households. 

b) If densification is to be pursued a general strategic-type 
study should be undertaken in which the three factors set 
out in item 3) above are related to the capacity of key 
engineering services. 

5. If promising-looking blocks are identified exploratory densification plans should be prepared. These should pay particular attention 
of the provision of engineering services, parking and house types, 
siting and controls. They should assume the CD (Comprehensive 
Development) zoning controls will be used. Particular attention 
will be essential to the control of building bulk and to house
and-site designs which maximize privacy. (Note that R9 zoning 
in this case would permit the construction of houses whose bulk 
would not be in keeping with the scale of present houses and 
the "feeling" of the block as a whole). 

6. The average houaeholder is not expert in development matters 
such as subdivision, house design and construction, and the 
management or sale of property. In addition there will always 
be differences in opinion between property owners as to what 
should be done. Under these circumstances what the municipality 
does and how it does it will be crucially important. It will 
have to help the residents with unfamiliar technical and 
administrative tasks and do so in open, non-threatening and 
responsive ways. In particular municipal plans and policies 
should be drafted which would cover the following and could quickly 
be reviewed and finalized in the event of fast-moving discussions 
with residents. These should be re. arded as essential inputs 
which residents would have to have in order to decide whether 
to accept the scheme or not. 
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a) Possible site development plans as in item 5) above 

b) Financial implications for the individual residents and 
any proposals the municipality might devise to help home 
owners who lack ready capital. 

c) Programs which might be used to implement the scheme, 
such as replotting, local improvement, and assistance 
with subdivision, house design and contracting 

d) Engage in open discussion with the people of the block, 
being ready with all the information and tentative policies 
which the residents would need in order to make decisions. 
Ample time would need to be allotted for presentation, 
repetition, discussion, surveys and scheme review. 

It is acknowledged that a dilemma may exist as regards the timing 
and sequence of steps 5 and 6 above. Too much block-specific preparation 
in advance would undoubtedly be viewed as "scheming" by the municipality 
and resented accordingly. Too little would mean that the residents would 
not be able to give informed or decisive responses and might lead to 
delays and to unwelcome uncertainty for them. The ideal would be for 
the municipality to carry out as much of the preparatory work as 
possible on a general (non-block-specific) basis, to approach block 
residents at a very early stage and to be ready to move with dispatch 
if these approaches met with a favourable reception. 



SURVEY RESULTS 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD SURVEY: GENERAL RESPONSES 
(All Responses Classified by Lot Nwnber) 

(1) What do you think of tthis scheme? 

O.K. - 1, 2a, 2b, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24 

Not Sure - 5, 7, 14, 23 

Bad - 8 

(2) Do you think you would be happy living with this scheme? 

Yes - - 2a, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 16, 20, 22 

Not Sure - 1, 2b, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24 

No - 8, 9 

(3) Problems perceived by the residents: 

Privacy - 2b, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24 

Undesireable Types of People - 1, 3, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23 
(largely associated with renters) 

Vie".Js/Appe.'.l.:..<3nce - 1, 2b, 3, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23 

Traffic/Parking - 2b, 3, 9, 13, 17, 18, 20, 21 

Congestion/Crowding - 3, 8, 12, 15, 17, 20, 23, 24 

Physical Space - 2b, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17, 23 

Loss of Value - 1, 3, 9, 14, 17, 20, 23 

Noise - 2b, 9, 14, 18, 21 

Capital Outlay - 1, 3, 5, 9 

Topography - 3, 9 

(4) Benefits perceived by the residents: 

More People/Children - 2b, 5, 13, 15, 21 

New Houses - Improved Appearance - 5, 12, 13, 17, 20 

Increased Safety - 13, 17 

Better Services - 11, 17 

Affordable Housing - 13, 22 

Less Maintenance - 13, 23 



Better Land Utilization - 20, 23 

Good Investment - 23 

(5) Additional Significant Comments: 

If development was done tastefully then there would not be any problems (i.e. space, views, privacy). 

Loss of Back Lane Access 
Problems with Front yard facing Backyard 
Garbage Pick-ups 

Lots - 13, 22 

Problems Associated with 
conversion of lane to street 

Lots - 17, 23 

There would be less loitering in lane because as a street it would have more lighting. (Benefit associated with conversion of lane to street) 

Lot - 17 

Newcombe Connector would help to reduce non-local traffic in area. 

Lots - 1, 13, 15 

Increased Property Taxes as a result of increased services - inequitable distribution of 'costs' of development. 
Lot - 1 

i 
J 
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Table for Survey Analysis 

(Numbers Indicate Total Number of Responses) 

FACTORS OWNER/OCCUPANT OHMER/OCCUPANT OWNER/OCCUPANT OW!IBR/OCCUPANT OTHEl· 
LOT TYPE I * LOT TYPE II * LOT TYPE III * LOT TYPE IV * LOT T 

What do you think 
of the scheme? 

O.K. 4 2 3 4 3 

Mot Sure 2 0 0 0 2 

Bad 1 0 0 0 0 

Could you live i 

with it? 

Yes 2 1 0 3 4 
Not Sure 3 1 3 1 1 

No 2 0 0 0 0 

Problems: 

Privacy 7 1 3 0 3 

Unde1trable 
Types of People 5 2 1 2 1 

Views/Appearance 5 1 2 1 2 

Traffic/Parking 2 2 3 1 0 
' 

Congestion -
Crowding 4 2 0 0 2 

Physical Space 4 1 1 0 2 
1 

Loss of Value 3 2 0 1 1 

Noise 2 0 3 0 0 

Capital Outlay 2 0 0 1 1 

Topography 2 0 0 0 0 

* TYPE I - Potential to benefit through subdivision of their lot 
TYPE II - Affected directly by loss of land.for development of lane into a street 
TYPE III - Indirectly affected through proximity to the development (face the lane) 
TYPE IV - Not really affected due to peripheral location, away from development 
TYPE V - Includes all houses that are currently being rented 

~ 
~-------



FACTORS 

Benefits: 

More People/ 
Children 

New Houses -
Improved 
Appearance 

Increased 
Safety 

Better 
Services 

Affordable 
Housing 

Less Hain• 
tenance 

Better Land 
Utilization 

Good Invest
ment 

' l
', 
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Table for Survey Analysis 

OWMER/OCCUPANT OWNER/OCCUPAlIT OWUER/OCCUPANT 
LOT TYPE I LOT TYPE II LOT TYPE III 

1 0 2 

0 2 0 

0 1 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

OWUER/OCCUPA?JT OTHER 
LOT TYPE IV LOT TYPE V 

1 1 

2 1 

1 0 

0 1 

2 0 

1 1 

0 1 

0 1 





This study makes direct use of the data and findings of Residential 
and Life Satisfaction of the Elderly in Institutions, 1979, by 
'Gloria Gutman and Johri ~rcer assisted by Arthur Fallick. We are 
especially indebted to Dr. Gutman for her generous support. 

All photos courtesy Seton Villa Retirement Centre, Burnaby, B.C. 
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The question: 

wheJLe .6 houi.d home.6 6oJL 
the el.de.JLly be located? 
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PARTl 
GENERAL· 



1HE ELDERLY AND 1HEIR SITIJATION 

The people studied here were residents of fifteen "personal cape" 
and/or "inteP1T1ediate care" homes in the Greater Vancouver area, 
that is, people who required either a minimum amount of assistance 
or general nursing support but were stiU able to do much for them
selves. The homes were government-approved and Pun by non-profit 
societies in which residents pay about $8.50 per day. 

Without ignoring the lllique individuality of evezy person and 
the dangers of stereotyping, there are some generalizations we can 
safely make about the residents of these homes: 

"Take o 1.d age fol' r.'ihat it is - a stage 
in tmnsit. A fact of life, not a 
disease." 

"'I'he fOl'bidden 'thing should be to brond 
all eldel'ly men and ~ as senile. 
EtJecyone 1Jho lives gl'OIJB oldel'. The 
nr:zjol'ity don't (J1'0IJ SOUl'Bd, helpless, 
Ol' bittel' and il"l'Bsponsible simply 
because the passing ye<U'B slOIJ doLln 
theil' tempo of living. And thel'B 's 
no special 1>alendal' to meas~ the 
time Ol' capacity to think, Ol' to feel. 
E:z:quisite singing, Ol' a violin ol' oboe 
BUpel'bly played can send sensuous 
shivel's of delight doLln an eldel'ly 
spine. Besides, people do faZZ 
passionately in Zove at seventy, 1Jhen 
'!Jith-my-body-I-thee-wl'ship' stiZZ 
means pl'ecisely ~ 1Jhat it SaJ1S." 

Ellen N""1ton 

"Wo:::ikness is 1Jhat chal'actel'iaes the ol.d most 
of alt." Ronald Blythe 

" 'In the midd~e of life ue <U'8 in death, ' OU?' 
ancestol's said, and they meant it. To them it 
ws a fact, to us it is a metaphol'. It seel'Btly 
distlU'bs us to see old people talking and behav
ing as if they <U'8 in the midst of life." 

Ronald Blythe 

• M:>st are 75-85 years old 

· Most have health problems 

• Almost half can no longer go 
. out by themselves 

• Almost all of them are alone, 
most having lost their mates 
of many years standing 

• They are fragile ~ their 
strength and resilience are 
limited 

They live in homes mainly 
because they can no longer 
manage by themselves 

Their productive years - in a 
production-oriented society -
are over 

· The world aroillld them "belongs" 
to the yolllg, who tend to look 
askance at the vezy old 

• Their social world has shnmk 
and their lives are coming to an 
end 

An.d :they a/Le ve!Uj muc.h awaJte 06 
:the.6 e thingli 

"tie l'Bally <U'8 '!Ji.th-it'. Today one 
ol.d lady was banished fl'Om the Zounge 
until tomol'l'OIJ fol' using vecy bad 
language." 

EZZen NB1Jton 

l 



HOW 00 1HEY FEEL ABOUf LIVING 
IN A HCM3? 

"In this less than half-wrld there are 
phases when time seems to freeze. Twenty
/our hours don't mark one day. They stretch 
into an uneasy eternity." 

Ellen Net.Jton 

"Fl'idn" - The poor old man is still' i.>ith us. 
Thos~ harsh cries sound like a despairing, 
broken child. As if he's trying to say he is 
weary past bearing of this sham of living and 
alZ that goes i.>ith it. These te:rrible, less 
than human sounds bore like blunt instruments 
into yoUP senses. " 

"I wnder if the time i.>ill come "1hen families 
and physicians can understand the torture of 
spirit that must be lived through in places like 
this. Something that flays the senses. It is 
pain that is deep-seated, and enduring. Dif
ferent, but not less, than the pain of a scald, 
or a crushed or ti.>isted limb. And it must happen 
to any man or wman when terminal illness sen
tences them to life along-side the mentally ill." 

Ellen NebJton 

"In this situation you never make a 
net.J acquaintance. Passing years 
spirit abJay some of the old ones. 
Distanee, and bleak rooms don't 
make it easy for people to come to 
you. And you can never go to them. n 

El Zen NebJtrm 

"Unable to love the old we arproach them via 
sentiment, duty and an eye to our obJn eventual 
decline. We make sure that they are housed, 
fed, medicated, and seated facing their 
favorite channel," Ronald Blythe 

· They are lonely 

· They feel useless 

• They are often bored 

• f\tlst of all they loath having to 
live alqngside those who are 
senile and confused 

• Individual feelings vary inunensely 
but the attitudes of a lifetime 
persist: the independent-minded 
soldier indomitably on, the sub
missive resign themselves to the 
inevitable. Nevertheless theirs 
is an ambivalent position: they 
are glad for shelter, food and 
care and for not having to worry 
about them; but many feel that 
in entering a home they have sur
rendered - that they are no longer 
competent and autonomous people but 
llllits in a custodial institution. 
Social ~ecwvi..ty no. 123456; Jtoom 
no • 8 3; bJLea.k na.6 t a..t 8' .f.u.nch a..t 
2, cUnneJL a..t 5, Ught.6 out 9: 30; 
don't ma.ke a. me..6~~ don't make a. no-<Ae 
and don't be cU6MCJJ.U. 

· Many homes do as nruch for them as 
could be expected of institutions. 
They provide private rooms and 
T.V. (for the most part), meals, 
a lollllge, and grollllds to sit in. 
Some provide vehicular transpor
tation for outings; many arrange 
religious services provided by 
nearby churches ; and some are 
visited by the members of service 
organizations 

· But these are all provided ''within 
the walls", and more than half of 
the residents are not ready to be 
cooped up entirely. They still want 
to enjoy as nruch of life outside as 
they can 



WHAT 00 1HEY 00 OUTSIDE 1HE HOME? 

"Yau can esaape, and live by proxy in a 
book for five or si.3! hours a day. But 
not aU day and not every day. 01' listen 
to the radio. Television? Yes, if you 
can take murder and rr>:Lyhem, unlimited, and 
can enjoy the unaonsaious hWTKJur of daily 
hospital series." Elten Newton 

"No human being wants to be regimented. 
Some small part of every man and WOrr>:Ln 
longs to be treated as a person. " 

Ellen Newton 

It was a wal'm, sunny early spring 
day and it just happened that 
direatly aaross the street from 
the home, a aonstruation projeat 
was beginning. Many residents 
lJel'e dmom out of the home onto the 
street by the aativity and the sun. 
Many others were at windows on various 
floors of the building. One gentleman 
in partiaular stiaks out in my mind. 
He needed every bit of support his 
aane aould give him, yet there he 
was, aane in one hand,. holding the 
fenae surrounding the aonstruation 
site with the other, not wanting to 
miss a moment of this aation. I would 
estirr>:Lte that in the one and a half 
hour11 that I was in the area, I saw 
at least Jo to 40 people on the street 
and at least that rr>:Lny people looking 
out their windows over a prolonged 
period. All this attention to an 
e11ent whiah rrr:;st people would only 
give a passing glanae to. 

Jim Hurst 

· Families and relatives are the 
mainstay of the outside lives 
of those who have them within 
reach. Visiting and driving 
with them, even though this 
seldom happens oftener than 
once a week, is probably the 
most important social event in 
their lives 

• Over half of the residents can 
go out by themselves and do so 
fairly regularly 

• Less than half use the bus system; 
most find it difficult to do so 

• ·Very few can walk as far as a 
quarter of a mile, and they tend 
to be deterred by: 

• steep gradients 
• rough sidewalks 

absence of road crossings, , 
stop signs or traffic lights 

• poor traffic visibility 
• complex traffic movements (as 

at intersections or in shop
ping centre parking areas) 

Some neighbourhood characteristics 
also deter them: 

• a lot of traffic and noise 
· dull featureless neighbourhoods 
· vandalism and the feeling that 

the neighbourhood is not safe 

• But what about those who go out 
on their own? Given their physical 
limitations, what do they do outside? 
If there are no significant deter
rents in the way mobile old people 
engage mainly in: 

• shopping and window shopping 
• medical trips 
• eating out and having coffee 
• walking for its own sake 

a variety of social activities 



H(}.1E LOCATION POLICY 

MJst homesites appear to have been chosen for reasons of economy or 
sometimes because they were donated. But, important as they are, 
these are not sufficient reasons; all too often the location simply 
does not meet the needs of the residents. How should homes be located? 

The policy goal should be to enable the elderly to participate as 
fully and naturally as they can in the life of the comrm.mity around 
them. This goal was achnirably expressed many years ago by Lewis M.irnfo 

"They .6houi.d, 6fu.t 06 ail., be pall:t 06 a. noJUnai.. 
mlxed c.ommu.nlty, whe.theJr. .they bec.ome membeJUi 06 
U at t:wen.ty-6ive o!L at .6even.ty-fi,[ve. Thw 
quaJtteJUi .6houi.d be uncliA.UngCLl6ha.ble outwaJuli.y · 
6Mm .tho.tie o 6 o.theJr. a.ge g1toup.ti; but .they .6 houi.d 
be .tilled, a..ti 6M a..ti po.6.6ible wheJr.e .theJr.e i-6 a. 
c.on.ti.ta.n.t play 06 cUveJl.ting a.mvliy, neM a. 
.6hopping c.en.teJr. OIL a. .6c.hool, .tio .that .thw c.ha.nc.e 
06 being vi.6Ued, c.a..tiu.aii.y a.nd e66oM:i..e.ti.6ly, will 
be inCJr.ea..tied. F1tequen.t vi.6U.6, .though .6holl..t, Me 
moJte 1te61te.tih.<..ng .than 601Una.l vi.6U.6, .tecilou..6ly pM
longed, .that leave de.tiolate in.teJr.vai.6 06 loneline.ti.6 
bet:ween .them. Many people waui.d 6ind .thw awn 
6am-U.y U6e JtepleniJ.ihed .<..6 .the g1ta.ndpa.1ten.t.6, 
.though not u.ndeJr. .thw 6ee.t, weJr.e nea.Jt at hand; 
a.nd above all, .the young would be .the ga.,£neJUi 
61tom .thi-6; 601t .theJr.e. Me .6 pec..<..ai.. bond.ti o 6 
.6ympathy bet:ween .them a.nd .thw g1ta.ndpa.1ten.t.6' 
geneJutt,i.on, .th/tough w veJr.y de.ta.c.hmen.t, wh.<..c.h 
o 6.ten make.ti .them 6M moJte !Leady .to heed .thw 
a.dv.<..c.e .tha.n .that 06 .thw own pMen.t.6. 

Th/tough .thw nea.Jtne.6.6 .to eac.h o.theJr., in .6mai1. 
u.nli.6, peJUionai.. c.on.ta.c..t.6 W-Uhin .thw awn gMup 
may ea..tiily pa..6.6 beyond .the ·plea..tia.nt!U.e.ti 06 daily 
WeJr.c.ouJL6e, .the hMpliaLlti..e.ti 06 a. c.up 06 c.o66ee 
in .the afi.te1tnoon alt a 6tU.endly game 06 c.aJLd.6 alt 
c.hec.keJUi oJt c.he.ti.6 at night; U woui.d o..l{,o involve 
vi-6.<..ting ea.c.h o.theJr. when W a.nd peJr.6oJUning Ll:t:tf..e 
.6 eJr.vic.e.ti 601t eac.h o.theJr.. EveJr.y.thlng .that make.ti 
.the aged mo!Le independent, yet mo1te c.on6iden.t 06 
.the 6a.c..t .that .thw pJte.tienc.e .<..-6 welc.ome, inCJr.ea..ti e.ti 
.thw c.a.pa.c.Uy .to love and be loved, a.nd U .<..-6 oni..y, 
.<..n .the end, by p!tovidlng a.n env.<..Mwnen.t .<..n wh.<..c.h 
.the gi6.t.6 o 6 love ma.y be mo1te ea..tiily in.teJr.c.ha.nged, 
.that old age c.an be kept 61tom .6h!Unk.<..ng a.nd d!ty-
Xng .UU what i-6 le6.t .<..-6 oni..y a. .cliAma.l wa..ti.te." 



But how can this ideal be translated into JIX)re specific policy 
objectives which can be applied to every day decision-making? 
We suggest that the following objectives should be sought: 

"Old people don't look fo1' gifts. They 
~t visits f1'0m family and fl'iende. 
Theil' need is to be a<Z1'ed fo1', too, not 
in isolation, but in some tJay not too 
painfully remote fl'om the kind of su1'-
1'0undings where they have spent most 
of thei1' lives." 

Ellen Newton 

''The isolation of elde1'ly people is 
aonvention in a vecy ugly form." 

Ellen NeuYton 

"'(Do you) in hospital feel aut-off f1'0m the 
outside wo1'ld? If so, why?' Well, one 
neve1' goes to theatre, aonae1'ts 01' a1't 
e:x:hibitions, One aan neve1' browse through 
bookshops, and fasainating boutiques, fo1' 
this and that. One neve1' has a st1'oll in 
the hills, 01' the Botania Ga1'dene, 01' a 
day by the sea with sun on the tJate,. and a 
high wind blowing. I miss the heady saent 
of sassaf1'as and the iae-aold b1'eath of 
wild mint, and penny1'0yal at that sharp bend 
cm the road. But you miss mo1'e intimate 
things. Someone at hand to laugh with at 
the 1'ight moment. Someone to ag1'ee, 01' 
disagree with you. And someone to Zinge1' 
with you oVe1' those thousands of uninte1'
esting, so-like-eaah-othe1' meals. If you 
are a wo"""' you may long fo1' an intelligent 
"""' to talk to, even fo1' a few minutes, 
to give you a different point of view. And 
people 1'ound me. Espeaially, I miss ahild!'en 
and ahildren 's voiaes, at W01'k 01' play. 
Even new, when I no longe1' trovel hopefully, 
to enjoy happy, living things is a good 
precude to journey's end. 

Ellen Newton 

to distribute homes fairly 
unifonnly amongst residential 
areas to allow those old people 
who wish to do so to live out 
their lives in familiar sur
roundings 

to locate homes as close as 
possible to centres of conunercial 
and social activity featuring, 
at least, food and variety 
stores, coffee shops and 
restaurants, drug stores, 
medical off ices, banks. Those 
things should ideally be avail
able within two hundred yards 
and certainly within a quarter 
of a mile 

to arrange area street patterns 
so that the elderly need not 
cross heavy traf fi~ flows 

to provide and maintain traffic 
controls and walkways to facili
tate safe and easy walking 

to provide good transit services 
featuring well designed and main
tained bus shelters close to the 
home (within one block) accept
able frequency (30 minutes and 
a no-change ride to centres of 
social and commercial activity 

to avoid steep slopes (preferably 
not over 5 percent gradient) 
which would isolate old people 
from their destinations 

to maintain good policing (and 
possibly "neighbourhood watches") 
to ensure safety for walking 



A TRIBUTE 

We heaJul one -ln-tetr.eJ.itiri9 obi.:> e.Jr.vo.tiori -<.rt .the couM e o 6 ouJt 

1.:>.tudy: "You rieve.Jr. heM !LeJ.i-ldert.tl.:> exp1LeJ.i1.:>-lri9 .the 6eaJt1.:> a.bout 

0£.d a.9e .that Med .to be M common; you k.riow - a.bout .the "poOJL hoMe". 

Remembe.Jr. how .that Med .to 1.:>ruk.e .teMOJL -ln-to .the heM.tl.:> 06 oldeJL 

people?" 

Th-ll.:> b!L-lrt91.:> M -<.rt.to .the middle 0 6 a. Uve COMILOVe.Jr./.) If: .to 

-lrt1.:>ti.tutioria.Uze Oil. riot? To pMody .the -lMue: 1.:>hould we 
-lrtc.Mc.e.Jr.a..te old people a.rid 1.:>ub j ect .them .to .the -lricli.9rt-ltie1.i a.rid 

.the depeMoria.Uz-lri9 e66ectl.:> 06 U6e -<.rt a.rt -lrt1.:>ti.tutiori? OIL 
1.:>hould we eric.ou1La.9e .them .to 1.:>.ta.y -lri homeJ.i 1.1.JfU.c.h Me now .too 

b-l9 a.rid .too c.01.:>.tly 60JL .them .to ma.ria.9e, a.rid even -<-6 .thw 
64leridl.:> ha.ve 9orie a.rid .the old 6a.m<.UM riu9hboU!Lhood ,{_!.;, riow 

a. Mua.l due.Jr..t? 

1.t ,{_!.;, .t!Lue .that .the.Jr.e Me both good a.rid ba.d homeJ.i 6011. .the 

elde.Jr.ly, wlUc.h JLe6lect .the people who JLUrt .them. Arid uridoub.tedly 

.the.Jr.e Me old people 1.:>UU Uv-lri9 -lri .thw own homeJ.i who would 

be be.t.teJL o 6 6 ell.:> ewhe.Jr.e. But .the ericouM9-lri9 .th-lri9 ,{_!.;, .tha..t 
.the/Le Me homu a.va.ila.ble wlUc.h 1.:>ruk.e a. ha.pplf ba.la.rtce: between 

.the p!Lov,{_J.:,-lori 06 c.Me a.rid uc.u!U.ty wh-lc.h mo1.:>.t old people need 

a.rid .the ma.-lrt.teria.rice 06 a. 1Le9-lme wh-lc.h lea.vu ILU-ldertt!.:> wl.th .the 

91Lea..te1.:>.t poM-lble !.:> ertl.:> e o 6 -lrideperiderice a.rid corrwnuriUy. 

We ha.ve 1.:> eeri homu wlUc.h Me ma.9rt-l6,(.uert.tly equ-lpped a.rid 

w.ldely Med; -lri wh-lc.h JLeJ.i-lderiU help one a.rio.thetr. a.rid help .to 

manage .the home; -lri wlUc.h p!L-lva.cy a.rid 1.:>0ua.l a.c.tivUy Me 

eq ua.Uy a.va.-lla.ble; a.rid -lri wh-lc.h .the cli.cta..tu o 6 .the -lrt1.:>ti.tutio rt 

Me deUbe!La..tely ml~zed by .the ma.ria.9emert.t. Arid a.U .th,(_/.) 
6 Oil. lu1.:> .tha.ri .ten doliaJtl.:> pe!L da.y, .tha..t ,{_!.;,, leJ.i/.) .tha.ri .the 

ba.1.:>-lc Ca.ria.da. Pert1.:>-lori Pla.rt pa.ymert.t .to people oveJL 65. 

Tha..t .th,(_/.) ,{_!.;, l.:>O ,{_!.;, a. rubu.te .to a.U c.ortc.e!Lrted - .to 

Ca.ria.da. a.rid .the PJLov-lrice 06 B~h Columb-la. who/.)e /.)OUa.£. 

poUueli ma.k.e U poui-lble; .to .the riori-p1to6U Muetiu wh-lc.h 

b!L-lrig 1.:>uch homu -<.rt.to buri9; a.rid ultimately .to urideM.ta.ricli.rig 

a.rid -lma.9-lrio.tive ma.ria.ge.Jt.6 who b!Udge .the urib!L-ld9ea.ble gap 

between .the o pe!Lo.tiarta.l need!.:> o 6 .the home a.rid .the CILIJ o 6 ea.ch 
1tu-ldert.t 601t JLecogrt-ltiori 06 he!t -lricli.v-ldua.£.Uy a.rid cli.9rtfty. 

We do -lrtdeed ma.k.e p1L09JLU/.). 
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PART2 
ANALYSIS 



A Profile: the residents of 15 non-profit homes for the elderly in the 
Greater Vancouver area. 

Age 

Sex 

Marital stat:us .. 

Having living children 

Previous address 

How often outside 

Use of buses 

Outside activities: 
Out with family 
Shopping 
Organized trips 
Visit friends 

, Medical trips 
Eating out 
Meetings, clubs 
Bingo 

-------- --·------
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'IHE MJBILE RESIDENTS 

Since our main concern was with the environment outside the home, 
our prime interest was in those residents who were personally mobile 
(ambulatory), that is, in those who use that environment directly. 
Thus for each home we extracted the records of those who said they 
walked six blocks or more and analyzed their outside activities as 
well as their expressed satisfactions with their neighbournood. 
These constitute about half of the population of the homes. 

These mobile residents are considerably more active than the 
others. Furthennore those who are active walkers tend also to be 
users of the bus system. 

How is their walking affected by gradients? 

This question was investigated by physically measuring the 
slopes around the various homes and relating gradient to the 
percentage of active residents who sunnount them. The relation
ship between gradient and distance is shown below. While usable 
data were limited, the upper limit was quite clear and the curve 
as a whole is plausible. 

6JeAD1~NT v WALJ(/N6 D1srANCE 

The relationship is tricky. 
Practically nobody will 
climb a slope of Jll)re than 
10 percent, while a slope 
of 2 percent or so is not 
perceptible to most people. 
Othe:rwise old people will 
sunnount slopes as shown 
(for example, a 5 percent 
gradient three blocks long) 
as part of a longer walk as 
lonp, as the rest of the walk 
is flat. 

o--~---- -- . 
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How far Will they walk? 

This question was examined by analyzing the returns to Gutman' s 
question No. 15 ("Is it easy for you to walk to the following 
facilities?" - paraphrased slightly) and relating the aggregated 
responses for the walking mode to the "effective distance" of the 
various facilities from the homest The question was not, of course, 
quite what we would have asked had we been doing an original survey 
but the results, when plotted, lead to some interesting conclusions: 

~ ..... 
-~ 

-~ 

100 

0 

\ 
\ 
\ ~~~£~~ 
\ 

one-way walks in 
which the return 

.. \ was made by bus. 
All the others were 
two-way walks. 

" \ o'----o- -:"'O". / . 
1w,,,Jr11: ) ...._. - - _-.---- - - . ·-::. - -0 ~ 
ti'catnatlO"• - - • · · · · · • 

o.,_~--~--~--~~--~--~---~--~--~~--~-• · .- IOO 900 400 1JOO liOO JOO &oo 900 1000 

E ff ccfit1c l:>istonce to Dc:,tii?t1t10n ( y~) 

1. The most marked decrease in walking occurs between one and two 
blocks distance. In other words for most very old people walking 
clearly demands great effort. 

2. The attractiveness of the neighbourhood is very important. The 
upper curve reflects the influence of several diverse and 
attractive corrammity features - a park, major shopping centres. 
In other words give people something worth walking to and they 
will walk. 

3. In the case of one shopping centre which is nine blocks away from 
the home, the people concerned walked all the way there, then took 
the bus back. In other words a combination of walking and bus can 
double the effective walking radius, given a door-to-door bus service• 

t ''Effective distance" was the actual distance from the home modified 
by an allowance for the effect of gradient. 



What don't they like about their neighbourhoods? 

1be following were their main voiced complaints (total 141): 

1. .Absence of nearby services· and facilities, 
especially shopping and entertainment (53) 

2. Noise, especially from traffic (31) 

3. Traffic hazards (27) 

4. Vandalism and crime (20) 

S. Physical deterrents such as steep hills 
and dangerous paths (10) 

RATING IBE NEIG-IBOlMIOODS 

The main task was to find a way of and rating the various 
neighbourhoods in tenns of their value to elderly users. Two 
useful concepts for doing this were taken from Constance Perin's 
book With mart in mindo The first was Perin' s array of basic 
human needS. This provides a basic framework for identifying 
physical conditions or facilities which help to fulfill or inhibit 
these needs. A typical framework is shown below. 

Basic human needs and ways of satisfying them 
through the neighbourhood envirorunent * 

Basic needs 

Safety 

Sexual identity 

Expression of 
hostility 

Expression of love 
Securing of love 

Securing of 
recognition 

fuq>ressicn of 
spontaneity 

Orientation of 
place in society 
and place of others 

Maintaining miinber
ship in a definite 
tiuman group 

Sense of belonging 
to a moral order 

Meaning in the neighbourhood 

Safety from traffic, animals and assault; 
safe walking provisions 

Bodily satisfaction from.walking, games; 
hair care; watching construction 

Clijecticns to noise, danger 

Canpanionable walking; helping others 
on streets, buses; shopping for others 

Personal recognition in stores , on 
streets; special acconrnodation in traffic 

Social activities - singing, acting, 
bingo; vicarious involvement in others' 
games ; movies 

Watching out at crossings, etc; presence 
at social gatherings 

Acceptance by neighbours, and general 
public 

Recognition by others of special needs -
for shelters, care on buses, protection, 
etc. 

* Adapted from Perin page 23. 

-~-------------· ·--------------

I Ways of satisfying them 

Stop signs, cross walks, 
enough time at lights, 
good visibility; smooth 
sidewalks; dog control 
adequate policing 

Availability of walks, scenes 
of activity, and ego-boosting 
activities nearby 

Careful siting of homes; safe 
design of street patterns 

Opportunities for cooperative 
activities 

Availability of small, hunan
scale stores, etc. nearby 

Availability nearby of 
variety of social outlets 

Open home and facilities to 
public; organize local aid 
groups 

Provision of appropriate 
services and facilities; 
sympathetic treatment 
generally. 

10 



The second concept was that of the "behavioural circuit", the 
sequence of separate operations involved in completing a purposeful 
activity, for example the sequence of acts involved when a resident visits a shopping mall on foot and by, bus. 

These circuits, foc:Ussed on significant facilities in the 
neighbourhood (stores, churches,, shopping centres, etc.) , provided 
the framework on which distance and environmental factors could be 
recorded. 

Steps in circuit 

• leave home 

• walk 80 yards on sidewalk 
• cross road (no crosswalk) 
• find inconspicuous entrance 

to shop caJi!lcx 

• walk through labyrinthine 
canplex 

• walk 100 yards along sidewalk 
· cross road (no crosswalk) 
• walk 30 yards along sidewalk 
· descend stairs to parking lot 
• negotiate busy parking lot 

(100 yards, no marking) 
• enter mall 

• 40 minutes sojourn in shopping 
centre; rest, window shop, 
rest, eat 

· ascend escalator and out 
• cross access road by crosswalk 
·wait for bus at shelter 
·board bus 

·show pass 

·find seat 

• 5 minute journey 
• arise and ring bell 
• descend from bus 

• walk 25 yards on sidewalk 
·cross road (4-way stops, no crosswalk) 
• walk SO yards on verge 
• cross road (no crosswalk) 
• walk 25 yards on sidewalk 
• re-enter home 

Behavioural circuit: 
a visit to a shopping mall 



z so 

Based on these concepts rating schemes were devised by which the 
neighbourhoods could be evaluated in a systematic way. Three working 
groups having been fonned, three d:j._'f£erent a~roaches evolved as 
shown on Diagztam overleaf and tfiese were tried out on three pilot 
neighbourhoods. These schemes: are shown below. Unfortunately time 
did not pennit these to be· refined and perfected and they should be 
regarded as exploratory only. 

These schemes, all different, were obviously subj.ecti ve and 
arbitrary to a large extent. To test their consistency and com
patibility they were all reduced to a percentage-of-optimlDll basis 
and plotted as shown below. They gave results of reasonable con
sistency, the scores usually staying within a range of 15 to 20 
percent of one another, and the three sets staying in the same 
position relative to one another. According to these methods there 
is little doubt as to the relative quality of the different home 
settings. 
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Inhibiting Factors 
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Walkimz routes 
Passive treereat1on 
Theatre MOvie etc. 
tcestaurant 
~eruors """ Act1 ve Keereat1on 

SOCIAL SERVICES 

tedical Facilities 
mann.::irv 

""rcn 
Bus Kni1tes 
uorarv 

CIMERCIAL SERVICES 

Grocerv Store 
Baill< 
1P1. artment store 
LiQUOT Store 
ttair ser1naroer 

Bl6 ENVI R!DENT ~ I ., 
30 ~ i 
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Shoppin2 Center ! 
r . ._..1cal Center I 
...ull..iaai1ty center I 
tntertauunent I 

NEIG!BruRlOOD ~!TY ! Q iS ! '3 ~ !!!! - 0 ; :i:: .... 

CnQle Rate 
JJ tura1 urow I 

As!.e ot Area I 
Aesthetics I 

Scheme 1 identifies varirus facilities within walking range 
and gives them scores, which are reduced if access to the 
facility was judged to be impeded by environmental dif· 
ficulties; and similarly for facilities accessible only by 
bus. CJeneral neighbourhood qualities are also given general 
ra.tinJ?S. 

Scores 
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SQllM: 2 

Feature Scoring 

•none 
l • l - 4 different fmctions 
2 = 4 or more 

entertainment facilities 

•none 
1 "" any green area 
2 • nark with benches. etc~ 

Access to local fac11i ties 

sidewaJ.kS to -faCili ties ~ : i;:: than total coverage 

2 "" total coverage 
-b11Il1c OifIUutes to- FaCIITties- --- ff;,,.- tOODusy 

1 = moderate 
2 "" auiet 

tTcffs on routes ti:> FaC:Tii ties 

r walling 

us service 
us stops 

complication OT transfer 

'acili ties passed en route 

ot Envi rorunent 
exity 

Diversity 
Noise level 
Security, physical 
Security, emotional 
Sense of belonging 

"'none 
1 = stop signs 
2 "' traffic liszhts 
0 = steep grades 
l = moderate grades 
2 = flat 

= nooe 
1 = less than 6 blocks available 
2=morethan"" " 

= none within a b lo, 
1 "" next to home/no shelter or 

l block away sheltered 
2 = next to home + sheltered 

"' hourly 
l = 1/2 hourly 
2 = 1/ 4 hourly 

= ncne 
l = l • 4 different fmctions 
2 = 4 or nnre different ftnctions 

+good 
O tolerable 
- poor 

Scheme II gives simple 0-1-2 scores to selected features 
(a) facilities generally b) walking conditions (c) bus 
c::iri.rlitions. It also gives general values for neighbourhood 
c;u~lities. 
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SQllM: 3 

Accessibility/availability of local facilities Score 
1-5 

ov walktn" 
comer grocery store 
retail- -store 
restaurant 
personal services 
church 
bank 
recreation and connmity facilities 
park 
library 
entertaimnent facilities 

··--·-
bv bus i 

retail store I medical center 
restaurant I 
personal services 
church 
bank 
recreation and COftlll.lllity facilities 
park 
library 
entertainment facilities --

The walkin2 envi rmment ' ----
grades and grade changes I traffic hazards 
sidewalks 

I 
rest facilities 
noise 
traffic lights ! crosswalks 
aesthetics . Accessibilitv/availabilitv of buses 

~ 

handy bus stops 
sheltered bus stops 
frequent service to inportant areas 
transfers 
trio time 

Scheme II I gives simple scores up to S for a variety of 
facilities reachable a) by walking b) by bus, and then 
rates walking and bus sing condi tims in the same way. 

THREE SCHEMES 
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GENERAL FINDINGS - Tiffi STUFF OF POLICT 

What do we now know about the elderly that will afford a basis 
for the fonnulation of location policies? 

In the first place we nrust note that we are not dealing with an 
undifferentiated mass of "old people", but with a wide spectnnn of 
age, physical fitness, alertness and personality. This fact must 
temper all the facts and conclusions recorded below. 

More than half of them go out, which justifies paying attention 
to the environment outside the homes. Furthennore they complain when 
their neighbourhoods are dull, featureless and lacking in social 
activity. It is clear that they want to be active and involved as 
far as they are able. 

The most important activity in many of their lives is visiting or 
being taken out by their own families and relatives, and this should 
not be frustrated by barriers of space and time. It is typical of the 
Vancouver region that many residents (about one third) have found 
homes in their old familiar neighbourhoods. This suggests that there 
should be a reasonably broad distribution of homes between residential 
districts. 

Walking by old people is strongly affected by several conditions: 

· by traffic conditions which produce feelings 
of danger - speed, noise, complex turning 
movements and poor visibility 

• by the presence or absence of specific traffic 
controls such as stop signs, marked cross-walks, 
pedestrian islands, and, very important, enough 
time to cross at traffic lights without a feel
ing of harassment. 

· by gradients, which, we suspect, begin to be 
burdensome at about five percent and become 
virtually insunnountable for most at about 
ten percent. 

• by their feeling about personal safety on the 
streets - freedom from purse snatching, for 
example. 



A good bus service is very important. In one sense it enables 
vigorous walkers to double their walking range if they have the 
opportl.mity to take the bus flack, In a broader sense it enables 
residents to get .right away from the home and its surrmmdings, as 
those residents do who spend· a whole morning or afternoon at a 
relatively distant shopping centre, or even downtown. It also 
enafiles residents to reach medical services which, to the extent 
that they involve specialists, may not be available locally. 

Al though many old people cannot or will not use buses (and it 
is not hard to tmderstand why) the more active residents certainly do. 
But even for them a usable bus· service implies certain standards: a 
safe and attractive shelter, with seats, very close to the home; 
frequent service; and direct (no-change) journey to centres of 
activity and attraction (not to mention bus steps that old people can 
negotiate, courteous drivers and companionable patrons). 

In 

Because many services are provided in some homes - stores, 
libraries, church services, for example - we do not know the full extent 
to which residents might use the facilities of their neighbourhoods. 
We assume that active old people will, given the opportmity, patronize 
banks, stores and restaurants, go window-shopping, have their hair cut, 
browse in libraries, and so on. To generalize, evidence suggests that 
they are much more likely to do these things where many of them are 
clustered together in the presence of a throng of people, as in a 
sizeable shopping centre (~onversely they are also likely to do them 
in small-scale places - such as the local variety or drug store -
where they are known and recognized as individuals). In such cases it 
is clear that more walking will take place than where there is little 
activity, and every effort should be made to locate homes close to 
centres of activity. Ideally ''close" would be within 200 yards, and 
never more than 4 00 yards. 

"There 'a >ID eure for birth and death, e:ecept 
to enjoy the inteMJaz,n 

Anon 
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1. THE ISSUE 
-------~·---------

The Agricultural Land Reserve in Delta contains a significant ananaly: 
within it there are 4000 acres of land CMned by the B. C. Harbours 
Board and originally intended for non-agricultural use. (Map No. 1) 
The Agricultural Land Carrnission has proposed that it should be 
given administrative responsibility for these lands in order to 
manage them in accordance with the philosophy of the Agricultural 
Land Reserves. The prime purpose of this study is to assess the 
validity of that proposal. It soon becaies apparent, hc.:Mever, that 
this question is only the tip of an iceberg, namely the whole prob
lem of what should be done with the fannlands of Delta. This is the 
real issue, with which this study deals. 

THE ANOMALY 

HARBOURS BOARD LANDS 
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2. THE SETTING 
1. The Environment 

In envirormental tenns Delta is a favoured area. Firstly it is 
considerably drier and surmierthan the main metropolitan area. 
Secondly, its shorelines are very rich in ecological tenns. They 
contain extensive areas which are highly valued for their marine 
and wildfCMl populations, as well as having potential for exten
sive recreational use. These characteristics are shewn on Map No. 
2. 

Havever one very important aspect of the environment is that Delta 
is a floodplain and that settlement on it is possible only because 
it is dyked. In fact Delta lives in double jeopardy because it 
is subject not only to river floods but to combinations of river 
flood, high tide and on-shore winds . Thus nature smiles on man 
in Delta, but at the s~ tine he is particularly vulnerable 
there to her whims. 
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2. The Metropolitan Context 

For over a century Delta has been primarily a farming area. This condition was easily maintained until 1959 when the Ladner ferry was replaced by the George Massey tunnel. This opened Delta to the pressures of the Greater Vancouver land market. Then the nrunicipality installed sewerage systems which allcwed the Ladner and Tsawwassen Heights areas to gr:UN. 

Today Delta is well within the metropolitan settlerrent area. 
(Map No. 3) In fact it is same fifteen minutes driving time 
closer to downtCMn Vanoouver than the North Surrey area, which nCM acccmrodates about 130 ,000 people. That is, by virtue of its place in the metropolitan area Delta is potentially subject to the same pressures.that have produced massive residential 
devlopment in both Ridunond and North Surrey. The main reason why this has not happened is , of course, the oonstraint .i.nJ±x:>sed by the Agricultural Land Reserve. 

In the meantime the iootropolitan population continues to grew and even moderate gra;vtll estimates foresee a~ from about one to one and a quarter million in 20 years. (1) Thus the 
latent pressure on Del ta will continue. 

THE METROPOLITAN CONTEXT 

Gcn•ral urban C72T? 
lndu:Jtrial ij\H\HlinllliH!IHl!HllilliHlmlllD 
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3. · Industrial Developnent 

In.tenns of industrial development.Delta is an integral part of 
the metropolitan area, as Map No. 3 also shews. There is already 
a considerable amount of industry along the Del ta shores of the 
Fraser River, in addition to Annacis Island. 

Looking to the future an industrial study done in 1976 made the 
follcwing points (2) : 

1) There is a tendency for industries to be pushed out of the 
central area (Vanrouver) because of cost, congestion and 
site scarcity, and to be.pulled into the suburban areas 
for exactly the opposite reasons. 

2) The availability of large sites at laver rosts is of prime 
importance to industrial settlement (provided that other 
essential needs such as good access, appropriate site 
services and area amenities are also satisfied). 

3) Del ta is ronsidered to be a high demand area for future 
industrial development. 

4) The process of industrial settlement appears to be towartls 
industrial estates, including specifically the B.C. 
Development Corporation's estate at Tilbury Island. 

All of this suggests tha:t industrial developnent will intensify 
in Delta and that pressures for concomitant urban development 
will continue to groil. 

4. · Planning Policies 

Apart frum the binding effect of the Agricultural Land Reserve 
Delta is also governed by the Official Regional Plan and 
influenced by the policies set out by the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District in its Livable Region Program. The basic 
pattern for the area is established by the Official Regional 
Plan, (Map No. 4) which shows three major eleirents 1) the 
agricultural zone, 2) the industrial zone, lying mainly along 
River Road 3) the three separate residential zones of Ladner, 
Tsawwassen Heights and North Delta. Fran an overall point of 
view the latter is really a part of the North Sur.rey area and 
will be largely ignored in this study. 

The Liveable Region Program contains two additional features, 
which emphsize the relationship between Delta and the metro
politan area 1) Centennial (regional) Park at Boundary Bay 
2) a fastbus service connecting Ladner and Tsawwassen Heights 
to downtown Vancouver. Thus metropolitan planning policies 
recognize that Del ta is an integral part of the metropolitan 
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area even though a large proportion of its land is designated for agricultural use. 

The GVRD has just approved changes in the ORP to bring it in line with the Agricultural Land Reserve boundaries. It has also approved a change which would abolish the part of the Reserve in the Centennial Beach area, but this has still to' be considered by the Agricultural Land Canmission. 

OFFICIAL REGIONAL 
LAND USE POLICIES 
including current proposals 
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5. The Institutional Context 
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Apart from the pressures of metropolitan developnent in general 
the issue is subject to the influence of many agency programs. 
The main agencies are sham. on Diagram No. 5. The upper half 
represents developJIEnt-oriented agencies· which are likely to 
add to the pressure for urban developnent in Delta. In addition 
several of them are provincial programs which could be expected 
to gain support frcm . development-oriented forces within the 
Provincial Goverrment. 

THE INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT 
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As far as land use jurisdiction is conrerned (Diagram 5 also) 
the lands in question lie within the ALR and are therefore pre
empted for agriculture by the terms of the Agricultural land 
Conmission Pct.. Nevertheless, withdrawal from an ALR is 
possible through direct appeal to the Environment and land Use 
Conmi ttee of Cabinet. Thus the views of either the munci pali ty 
of Delta or the GVRD could conceivably prevail even if they 
differed from those of the Agricultural land Corrunission. 

The rmmicipality would understandably listen to representations 
from bodies such as the I:elta Farmers Institute and the Delta 
Chamber of Commerce, as well as the general public, and these 
have also been shCMn. The GVRD, being drawn from rmmicipal councils 
across the whole :rretropoli tan region, might be expected to respond 
to represenations not only from these two bodies and from Delta 
rmmicipality but from the general :rretropolitan public, including 
conservation and envirorurEntal groups. 

6. Fanning in Delta 

The fanning situation in Delta is an important part of the 
context for two reasons. First, if the area were not productive 
in agricultural .terms there would be little point in trying to 
maintain it as fannland. Second, it would then undoubtedly 
becane the object of pressures to change its agricultural status, 
both by urban developeri> and by the farmers thernsel ves. The 
good health and productivity of the area - which cbviously 
depends on the presenee of well m::>tivated f a:nrers - is therefore 
of crucial importance. 

Up to this point farming seems to have been reasonably pros
perous in Delta, although profitability is n<:M being threatened 
by high land values and taxes and increasing labour costs. In 
addition, the farmer's life has bee:h made more difficult in 
rerent yearn by the graving pressure of urban people and urban 
traffic. Thus his ability to nove freely with his machinery has 
been inhibited by large flCMS of high-speed urban traffic; his 
land and buildings have bee:h subject to vandalism by urban 
intruders ; and the efficiency of his field operations have been 
reduced by the presence of p<:Mer transmission lines and their 
t<:Mers. 

Much more serious than those irritations , h<:Mever, is the fact 
that even as early as 1973 m::>re than half of the fannland in 
Delta was in absentee or government a-Jnership. The significance 
of this is profmmd. It means that m::>st of the land is held 
by interests (a suitably impersonal word under the cirCl.DTIStances) 
or agencies which are not concerned primarily with fanning. 
Especially they do not have the dedication to land management 
which would support long term investments in drainage, irrigation, 
buildings and equipment. To them land is · not a medium of 
perpetual production but a carrnodity to be marketed for profit. 
The effect of this in turn on the remainder of the f anrers has 
been considerable. It has reduced the size of the f ann can
munity and has caused sore of its camrercial suppliers to move 
to bigger, m::>re reliable markets farther east in the Fraser 
Valley. It has thus weakened the human comrmmity on which 
fanning depends. 
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In recent years the economic health of the fanner has improved 
considerably. This has been due partly to programs such as the 
Farm Incane Assurance Program and more recently the reduction 
of school taxes on farm lands, and partly to the increased 
stability of outlook brought about by the Agricultural Land 
Reserves. We now understand, however, that greatly inflated 
production costs in relation to fanner's returns are beginning 
to worry many fanners. Thus we have been led to believe that 
the farming camrunity in Delta is now split on the desirability 
or feasibility of maintaining agriculture in the long term. In 
this situation the policies of the Provincial Government in 
relation to agriculture are of paramount importance. 

Against this overall background we now look at some of the 
main activities which seem likely to influence developnent 
in Delta. 

·~ 
I 
i 
I 
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3. INFLUENCES ON THE ISSUE 
1 •. The B.C. Haroours Boaxtl 

The significance of the B.C. Harbours Board for this study lies 
in its avnership of 4000 acres of land in Delta, all of it 
lying with the ALR. Interestingly, the purpose of this land 
is not entirely clear. It seem5 to be corrmonly regarded as 
''backup" land for the superport. In the first place havever 
the recent Panel Report on Roberts Bank Port Expansion ( 3) 
notes that no shore land is be.ing considered for that purpose. 
In the second several purposes seem to have motivated the 
aa:iuisi tion of the land in the first place - to act as a buffer 
between the railway ·right-of-way and possible future develop-
ment alongside, and to act as a corridor for any road, water 
supply, pipeline or electric paver facilities that might becaoo 
necessary. It may also be speculated that in the heady expansion
ist tines (1968) when the land was being aa:iuired industrial 
development .of the lands was regarded as a real and desirable 
possibility. 

Be that as it may, the present Boan:l accepts without demur the 
pre-eminence of the ALR over its lands , and has them leased out 
for agricultural purposes. These are 5 - year renewable leases; 
theYdo not contain options to purchase; and in general they 
appear to go to the highest bidder. The Board rejects charges 
that these conditions lead to "mining" of the land and failure 
to equip and manage its fanns. It also points to its a.in 
investnents in farm buildings as evidence of a serious attitude 
t<:Mards its farm properties. The Board also attempts thn:mgh 
its disposition of leases to pranote consolidation of farm 
units transected by its railway right-of-way. Under these 
circumstances the Board sees no reason why it should not continue 
to hold and administer its lands. 

2. Transport Canada 

Transport Canada recently announced its intention to reactivate 
its Bm.mdqry Bay Airport, originally built for war-time training 
purposes e ( 41 This decision was taken after the Ministry had 
satisfied itself on two basic points: 

1. that there was a dire need for additional light aircraft 
capacity in oroer to reduce the hazards at Vancouver 
International Ai:r:'Port arising frcm the mixing of large and 
small planes; and that the best way to meet this need was 
to.reactivate the Boundary Bay Airport. 

2. that this could be done without significant damage to the 
Delta area, especially if certain conditions were observed 
regarding aircraft operation and airport development. 
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The proposal could have a positive effect on agriculture 
because the airport lands not needed for runways or air-associated· 
developne:nt could be put to pennanent agricultural use. At 
the Sc3IOO time agricultural use of these lands would help to 
protect the runway approaches and nrln:inri.ze the impact of 
nuisance due to noise. · Nevertheless the proposal would also 
contain the seeds of industrial development for which airports 
seem often to act as magnets. This wssibili ty seems par
ticularly strong here becuase of the presence of both rail 
and a major highway clooe by, and of a 40 acre site within the 
airport lands which contains an existing network of roads, 
services and foundations (which once acccmnodated airport 
housing). The airport itself would require only sane 25 acres 
for its own service purposes (hangars , maintenance shops, 
offices, airplane parking, flying schools, etc.) but it is 
easy to envisage other canpatible activities attaching them
selves, and in fact the report of the Environmental Assessment 
Panel recognizes this possibility. 

Thus the reactivated airport would be ambivalent in its 
significance for development in Delta. It could strengthen 
agriculture or weaken it depending on the policies adapted by 
both Transport Canada and local gover.rnnent. 

3. 'The B.C. Developnent Corporation. 

'The Official Regional Plan designates as industrial a consider
able amount of land along the southern shore of the Fraser 
River roughly between Tilbury Island and Annacis Island. Quite 
apart from the fact that sane of this land has long been in 
ri ve~riented uses, this designation is logical because of 
the relative centrality of the area and the presence of rail, 
road and water. It may be noted in passing that its accessibility 
will be considerably improved by the construction of the pro
posed bridge across Annacis Island. 

An important elerrent in this industrial strip is the Tilbury 
Industrial Park being developed by the B. C. Developnent Corp
oration. 'This havever, does not seem to betoken a IIDre 
extensive interest by the Corporation in the developnent of 
the Laver Fraser River. 

4. The National Harbdurs. Board 

'The proposed expansion of the Roberts Bank Superport represents 
the outreach of the East Kootenay coalfields to their markets 
on the Pacific Rim. It is therefore a very important provincial 
issue. It appea:bs from the Report of the Envi:rorurent Assessnent 
Panel, hcwever, that it is not a matter of ~rt immediate 
significance for the land issue in question~(5 It would just 
require ba~up lands on shore and its effects on fann lands 
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would be confined to exacerbating noise, dust and traffic 
delays at crossings (unless grade separations were built). 

It is worth noting, h<JWever, that ma.inly because of its 
potential for dcimage to the very valuable and sensitive 
marine envi:ronnent the·EnvirDn:rient Assess:rrent Panel 
recommended that expansion of the superport be limited to 
about 200 percent of its- present size and that various 
maasures be taken to safeguard the natural environ:rrent 
a:n:>und the port. Gn passing, the Panel recamnended that 
the Agricultural Land Ccmnission be given responsibility 
for the managerrent of the Harbours Board lands) • 

s. · Public Works ·Canada 

Public Works Canada is primarily a service agency, and it 
is significant for this study .because of its responsibility 
for the lc:wer Fraser River as a shipping channel. Currently 
the Channel provides a minimum draft of 32 feet to New 
Wes'bninster; Cl.lrTeJlt proposals (6) would increase that 
figure to 38 feet. This would open the Fraser River H~ 
bour to a greater share of the world's ships, whose sizes 
and drafts are steadily increasing. 

The river training schemes na.v being mooted would have 
the effect of making same areas of Del ta' s waterfront, 
notably in the Tilbury Island area, suitable for the 
develoµnent of sheltered ship berths. In addition sone 
of the silt routinely dredged frcm the river bed will 
undoubtedly be available for land-raising or reclamation 
although its quantity will be considerably reduced by the 
construction of training works. 

Overall, the program of Public Works Canada, important as 
it is to the Fraser River Harbour, does not seem to be 
especially significant for the broad land use question in 
Delta and is not discussed further here. 

6. The Ministry of Hig11ways 

Highways are a pa.verful instrument in dirE:fcting urban 
development to one area or another. Thus the Highways 
Department's plans as they affect Delta are very important. 
As we understand them these are as follcws (Map No. 6) : 

1. The ann01.mced Annacis Island crossing will do several 
things. It will give sane relief, for a limited period, 
to congestion in the George Massey Tunnel; it will 
give Delta improved· accessibility to the central and 
eastern parts of the •13u:rTard Peninsula; and in particular 
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it will improve the accessibility of .Delta's industrial 
areas on the Fraser River. 

2. Swi tdtl.ng of lanes· in the George Massey turmel will 
also relieve congestion and tlrus tend to st:lmulate 
more developm:mt in Delta. 

MAJOR HIGHWAY PROPOSALS 
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3. Proposals to imp.rove br relbcate No. 10. highway appear 
to have two purposes 1} to provide an improved direct 
link from the Valley to the offshore islands 2) to 
di versify the .regional highway network and add to its 
flexibility. The. routirig of the fiighway will have 
considerable effects or1 Delta. A route folloong the 
existing ali.gnnent (but on new land) would take more 
arable land and exacerbate the problems of fann access; 
a route alcng the.Brnmdary Bay shore would take good 
land and constitute a powerful intrusion into the 
Boundary Bay foreshore envirorment. 

All of these effects also mean that there will be 
increa.Sed pressure on .Del ta' s f annlands , and it may 
be noted that a bridge site farther east, as proposed 
by the GVRD fran a transit point of view, would be 
.less damaging as far as the fannl.ands are eonce:med. 

Whidleverroute is chosen for a new No. 10, one thing 
is clear. With a right-of-way of 200 feet the highway 
would absorb 25 acres· per mile. This means that in 
Del ta it alone could take up 200 additional acres of 
fannland. At this point every acre of fannland lost 
in Del ta will further weaken the status of farming, 
and if the Agricultural Land Camnission is to be taken 
serirusly it is incumbent on the Deparbrent of High
ways to minimize such damage, even· at the expense of 
its CMl1 costs. 

7. The Agricultural Land Ccmnission 

The Land Commission's mandate under its act is very clear: 
" ••• to preserve agricultural land and encourage the 
establishl'rent, maintenance and preservation of farms, 
and encourage uses of land in an agricultural land reserve 
canpatible with agricultural purposes." (B.C. Agricultural 
Land Camnission Act 5.7). It is also very strong, not only 
because the Act has precedence over all other provincial 
statutes (the Envi:ronrrent and Land Use Act and the Pollution 
Control Act) but because the Agricultural Land Reserves 
were all specifically approved by the Cabinet. Thus the 
ALR' s are clearly beyond the jurisdiction of any provincial 
or JIDll1icipal agency other than the Land Camnission. Even 
the Provincial Cabinet can act only through the circumscribed 
appeal process, while only the B.C. legislature can arrend 
or repeal the Act itself. 

The Delta ALR apparently has special importance for the 
Land Camrl.ssion. In its brief entitled B~C. Harb6urs Board 
Delta Farmlands (7) it says ''The subject 4000 acres is 
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oonsidered a keystone to the continued existence and 
.development of viable agriculture in the .western .region 
of the Latrer Mainland".. This :importance is finnly based in 
three basic, inte~lated factors . 1) the excellent 
quality of the soils in the area (classes 1 to 3) 2) the 
existence of long established farms and farmer.3 3) the 
existence of a ·strong f a:rni camrunity centered on the town 
of Ladner. Thus despite the presence of many disruptive 
forces the area could continue to support highly productive 
agriculture. 

At the same tine the Carrnission states that "the (Harbours) 
Boaro has follc:Med a policy of offering farm parcels on 
short term leases for agricultural purposes" and that "the 
short term nature of the lea8eswith no renewal options is 
not conducive to sound land JDanagement .•. " . Hence the 
Canrnission~s recC:rnmendations that: 

"1. The province '. by means of a declaration of policy' 
transfer the direct administration of the 4,ooo± 
acres of provincially awned farmland in the Delta 
Municipality .fran the jurisdiction of the B.C. 
Harbours Board to the Agricultural Land Ccmnission. 

2. The farmland lea8ing policies of the Agricultural Land 
Ccmnission be applied to the subject lands. 

3. The Property Management Branch of the B. C. Ministry 
of Agriculture be assigned as the lease for the subject 
lands. 

4. Parcels of land are to be amalgamated prior to leasing, 
taking into consideration the constrictions imposed by 
service corridors and econanics of farming. 

5. Any long-term leasing canmi trnent made by the province 
to the owners of the expropriated lands will be 
honoured. The full co-operation of the individuals 
concerned will be sought in any parcel amalgamation." 

8. The Property Management Branch 

The Property Manage:rrent Branch of the B.C. Ministry of 
Agriculture administers lands held by the Land Camnission 
in accordance with the aims of the Canmission. I ts main 
task is the lea.sings of these lands , which it does in 
conformity with guidelines.which emphasize a) the suitability 
of the lessee, 2) the suitability of his proposed farm 
plans. M:>st important, it offers 20 year leases with 
opportunity to purdlase both land and buildings at quite 
favourable rates. There is apparently considerable demand 
for its land under these conditions. It is noteworthy also 
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that the Branch monitors the perfonnance of its lessees 
and may . terminate a . lea.Se . if . performance is unsatisf acto:ry. 

9. · The Greater v anoouvez"J~.¢gioruu ·nist:dct 

The attitude of the GVRD towa!'ds.Delta .reflects the policies 
set out in its ·Liveable Re~ion ·rng;r'am. This establishes 
the follCMing GYRD inte.rests in Delta; 

a) Strong emphasis on the conservation of agricultural 
land 

b) A .restrictive attitude tawards residential develoµnent 
in Delta, :reflecting the limitations of the Massey 
Tunnel; and along with that a desire to boost the use 
of transit se!'Vices for Vancouv~riented journeys. 

c) Strong interest in developing at least one :regional 
park in Delta Cat Grauer's Beach) and in maintaining 
the rich natural environment of the foreshores. It is 
underistood that the GVRD has also expressed a keen 
interest in Deas Island as a potential park. 

10. The J-funi.cipality of Delta 

The attitudes of the Municipality of Delta towards develop
ment are presumably to be found in its Camrunity Plan 
1979<e). This is a very guarded document which was 
"endorsed in principle as a guide" by the Delta Council in 
February 1980. It is the.ref are not a binding doCUIOOilt in a 
legal sense, and nruch of its language is somewhat non
canmi tal. 

As :regards agrirulture it says (p. 63) "all developrrents, 
where applicable, shall have due consideration to: the 
preservation and continuing use of agricultural land for 
present and future food production" and (p. 65) "The 
necessity of preserving agricultural land in farm use 
and the enhancement of the agricultural econOJ'IlY"• Its 
"Surmnary Map" (not "Plan") shews the Agricultural Land 
Reserve substantially as it is, with only two "undecided 
issues" of any significance. One is a proposal to expand 
Ladner slightly to the south and east, the other a round
ing out of the Boundary Bay airport expansion to allow for 
saze additional industrial development. 
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4. AN ANALYSIS 

The basic question we face is not whether the Harbours Board land 
should . be administered· by · 6ne · agency· or another, but whether 
Del ta should be tlux:>wn. open to urban development or not. And 
th.is is a question of considerable.regional significance, for 
url:>anization would mean the end of farming in Delta, new pressures 
on its shoreline resOtirces· and the need for costly new highway 
facilities. It would also riaise questions of cost and risk to 
.Delta•s residents. These are the main consequences by which, 
in our view, the question should be judged, and they are examined 
belav, 

But a prior question nrust firnt be asked. Does Delta have to be 
urbanized ori are there alternatives? The answer is clear:- There 
is no shortage of buildable land in the metropolitan a:rea. 
Furthermore most alternative development areas are in poo!'-soil 
a:rea5' and many of these are more centrally located than Del ta. 
The nost important of these are shoon on Map No. 7 . Most of 
these lands will not be as easy to develop as Delta's flat and 
open lands, and are not available in the large blocks beloved 
of the bigger developer. Nevertheless they are there and they 
have their advantages, as we shall see. 

1. What is .Delta.ts farmi.ng worth? 

Like any other productive activity farming is a part of 
the metropolitan econamy. It provides jobs and incare, 
both in Delta and in other parts of the metropolitan area. 
In 1979 farm production in Delta "at the farm gate" was 
$25 million. By the time it got to the consurreri after 
processing havever, it was worth $65 million l9J. 

This multiplier is also reflected in the job spin-off frun 
the farm. For British Columbia as a wholeQel, every 100 
people employed on the farm (i.e. fanners and labourers) 
support the follaving pyramid of related jobs: 

68 in food processing 
32 in retailing 
28 in farm supplies 
20 in other related activities 

148 additional jobs. 

In other words both farm jobs and farm earnings are amplified 
by at least an additional 150 percent by the time they have 
passed through the regional econany. 

In addition agriculture in Delta probably represents an 
investment of about $100 million in land, buildings, drainage, 
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·fencing and eqU.ipment Ci1) ~, Most of all Del ta supplies the 
. .metrDpoli tan area, in season, with a wide array of f:resh and 
relatively cheap food products - potatoes, vegetables, g:reen 
. peas and .beans , raspber.bies · and strawberries, as .well as sarre 
mi.Jk and beef. It could supply much mo:re but for the dominance 
of year rotmd supplies contracted for by the food chains from 
areas such as CaJ.i;fomia and Mexico. We are not able to probe 
the eve~nmky future and predict whether these areas will 
always produce as cheaply, :reliably and copiously as they do 
now, It is enough to note that we already have a substantial 
invesbnent, human and monetary, in Del ta' s f annlands; that 
they are potentially highly productive; and that they support 
not only jobs in Delta but an even greater number of jobs in 
the metropolitan area as a whole. 

Is all this expendable in ortler that the f annlands may be 
covered with houses? .Replace productive land with land-as
space? We hope not. But in any event this is only one of 
the questions to be considered, and we nCM press on with the 
others. 

2. What wOlild happen to Deltah~ shorelines? 

As a peninsula Delta is a.m:ist surrounded by water-based 
features.which have evolved over the centuries (see Map No. 2). 
These are prized by many people both in Del ta and in the 
metropolitan area as a wholeU2). It cannot be argued that 
they would necessarily be destroyed if Deltawe:re urbanized. 
Nevertheless it is obvious that that environment would be 
affected by the close p:roximity of tens of thousands mo:re 
people. Also there would be constant p:ressu:re for develop
m:mt of these areas in ways mo:re imnediately "useful" -
parks, marinas, jetties, wharves , harbours and related 
. :residential and industrial developments. This is no figment 
of the imagination; many such proposals have been made in 
the past, and they will undoubtedly be made again. 

3. · What risks would attend urbanization? 

This section deals with the hazards of floods and earthquakes, 
subjects Which are themselves hazardous. They are difficult 
to pin down as they can deal only with probabilities in the 
unknCMable future. And many people would rather not talk 
about them, and those who do are liable to be called alannists 
and scare mongers • 

Ha.lever several things need to be said. First, the I..aver 
Mainland is no stranger to floods and seismic tremors ; they 
have happened here. Second, When they happen they impose a 
load on the public purse as victims clamour for canpensation. 
Given the fact, nobody grudges that. Nevertheless catastrophes 
are arerybody' s cost and therefore everybody's business. 
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'Ihese are public questions and they merit sober discussion. 
Not to do so would be imroral and a dereliction of public duty. 

As regards flood risk we cite the 1976 report of the Fraser 
River Joint Advisory Board, which said: 

"'Ihere is a 1 in 3 probability that the 189 4 flood 
will be equalled or exceeded during the 60-year period 
from 1973 to 2032." 

"Floods greater than that of 1894 can and will occur, 
resulting in damages in the order of $500 million, 
always with the attendant risk to human life." 

"Residential damage involving thousands of homes 
would constitute the rrajor part of this loss. In 
addition tens of thousands of people would have 
to be evacuated from affected Valley areas." 

Is all this simply chicken-licken alarm-rrongering? It is not. 
We did have a rrajor flood in 1948 Which cut our ground 
communications with the rest of Canada. It also cost the 
Provincial Treasury twenty million dollars at a tine When the 
dollar was worth three and a half tines what it is now and 
When there were only a handful of people in the floodplains. 
Have a look at the photograi:;h following. 'Ihat was our region. 
Since then Delta has been exposed to high river levels in 
1955, 1956, 1964, 1967, 1972 and 1974, that is once every five 
years on the average. 

"Additional flood protection is essential" says the report. Well, 
for goodness sake can 1 t we just heighten the dykes? No, say 
the engineers; "Raising the dykes ••• is essentially impractical 
••• ,"and they recolil!IEnd, arrong other things, "that the responsible 
authorities continue to implement the existing system of flood
plain manage:rrent policies in the Lower Fraser Valley". In other 
words , keep people out of floodplains as far as possible. 

As far as earthquakes are concerned there is nothing new in the 
fact that coastal British Colunibia is an area of considerable 
seismic activity. (On Sunday March 30, 1978 the Vancouver 
Province carried the headline "B.C. is quiet - but that's just 
luck") • What is new is the realization that many of the soils 
in the Valley floor are especially vulnerable to, seismic shocks. 

A study published by the National Research Council in 1978 con
cluded that in the event of a 1 in 100 year earthquake there 
could be considerable soil instability and settlem3nt in areas 
such as Delta (13): was this alarmist too? It was not. 
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It reflected experienee with similar soil c01;di tions in 
J aJ?an. in 196 4- when a, l~e number of tall reinforced concrete 
bw..ldings settled, tilted or .;fell over. 

In 1977 the B.C. SocietY of Pn:>fessional Engineers recognized 
the danger of natural ha.Zards when it proposed a Hazards 
Policy for the province. It said "we believe that there 
is a pressing need for adoption of such a policy" , the key 
element for this study.being a proposal to "establish controls 
on land use in area.S threatened by a potential hazard". In 
reaching this position the Society noted that there have been 
three major earthquake events in or near B.C. during the last 
thirty years. ''These were: (1) Strait of Georgia 194-6 , 
magnitude of 7.3 (2) Queen Charlotte Islands 194-9, magnitude 
8.1 (3} Puget Samd 1965, magnitude 6.5". It also went on 
to say ''The loose soils of the Fraser Delta pose particularly 
hazardous famdation conditiotIB in the event of a major earth
quake ClOSe to V anCOUVere II a 1j. ) 

( 

Since then a study by the B. C. Ministry of Environment C15 ) has 
described areas such as Delta as High Limitation Areas, that 
is, "Areas where soil characteristics constitute severe 
1imi tations to urban development. The limitations are severe 
enough to make urban use of the land questionable." p. 7). 

What does this imply? It does not mean that there is significant 
risk to ordinary timber frarre buildings which are lCM, light 
and flexible. It does mean that high and heavy buildings 
should not be built in places such as Delta (as a matter of 
interest we understand that this concern recently led to a 
decision not to add more storeys to an important public 
building in Richmond) • 

The subject of natural hazards is a difficult one for public 
policy-making. The lilal1 in the street does not understand the 
technical concept of probability - that something is likely 
to happen, but nobody knCMS When - and does not knCM whether 
to yawn or be alanned. Nevertheless as we see it the answer 
in this case is quite clear. Catastrophes may be "acts of God", 
but does lilal1 have to collaborate by frequenting high-risk 
places deliberately? 
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4. What would the triaveF irfrplicati6nS be 7 

Hc:Mever the area· develops it is inevitable that most of the 
~idents of Ladner and Tsaw'ii'ic:lssen will work in either 
dCMnta.vn Vancouver or the Burrard Peninsula~ The question 
is whether their journey to· work would be shorter and their 
consuprnption of gasoline Srna.ller if they lived not in the 
Delta but in the alternative areas shc:Mn on Map No. 7. 

For people whose .jobs were located in Vancouver, including 
the downtc:Mn ~a·, it wruld not be a matter of great importance 
whether they lived,in·Delta or in the Ccquitlam or Surrey areas. 
The distances are Ccmparable; travelling tilres. would probably 
favour Delta; but the· Other areas can look forward to the 
possibility of transit . seriJices, which scarcely . seem feasible 
for Delta. A very important point is that any great increase 
in the Delta-da.vnta.vn: traffic flow would certainly necessitate 
an expensive new westerly crossing of the Fraser River together 
with associated· highway connections. 

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT AREAS 
and their traffic implications 

• I 2 I .. & C .J /Ii/~~ 
I e-+:i l 

J./tvnJiM Settle· --t ,,(,..., 
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For people whose jobs.were located in the developing eastern 
part of the metropolitan . region the situation would be vastly 
different. If they lived in the Coqui tlam-Surrey area rather 
than in Delta they would probably save themselves 15-20 miles 
of trave1 per day; they would be travelling in transportation 
corridors with a greater choice of routes; they could look 
forwaro in time to the possibility of transit trips as an 
option to travel by car; and any new crossings of the Fraser 
River could be designed to accxmm:xiate both transit and 
autanonile facilities. 

This very rough analysis is shewn on Map No. 7. 

5. What wruld lirbariization cost Delta's citizens? 

This question refers-to the financial and social costs/benefits 
of developnent to the typical Del ta taxpayer. It cannot 
be answered precisely but reasonable general ansers , based 
on the experience of other places, can nevertheless be given. 

Sare kinds of developr61t usually "pay their way", producing 
more municipal revenue fran property taxation than they cost 
in terms of municipal capital and maintenance costs. Typically 
"at the community level, a balanced budget implies that 
residential develoµnents collectively will produce a deficit. 
This deficit is offset by non-residential land users - industrial, 
carnrercial or agricultural" Ci6 ) • These findings are borne out 
by several cost/revenue studies carried out in the L<Mer Main
land Region. The three key factors are 1) The value of the 
properties 2) the characteristics of their occupants, notably 
their incane level and nurrber of children 3) the cost of ser>-

. :vicing· the development (and Delta's high water table is 
likely to make ground services costly). 

The facetious answer to the municipal taxation problem would 
be allCM only expensive houses , keep out poor people, and ship 
out all children at age five to live with grandparents in 
Vancouver. More seriously the financial interests of the Delta 
taxpayer would best be served by minimizing residential develop
ment and maximizing industrial development (if it is capital
intensi ve), office and ccmrercial development (as long as it 
is not in high buildings) • 

In certain social.terins urban.development would.benefit 
.Delta citizens, Hore citizens would support bigger shopping 
centres· and more .. offices; more children would support special 
educational facilities· and a more diverse curriculum; more 
citizens would support.better libraries and recreational 
facilities. In .terms .of variety and range of opportunities 
the presence of .more.people would lead to a richer urban 
life in Del ta. 
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6. Gains and losses; winners and losem · 

The question now facing us is: In Summary what would be the consequences, 
both positive and negative, or permitting extensive ll!"ban developnent 
in Delta, and.who would feel these consequences? It is a very canplex 
question, not only because of the many factom inherent in it but also 
because it will involve many gainers and losern. In order to see the 
problem clearly an overall balance sheet was prepared. This identifies 
scma of the IIP!"e obvious gains and losses but does not attempt to trace 
all the secondary and tertiary gains and losses which would undoubtedly 
OCCU!". Furthernore the figures shoon in it are very rough indeed, and 
are intended mainly to distinguish those factom which are important 
fran those whidl are less so. Following that a second balance sheet 
was derived flU!l the fimt one to highlight the question ''Who gains 
and who loses?" -

These balance sheets do not result in .a nice piece of arithmetic which 
need only be added up to give "the answer". Every man has his oon 
set of values and priorities and every reader would probably score 
the sheets in his ONl1 way. They are simply shorthand devices for 
sUJJIIlarizing the problem and making decision-making easier. 

7. weighing the balance 

As we see it two factom predominate. First, the risks involved in 
urbanizing Delta carmot be sloughed off; second, the economic values 
inherent in Delta 1 s farms should not be squandered needlessly. But 
however the factom are weighted, the lesson of the balance sheets 
seems clear. It would result in: 

• too many losern and too few gainem 
• the loss of too nuch :rroney and aireni ties, public and private 
• too nuch hazard at both public and private cost 

and these losses and risks are totally avoidable, for there are better 
and safer places to build than Delta. 

a. The Outlod< for Delta 

If the western parts of .Delta are not to be urbanized then, what can 
we foresee for them? 

• Two self-contained towns, Ladner and Tsawwassen, of a human 
scale and with strong identities, and having easy access to 
the carmercial and cultural :resoll!"ces of the JIEtropolitan area. 

• An enviable natural setting 

• A reascnably strong and potentially expansible industrial base 

• A potentially vigo!"OUs farm industry 

In saying this we do not ignore the difficulties which currently 
beset the farm ccmrm.mity. It would be difficult to argue against 
urbanization if fanning in Delta were not viable. We would only 
point out that various steps have been taken in :recent years to 
make fanning :rro:re stable and profitable. We believe that this 
concern for agriculture will continue, and ll!"ge (below) that 
continuing study should. be given to ways and JIEans of ensll!"ing 
that fanning in Delta remains viable. 

----·----~---



Nature of gain 
or loss 

Loss of farm-
related jobs 
and incorre 

!Jrpairment Of 
natural resources 
and landscape 
ualities 

Loss of dleaper 
foods in season 

Municipal tax 
increases 

Better services, 
civic & comrer
cial 

Capital gains 
on land 

Increase<' income 

Gainers 

l:elta citizens 

l:elta farmers 
Other land
CMners 

Provincial 
Government 

Ladner business
man 

Net losses to people in future 

(Assumes metro population 1. 5 
million +Delta population 150 ,000) 

Extra comnuting 
costs 

Losses possible at any time 

flood and 
earthquake 
losses 

General notes 

Losers 

Farmers i farm-
workers 

~uppliers, process-
workers etc. 

Delta residents 
Metro visitors to 

Delta 

Metro resieerrts 

Delta citizens 

Del ta resieerrts 
Provincial taxpay 
Canadian taxpayers 

2,000 

3,000 

75 ,ooo 
100 ,000/ 
year? 

250 ,ooo 

75 ,000 

?5,000 

2 ,ooo 
4007 

200 

25 m./year 

40 m./year 

ProO.Jction, jobs and in<Xlll! 
all asswred permanently lost. 

Asswres production permanent! 
lost, but that only 1 in 4 
metro families buy Del ta 

cts. 

Ass wres businesses not forced 
out or taken over by 

tition 

Would depend on mmbers 
living in floodplain; 
would include secondary and 
tertiary losses; assurres 
Federal Provincial Govem
merrts share relief costs 

* C.Olun:-; 4, "Total No.", includes families affected, not just individual workers, except in case of comnuters. 

* "Net losses" refers to incremantal losses incurred if some people lived in Delta rather than in c.oqui tlam or Surrey areas 
No account has been taken of costs whim would presumably be the same >tiere""r settlement took place e.g. ground service 

costs Provincial s etc.---------------------

Group 

Farmers 

Farm workers, suppliers, 
processing w:>rkers, etc. 

Del ta residents 

Del ta businessman 
I.and a.mers 
Provincial Go,,.,rnirent 

Metro residents 

Provincial taxpayers 

Canadian taxpayers 

WINNtts AND -~ffi!S FJrn URBANIZATION OF IELTA 

Scale 

Thousands 

Thousands 

Tens of thousands 

Hundreds 
Hundreds 

Million + 

Millions 

Tens of millions 

Gains 

Capital gains 

Better urban services 

MJre incone? 
Capital gains 
Capital gains 

Losses 

_Li,,.,lihood and lifestyle 

Livelihood 

Hig1ler taxes . 01anged environment • 
Possible flood costs. Hig11er travel 
costs 

Fresh foods in season. 
recreational resources 

Possible flood relief costs 
Bridge/tunnel costs 

Possible flood relief costs 
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5. AN AGENDA FOR THE LAND COMMISSION 

The situation in Delta today is an intriguing one for two reasons. 
The first is that it is dcminated by anomalous views and expectations. 
The Agricultural Land Reserves are finnly in place and nrust be presumed 
to represent the policy of the Provincial Government. The policies 
of the Greater Vancouver Regional District a:re firmly in place in the 
Official Regional Plan and the liveable Region Program. Both of these 
bodies support preservation of farmland in Delta. Then what is the 
problem? Why the uncertainty? Simply that many people obviously 
do not believe these policies. People still talk about "the backup 
lands''; the Chamber of Camnerce pushes the traditional line of grcMth 
and industrial development; the Municipality of Delta, with its non
commital Camm..mity Plan, "recognizes" agriculture but seems to pursue 
industrial development; sane farmers, chafing under the difficulties 
and costs of .fiarming in Delta, wruld love to sell their holdings; 
and recent controversies tiave led many people, conditioned to believe 
that nothing can stand in the way of land market forces , to question 
whether the Agricultural Land Reserves can stand the pressures on them. 

The second reason is that goverrnrents themselves are the major con
tributors to the threat to farming in Delta. This is not a reflection 
of a deliberate government policy but rather the result of the actions 
of a number of single-purpose goverrnrent agencies each "doing its own 
thing" - the Ministry of Highway, the two Harbours Boanis, Transport 
Canada and (in the past) B.C. Hydro. Each of these could of course 
prOOu.ce a full justification for its presence in Delta; but that does 
not mean that they must have f;ree ;rein in pursuing their objectives. 

In this situation action is .needed •. The saddest thing that could 
happen would be for Delta's farmlands to drift and became a sort 
of limbo-land, not suitable for .settlement but not hospitable to 
fanning. 

We believe that the fannlands of Delta should be preserved and 
put to full use. But we recbgnize that the situation in Del ta today 
is characterized by uncertainty, Unwise expectations and single
minded agency programming. In the face of this the Agricultural Land 
Camnissicn has a special obligation and a special opportunity~ :to 
act. Its Act gives it quite imusual statutory paver in the provincial 
hierarchy and in the climate of today's public opinion it has imnense 
"clout" in the pursuit of its objectives. It is important and 
timely that this paver should be used to the full in Delta. 

A rn.miber of specific problems need to be addressed as suggested 
belav. But most of all the Carmission needs to involve itself -
indeed cannot avoid involving itself - in planning and policy matters. 
Farmland issues, especially in places like Delta, do not exist in a 
vacuum but in the context of a great many forces , programs and 
ambitions , as this study dennnstrates. If the Connnission is truly 
to fulfil its mandate it cannot remain on the defensive, forever 
reacting to other agencies' requests for exclusion fran the 
Agriculture Land Reserves. That way lies inevitable erosion and 
ultimate subjection to the purposes of others. If resolutions a:re 
to be made and new policies· achieved the Connnission should be an 
active party in them. 
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With these thoughts in mind we suggest that the follaving issues are most deserving of the Canmission's attention. 

1, What steps can be taken - in the special circumstances of Delta - to ensure that its farmlands are as productive and economically viable as possible? Improved drainage and irrigation? A better farm road network? Storage facilities? Formation of a special Improvement District? Further changes in land taxation? This is the most 
important issue of all. 

2. Is a new No. 10 highway justified by traffic vol~s? 
If so, cannot the present alignment be upgraded? If that is not possible, which is the least destructive route from the point of via.v of farm productivity and 
natural resource eonservation? And lastly can the plan""' ning of a new route include at the sane time planning for a network of minor roads and overpasses which will allav farmers to function reasonably efficiently? 

3. If farming is to be strengthened it is clearly dangerous to contemplate new industrY, not essential to air operations, at a reactivated. airport .at Boundary Bay. If the airport must incur an operating . deficit should not Transport Canada be required to solve that problem directly rather than by introducing a further threat to Delta's farmlands? 

4, To what extent are the boundaries of the Del ta Agricultural Land Reserve truly defensible? Could the Municipality of Delta beccme an active defender of the Agricultural Land Reserve if certain nu.nor adjus"trrents were made to the 
boundaries? Along Rl.">ver Road, adjacent to the industrial area, for example? An open cooperative approach to the Municipality at this point might be a constructive and rewarding step. 

5. Returning to the eriginal issue which triggered this study, we believe that the Land Commission's request that it be given administrative.responsibility for the Harbours Board lands is most tirrely. The bestaval of this responsibility would be regarded as a token of the Provincial Goverrnrent's support of the Camnission and its work, and would, it seems to us , have a significant effect on the perceived stability of the Agricultural Land Reserve in Delta. 

We have so far approached the problem of urbanization in Delta as if it were a decision for all time. But it is conceivable that in time the gro;.rt:h of the metropolitan area will make irresistible demands on Delta, and especially on its shorelines. If that day canes and serious study and debate conclude that the farmlands must go, then so be it. At this moment we believe that the region is navhere near that point of need. 

"To everything there is a season, and a tine to every purpose under the heaven; ••• a tine to keep and a time to cast away .•. " This study finds it unthinkable that the rich farmlands of Delta should be "cast away"~ It is, instead, a time to keep. 
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GAINS AND IDSSES .FIOf URBANIZATION OF IELTA 

Gains/losses to people new present 

Groups affected 
Nature of gain 

Total No." 
Ibllar or loss Gainers l.DSers Value Notes 

Loss of faxm- Farmers & faxm- 2,000 25 m./year Production, joos and incorre related jabs worl<ers all asswned permanently lost. and incorre 
Suppliers, process- 3,000 40 m./year 
in11: worl<ers , etc. 

I~nrent of Delta residents 75 ,000 -- --natural resotn'CeS Metro visitors to 100,000/ and landscape Delta year? qualities 

lDss of cheaper 
foods in season Metro residents 250 ,ooo ? Ass\.UlleS production pernanently 

lost, but that only 1 in 4 
metro families buy Delta 
Products. 

Municipal tax Delta citizens 75,000 ? --increases 

Better services, Delta citizens 75,000 -- -civic & cormer-
cial 

Capital gains Delta farmers 2,000 ? on land Other land- 400? ? 
owners 

Provincial 
Goverturent -- ? 

Increasec' income Ladner business- 200 ? Assumes businesses not forced men 
out or taken over by 
canoetition 

Net losses to people in 
.. 

future 
(Assumes metro population 1.5 
Tillion +Delta population 150,000) 

Extra cornnuting Delta comrmrters 25 ,000? 3 m./ I'-u.ects average increase costs year in journey to worl< of 5 . miles and net increase 
in daily oost of 50¢; 
assumes 2/ 3 of worl<ers 
ccmnute 

l.DSses possible at any time 

Flood and Delta residents Would depend on nllllbers earthquake Provincial t axpayen ? ? living in floodplain; losses Canadian taxpayers would include secondary and 
tertiary losses; assumes 
Federal Provincial Govern-
ments share relief costs 

General notes 

ft Collll!Tl 4, "Total No,", includes families affected, not just individual worl<ers, except in case of conrnuters. ft "Net losses" refers to incremental losses incurred if some people lived in Delta rather than in Coquitlam or Surrey areae No account has been taken of costs which would presumably be the same wherever settlement took place e.g. ground service costs Provincial aants, etc. 

WINNERs AND LOSERS FRa-1 URBANIZATION OF IELTA 

Group Scale Gains Laos es 
frirm:rs Thousands Capital gains Livelihood and lifestyle 
Farm workers, suppliers, Thousands Livelihood prncessing workers, etc. 

Del ta residents Tens of thousands Better urban services Hi.~er taxes . Cllanged environment. 
Possible flood costs • Higtier travel 
oosts 

Delta businessmen Hundreds More income? ? 
Land a.rners Hundreds Capital gains 
Pn;i·1incial Governrrent -- Capital gains 

:1etro residents Million + Fresh foods in season. 
r>ecreational resources 

Provincial taxpayers Millions Possible flood relief costs 
Bridge/tunnel costs 

Canadian taxpayers Tens of millions Possible flood relief costs 
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I. THE TASK FORCE AND THIS REPORT 

Late in 1978 .the Park Committee of the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District (GVRD) set up a Task Force_to examine possible 
sites for the use of motorized recreation vehicles. 

The Task Force contains representatives from a number of 
motorized groups as well as the staffs of the Provincial 
Government, the Vancouver area murifcipalities and the GVRD 
itself. _ · 

The Regional Planning II class at Simon Fraser Univers~ty 
arranged to work with the Task Force, making its twenty-two 
·me-mbers .avatta·ble as. staff for appropriate parts of the 

study. The following is a report on their work,. which started 
January 9, 1979 and ended with a presentation to the Task Force 
on March 27, 1979. 

The terms of reference of the Task Force included a directive 
to develop reco11111endations for: 

11 1. Sites - a major site for competition and 
multi-purpose vehicular recreation, 
and 

- several smaller sites for trail bike 
activities (pilot or permanent 
projects) ..... " 

As the study progressed it focused naturally on trail bikes. 
Although the study does not address directly the first part of 
the terms of reference it may very well be found that it does 
contribute to the question of a multi-purpose site also. 

Nevertheless, the class also undertook surveys of the four 
wheel drive and snowmobile groups as a contribution to the 
work of the Outdoor Recreation Division of the B. C. Ministry 
of Lands, Parks and Housing. All of these works are described 
here. 

- 1 -
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II THE USER SURVEYS 

Basic to successful pol icy making is understanding of the question 
at issue; basic to successful planning of sites is understanding 
of what people want to use them for. Thus this project started 
by examining vehicle users and their activities. First a 
number of existing surveys and reports on motorized recreation 
were read and discussed {see Appendix 1 for bibliography). 
Then a general questionnaire was designed {see Appendix 2a) 
with which we interviewed members of the four wheel drive, 
snowmobile and motorcycle associations. The contacts were 
arranged by the associations and presumably were not a random 
sample of their membership. The interviews were carried out 
by the students in the homes of the members. 

These surveys provided satisfactory results for snowmobiles 
{23 interviews) and four wheel drives {27 interviews). In 
the case of bikes, however,{38 interviews) we became concerned 
that club surveys might miss entirely other important groups 
of bike riders - especially teenagers. As a result we under
took two additional thrusts towards this group. In the first 
we 11 hung around 11 a number of motorcycle stores, interviewing 
their customers in the store {91 questionnaires); in the 
second we interviewed groups of bike owners in fourteen metro
politan secondary schools {98 questionnaires). 

The essence of these surveys is set out below; more detailed 
accounts by vehicle groups are to be found in Appendix 2. We 
do not claim that these surveys have statistical validity, 
but by the time the subjects had been studied, probed, mulled 
over and argued about by twenty-two people we felt that we were 
11 getting a handle 11 on the questions at issue. In short, as a 
first cut at the problem and as a prelude to more rigorous 
surveys by others, we felt that our research was useful and 
adequate for this stage. 

SNOWMOBILES 

1. Snowmobilers and their characteristics: 

One fact which is central to understanding snowmobiling 
as practised by city-dwellers is that it involves a sub
stantial financial investment - in the vehicles and their 
trailers. In addition many snowmobilers also own "four 
by four" vehicles, and a few maintain cabins in their 
favourite recreational areas. Hence the basic finding 
that the "average 11 snowmobiler is a married male between 
30 and 50 with presumably at least an average income. 
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It appears that very few people snowmobile competitively. 
Rather they like snowmobiling because of its social 
nature (they almost always ride in groups) and its 
"escape" characteristic. The challenge of snowmobiling 
lies mainly in coping with speed and mountainous terrain 
rather than with other snowmobilers. 

There appear to be two distinct patterns of snowmobiling. 
The first and most conmen is the weekend trip, in which 
a group will travel over 100 miles to reach the chosen 
site and stay there the whole weekend, the families 
either taking campers or occupying cabins. The second 
is the short trip to a local site, generally less than 
50 miles away and easy of access. This is essentially 
a day trip or, since snowmobiling is also a night-time 
sport, an evening trip. Altogether most snowmobilers 
seem to ride at least! once during the week and on most 
weekends throughout the winter. 

2. Existing sites and their characteristics: 

Four general locations have been mentioned consistently 
as being far the best for snowmobiling: 

i) The Princeton area, because of good snow and good 
sites; 

ii) Burke Mountain, because of proximity and accessi
bi 1 i ty; 

iii) Blue Mountain, because of proximity and accessi
bility; 

iv) Coquihalla Valley, because of good snow and good 
sites. 

Even though they may not be adequately equipped or serviced, 
these sites seem to meet best the prime need of snowmobiling 
- attractive, arealiy..~extensive sites. This need is the 
outcome of the range of the snowmobile (up to 150 miles 
per day) and the expressed need for freedom of movement, 
uncrowded sites and variety of terrain. 

In addition to this, several other specific requirements 
are consistently mentioned which should be taken into account 
in designating special areas for the use of snowmobfles. 
These are: 

i) reasonable probability of snow 
ii) easy accessibility 
iii) variety of terrain, e.g. meadows, hills, trails 

through the bush 
iv) marked trails for safety 
v) parking and unloading facilities at various elevations 
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vi) some Provisions for "grooming" trails 
vii) acconmodation nearby for non-residents and campers 
viii )scenery 

For several reasons demands of this kind fall outside 
the scope of the GVRD and are given no further consi
deration here. Full details of the snowmobiler survey 
are set out in Appendix 2 b. 

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES 

1. Four wheel drivers and their characteristics: 

The users of four wheel drive vehicles can be best described 
in terms of two sets of characteristics - life-stage and 
affiliation. By life-stage we distinguish specifically 
between young single people, married people without 
children, and family-centred married people. 

By affiliation we distinguish between people who are 
members of the Four Wheel Drive Association and those 
who are not. We believe that the latter are far more 
numerous than the former, despite the fact that our 
survey was almost totally restricted to club members. 

The following diagram (which is somewhat speculative) 
suggests how the four wheel drive group may be broken 
down in terms of the above categories 

Non-members Members 

Single 
Single 

Married, 
children 

Married, 
no children 

I 
Family-

Family- centred 

I centred 
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A second breakdown deals with the purposes of four wheel 
driving. It distinguishes between recreational and 
competitive driving, of which the former is clearly 
much the larger category. These two groups are not 
mutually exclusive, since many people drive for both 
reasons, and in fact many people in the competitive 
group keep two vehicles - one for recreation and general 
transportation, one for competition only. These over
lapping groups are illustrated below. 

Competitive 
Recreational 

'one conment is in order: the members of the competitive 
group are - like most snowmobilers - generally older, 
family-centred people. This is presumably again a re
flection of their financial capacity in relation to the 
relatively high cost of purchas·ing and maintaining special 
four wheel drive vehicles. But it also foreshadows 
certain behavioural characteristics: first that these 
people are willing and able to travel the greater distances 
involved in getting to competitions; second that they 
presumably want more challenge in the uses they make of 
their vehicles. 

Regardless of category, four wheelers share certain common 
characteristics: 

- they travel mainly on weekends 
- they travel two to three hours for one-day trips, 

three to five hours on weekends 
- they desire a training site at which both compe

tition and bush-travel situations could be provided. 
- they want access to logging road networks to be 

maintained. 

2. Existing sites and their characteristics: 

Five general locations have been mentioned most frequently 
in the four wheel drive survey: 
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i) The Harrison Lake area 

ii) The Squamish area 

iii) The Garibaldi - Cheakamus - Whistler area 

iv) Strawberry Island 

v) The Indian Arm area 

For one-day trips 50 to 60 miles is regarded as a desirable 
1 imi t and 100 miles a ma xi mum. 

A desirable four-wheeling area is regarded as having the 
following characteristics: 

- isolation 
- good scenery and variety of terrain 
- access to hiking, camping and canoeing areas 
- looped circuits (i.e. no back-tracking) 
- challenging terrain (for vehicle and driver) 

Again, such demanding characteristics can scarcely be 
expected to be met by the GVRD and therefore are not 
discussed further here. However, widespread interest 
was expressed in a training site (which conceivably 
might be found within the GVRD area) and some in a 
competition site. 

Full details of the four wheel drive survey are to be found 
in Appendix 2 c. 

TRAIL BIKES 

1. Trail bikers and their characteristics: 

Three reasonably distincttrail bike groups emerged from 
the surveys: 

The largest group consists of high school riders with the 
following typical characteristics. Their averageage is 14 
and even at that they have already been riding for three 
years; they ride at any time, three to four times a week, and 
almost always ride (competitively) with friends; they ride 
smallish bikes (90-175 c.c.) with minimal safety equip-
ment and of course have no licences; and they have no 
means of transporting their bikes apart from accommodating 
parents. From these characteristics it is clear why 
their ideal site is one that is close at hand, although 
interesting (i.e. challenging) terrain is also desired. 
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It is also clear. why young riders have two riding 
patterns, one on nearby sites of any available kind 
for weekday or weeknight riding, and another on more 
spacious "regional" sites on weekends when more time 
and transportation are presumably available. 

The second group consists of non-club members, who 
were contacted through bike shops. They are typically 
about 21 years old and have had stx years' riding 
experience; they own larger bikes and have means of 
transporting them. Thus they ride mainly on weekends 
and at distant and acceptably spacious sites. Never
theless they would appreciate having a suitable practice 
site close to the metropolitan area. 

The third group consists of motorcycle club members. 
They are the oldest (25-40 years} and the most experienced 
(ten years or more}, ride the biggest bikes (225-350 c.c.), 
and have good transportation, usually vans and campers. 
Thus they make a holiday weekend out of their outings and 
are looking for a good variety of terrain, conditions 
and challenges. While they want suitable regional 
sites for themselves, they also want smaller, more 
convenient sites for their children. 

Despite these differences between them the groups have 
certain things in common. They all regard riding as a 
social affair; they ride for challenge and thrills; and 
they all want extensive and varied terrain. 

2. Existing sites and their characteristics: 

Three distinct kinds of presently used trail bike sites 
emerged from the survey: 

i} Local sites: sites which are, most of all, close 
at hand and used almost exclusively by under-age 
riders who have to push or ride their bikes to 
get to them. 

ii} Regional sites: more extensive and rewarding sites 
within reasonably convenient riding range. 

iii) Distant sites: sites many miles away requiring 
considerable time to get to. 

The first two types are shown on Map #1 and listed by 
number below. The distant sites (not shown here) con
sisted of the Aldergrove, Mission, Cultus Lake, Weaver 
Creek and Harrison Lake areas. These are not considered 
further in this study. 
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EXISTING TRAIL BIKE SITES * 
(See Map 1) 

Regional Sites 

1. Cypress Bowl 
2. Blair Rifle Range 
3. loco 
4. Westwood Area 
5. Burnaby Mountain 
6. Iona Island 

Local Sites 

1. Hollyburn Mountain Trail 
2. Woodward Park 
3. under Lions Gate Bridge 
4. sand pits - Nancy Green Way 
5. Grouse Mountain - power lines 
6. Grouse Mountain - logging roads 
7. Lynnmour - cemetery 
8. Lynnmour - power lines 
9. behind Coachhouse 
10. Myrtle Park 
11. University Endowment Lands 
12. Burnaby Flats 
13. Stride Dump 
14. Brunette Creek Road 
15. Buntzen Lake 
16. Westwood Pi ts 
17. Burke Mountain 
18. Coquitlam River 
19. Poca Trail 
20. Pitt River Dyke 
21. Richmond Peat Bog 
22. Queensborough Dyke 
23. Annacis Island 
24. Point Roberts 
25. Crescent Beach 

* This is not a comprehensive li~t of existing trail 
bike sites, primarily because it is based only on a 
sample of high schools. This is particularly true 
of Surrey, Richmond, Delta and Langley. 
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These sites have only one thing in common - they are 
fortuitous, and consist simply of suitable places 
where tra-i 1 bikers find they can ride without too 
much hassle. Otherwise they contain all kinds of sites -
power line rights-of-way, dykes, rough and undeveloped 
areas, creekside trails, logged-over areas - areas not 
wanted for other purposes and acceptable to bikers. 

However, the regional sites (and to some extent the 
local sites also) form an interesting pattern. They 
occur in a rough horseshoe circling the central part 
of the metropolitan area. Furthennore they appear to 
attract their riders predominantly from the nearest 
quadrant of that area as shown diagra11111atically on 
Map #2. 
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III POSSIBLE TRAIL BIKE SITES 

The second task was to examine sites in or near the Greater 
Vancouver area which might be suitable for trail bika use. 
In all we looked at seventeen sites. They are located on 
Map #3 and are described below. 

It must be noted, however, that these sites did not emerge 
from a comprehensive, open search by the class. Rather they 
consisted of suggestions or recommendations from the various 
municipal staffs. These suggestions were p.resumably· informed 
by the munic~pal staffs' knowlegge of factors such as land 
ownership, zoning, present use by bike-riders, and municipal 
policies. Nevertheless they were not chosen under conmon 
guidelines and may reflect personal assumptions or pre
conceptions by municipal staff as to what a trail bike site 
should or should not be. In addition it soon became clear 
that the list did not include several sites where a signifi
cant amount of riding actually takes place. Thus the site 
identification process was not a rigorously systematic one 
and it is possible~ though rather unlikely, that some poten
tially useful sites have been overlooked. 

Each site was assessed first by examining it "on paper" 
through the media of air photographs and municipal land 
use maps. Specifically this examination addressed itself 
to: 1) the site itself, and especially physical character
istics, use and ownership 2) the surrounding area, and 
especially land use 3) the noise environment. This was 
then supplemented by a visit to the site and to municipal 
offices, where any other relevant matters such as planning, 
engineering or recreation aspects were checked. All of 
these searches were guided by three general concerns: 
1) utility for bike riding 2) acceptability to the 
surrounding area 3) availability. A general description 
of each site follows. The numerical fraction shown under 
each criterion is the unweighted score for that criterion 
(as discussed further in chapter IV). 

SITES SURVEYED (Refer to Map 3) 

1. Horseshoe Bay 
2. Westport Bowl 

9. Knight Street Bridge 
10. Sea Island 

3. Blair Rifle Range 11. Richmond Landfill 
4. Fell Avenue 12. Vancouver Landfill 
5a. Eagle Ridge North 13. North Surrey Gravel Pit 
b. Eagle Ridge South 14. North Surrey Landfill 

6. loco 15. Green Timbers 
7. Cewe Pit 16. Stokes Pit 
8. Mary Hill Gravel Pit 17. Jackman Pit 
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Site No. 1 

Horseshoe Bay: 

Utility: 
(6/12) 

Acceytabi 1 i ty: 
(4/9 

Costs: nm 
Availability: 
(doubtful) 

east of Horseshoe Eay I Gleneagles 

large, wooded and attractive but side slopes 
steep and riding confined to lower strip with 
no looping potential; riding is rough and 
possibly dangerous; cover thin and erosion likely. 

noise noticeable at low highway traffic volumes; 
conflict with hikers on trail 

could be high 

owned by British Pacific Properties; part lies in 
Whyte and Eagle Lakes watershed; probably un
acceptable to council, residents and recreationists. 

(Scale of airphotos is approximately 1:12,000 unless otherwise noted.) 



... 

Site No. 2 
Westport Bowl 

Utility: 
(5/l2} 

kcep1abi 1 i ty: 
(4/9) 

Costs: 
(l /3) 

Availability: 
(doubtful) 

north side, Upper Levels Highway, above 
Fisherman's Cove, West Vancouver. 
small, restricted site (8 acres effective); 
no variety; soft soil, poor drainage and 
potentially unstable slopes. 
about 800 ft away from residents and audible 
at low highway traffic volumes; not visible 
except at entry point; one approach is through 
Westport residential area. 
possibly high 

almost certainly unacceptable to residents, 
ratepayers and municipal council 
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Site No. 3 

Blair Rifle Range 
Utility: 
(ll/12) 

Acceptability: 
(7/9) 

Costs 
(3/3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

North Vancouver District 
a large (640 acre) site in varied and attractive 
terrain, already traversed by many trails; robust 
and accessible. 
under present conditions riding presents few 
problems; few adjacent houses, and site well 
shielded; a minor approach problem 
Nil 

a very desirable and valuable site, owned 
by C.M.H.C. and B.C. Housing; scheduled for 
housing - not compatible with bike riding 
in the long term. 

- 16 -
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Site No. 4 
Fell Avenue 
Utility: 
(5/12) 
Acce}tability: 
(4/9 

Costs: 
(2/3) 

Availability: 
(doubtful) 

on Surrard Inlet, North Vancouver City 
flat, filled waterfront site; 55 acres; 
attractive location but dull to ride on. 
fairly noisy industrial site but bike noise 
probably not acceptable to nearby offices and 
marina; valuable site and for sale. 
probably low 

Probably not acceptable to owners and 
certainly not to City Council 
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Site No. Sa 
Eagle Ridge North 

Utilitf 
(12/12 

Acce}tability: 
(9/9 
Cost: 
(2/3) 

Ava i1abi1 ity: 
(possible) 

north of Port Moody, west of Westwood Race 
Track, north of Meridian Substation. 
large site; wooded, varied terrain; partly 
logged; accessible from both east and west; 
excellent trails, good views; excellent riding. 
no problems foreseen 

probably low 

no apparent problems 
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Site No. 5b 
Eagle Ridge South 

Utility: 
(9/12) 

Acce}tability: 
(7/9 

Costs: 
(2/3) 

Availability: 
(possible) 

north of Port Moody, west of Westwood Race 
Track, south of Meridian Substatton 
large site, wooded, varied terrain, partly 
logged; accessible from both east and west; 
presently used by bikes and some 4-wheel-drives; 
several trails available. 
Some complaints on noise 

? 

mainly, but not all in public hands; planned 
for Westwood Plateau Housing Development in 
ear 1 y 1980 1 s . 
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loco 

Uti 1 i ty: 
(ll/12 for Trials 
bikes only) 

Acce}tability: 
(8/9 

Costs: 
(3/3) 

Availability: 
{possible) 

i11111ediately west of Burrard Thennal Generating 
Station. 
large site; many existing trails; centred on 
Hydro transmission 1 ine; attrac'dve site, 
splendid views, good tree cover; very rugged 
and rocky; probably safe only for trials bikes 
and experienced riders; a robust site; already 
used for trials competitions. 
No nearby residences; shielded to NW by 1000 ft. 
mountain; adjacent developments of industrial 
type; not visible except to traffic passing end 
of road. 
Probably very low 

Official Comnunity Plan for GVRD Electoral Area B 
specifically forbids use of motorized recreation 
vehicles and local citizens strongly opposed. 

(Scale of this air~hoto approximately 1:25,000) 
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Site No. 7 

Cewe Pit 
Utility: 
(5/9) 

Acce}tability: 
(6/9 
Costs: 
(1 /3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

Pipeline Road, Coquitlam 
about 10-15 acres, sloping, with settling pond; 
covered with loose sand or silt; quite 
pleasant; causes silt problems in nearby 
Coquitlam River (a salmon stream). 
no nearby residents, but park across road 
(for model aircraft flying) 

would require some surface development. 

privately owned 
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' Site No. 8 
Mar,y Hill Gravel Pit 

Util itf 
(11/12 
Acce~tabi l i t,y: 
(5/9 

Costs: 
f373T 
Availability: 
(doubtful) 

Port Coquitlam 
a large area (370 acres} with varied terrain; 
already degraded; good access. 
upper part both visible and audible from 
nearby residences and school; lower part 
not. 
probably low 

owned by Genstar and H. A. Roberts and 
slated for early development, depending on 
timing of riverside highway; probably not 
available. 



Site No. 9 
Knight Street Bridge 
Utility: 
(9/12) 

Acce}tability: 
(6/9 

Costs: 
(3/3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

Mitchell Island, Richmond 
very small (4 acres} and mildly hillocky, 
unattractive site in an industrial setting; 
accessible off Knight Street bridge; ground 
quite robust; a good site for tra.ining only. 
noisy environment; nearest houses 1/3 mile 
away; noise probably not a problem; site 
shielded and inconspicuous. 
low 

belongs to Ministry of Highways;presently sought 
by Quarter Midgets Association. 
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Site No. 10 
Sea Island 
Uti 1 ity: 
(9/12) 

Acce~tability: 
(9/9 

Costs: 
(3/3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

northeast of Vancouver airport 
100 acres with combination of flat and h11locky 
ground; loose sandy soil, not well drained and 
not too robust; somewhat remote from most 
population; good site. 
more than a mile from any residences; existing 
environment very noisy (airport); good highway 
access 
low; fencing? 

owned by Ministry of Transport for airport 
expansion; outlook uncertain. 

J 

. .:.J 



Site No. 11 
Richmond Landfill 
Utility: 
(9/12) 

Acceptability: 
(6/9) 

Costs: 
(3/3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

Richmond, on fraser River 
large (230 acres), flat, uninteresting, covered 
by sand dredged from river; somewhat remote 
from user populations 
nearest residence one mile away beside cement 
plant; riding would probably increase noise 
level by l0-12dB when plant not operating; 
approaches adequate. 
low 

owned by Fraser River Harbour Col'llrlission; 
harbour development envisaged in 5-10 years. 
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' Site No. 12 

Vancouver Landfill 

Utility: 
(6/12) 

Acce)tability: 
(8/9 
Cost: 
( 1/3) 

Availability: 
{possible) 

Delta 

large site (115 acres) flat and unattractive; 
rather remote from using population but 
road access good; surface fill peat/silt -
easily eroded, will expose garbage, possible 
leachate problem. 

no nearby residences; setting rural or extractive 
industry; buffered by busy freeway 
high; would require additional fill and mounding 
to make surface more challenging; fencing of 
ditches. 
owned by City of Vancouver; to be turned over 
to Delta when landfill complete; erosion 
problems must be dealt with. 
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Site No. 13 
North Surrey Gravel Pit: 
Util it): 
(10/12 

Acce}tabi 1 ity: 
(3/9 
Cost: 
tffl) 
Availability: 
{doubtful) 

east of Port Mann Bridge. 
about 150 acres; fairly steep,ro_ugh and varied 
in topography; good view of Fraser River; 
already degraded; good riding site. 
residents close to the site strongly object; 
more residential development envisaged. 
Low 

the pit is partly publicly and partly privately 
owned; the municipal part not available before 
mid-1980's; municipal attitude very doubtful 
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Site No. 14 
North Surrey Landfill 
Utility: 
(8/12) 

Acce}tability: 
(5/9 
Costs: 
(3/'3) 
Availability: 
(possible) 

just east of Port Mann Bridge on Fraser River 
Typical sanitary.landfill site but set in 
pleasant surroundings (river and treed slope) 
good accessibility 
noise and visibility not a problem but 
approached through residential area. 
probably not significant 

trail biking not compatible wi.th present 
landffll operations until filling is complete 
(another 8 years); park planned for site 
thereafter. 
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Site No. 15 
Green Timbers: 
Utility: 
(7/12) 

Acce}tabil i ty: 
{7/9 
Costs: 
{3/3) 
Availability: 
{possible) 

---, 
North Surrey 
B.C. Hydro transmission line~ mile long; flat 
and uninteresting; easily accessible from Fraser 
Highway and 14Sth Street; seen as practice 
or training site only. 
Buffered by trees, except at each end, where 
noise and access could be a problem. 
Nil 

owned by Surrey, leased by B.C. Hydro, seen 
as part of a needed park by Surrey. 
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Site No. 16 
Stokes Pit 

Util i~: 
(12/12 
Acce~tability: 
(5/9 

Costs: 
(3/3) 
Availability: 
{possible) 

Surrey, on Langley border 
255 acres of very varied and robust terrain; 
excellent for. riding; 40 minutes from Burnaby. 
rural area, zoned industrial; objections 
anticipated from visible trailer court 1700 
feet away (located in Langley~ significant 
increase in noise level likely. 
Low 

north end occupied by R.C.M.P. shooting range; 
site used occasionally for 4-wheel drive 
competitions; availability for trail bikes 
unclear. · 
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Site No. 17 
Jackman Pit 

Utilit): 
(l 0/12 

Acce}tability: 
(9/9 

Costs: 
(3/3) 

Ava i1abi1 ity: 
(possible) 

Langley, near Aldergrove 
a sizeable (74 acre) site; acconmodates gravel 
and land fill operations as well as bike 
riding; unattractive except for purposeful 
riding; completely degraded; incorporates a 
1-mile competition track. (Motocross) 

largely excavated down to water table level; 
the area is rural; no tomplaints about the 
existing hi9h levels of noise in pit. 

Low 

a 1 ready under 1 ease to A 1 dergr(ove Motoc;ross Club 
fro'!'. ~-Township of Langley' 62 acres) and Pro-
vi nci a 1 Government (12 acres) anp used on a fee basis, 
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IV THE ASSESSMENT OF SITES 

The system o'f criteria and measures used to assess the proposed 
sites is shown below. It evolved from a considerable amount 
of iteration around such questions as: the choice of measures 
and their precise meaning; the basic scoring system; and the 
overall weighting system. 

Criteria Criterion Measures ·- Measure 
Weight Weight 

Acceptability 3 Noise (above ambient) 3 
(to adjacent Visibility (to residents) 2· .. ..., 

areas) Approach traffic 1 

Utility 2 Effective size 2 
(to users) Attractiveness 3 

Robustness 1 
Accessibility (to potential 

users) 1 

Site Costs 1 Development and maintenance 1 

Availability - Acceptability to owner 
and Municipality -

' 

~-

Each measure was rated from 1 to 3 - the better the site, the higher 

ti• 

the score. Each measure score was then multiplied by the measure weight 
to give a 11 raw 11 criterion value; this was then multiplied by the 
criterion wei gDt~to _ gJ ve t~e f_ina1- va 1 ue Q_f. tha-.c.riterton. _. i:or 
results see page 34_. ~ . · · - . _ · · -· · · - . .,.. -

Availability was rated either as 11 doubtful 11 or "possible". 

It became clear very early that all the judgments involved would 
necessarily be subjective. It also became clear that the different 
judgments· should ultimately be made by the groups of people most 
affected by them and our final recorrmendations reflect this belief. 
The utility of the various sites can really only be judged by the 
bikers; their acceptability first by those who live near the sites 
and second by the politicians who are responsible for land use decisions. 

Of special concern is noise. It must be assumed that in any event, 
very few people would welcome_ the sound of motorcylc-es~into their 
homes or gardens.· But, more than· that, we must be aware that 
a large proportion of the population {20 to 30 percent) is inherently 
much more sensitive to noise then the rest and can be s er i o us l y 
upset and even harmed by it. * ·This is not a situation that can be 

* See Bryan, Noise bibliography, Appendix 3. 
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brushed lightly aside or resolved by talking glibly about 
the 'average man'. We assumed, as a principle, that the 
sound level produced by a properly muffled bike (assumed 
to be 86 dB at a distance.of three feet) should not exceed 
the existing ambient noise level in any settled area around 
the site. A discussion of noise is to be found in Appendix 3. 

Closely related to noise, we suggest, is visibility and 
both are probably connected in the minds of some people with 
highly unflattering images of menacing bikers and thunderous 
engines. These images are the cross that ordinary, well-behaved 
law-abiding riders have to bear in the ~earrh for public 
acceptance. 

Site development costs rould only be guessed at, but in any 
event the crucial factor will be who bears these costs. An 
implicit assumption is that suitable sites would be available 
free or at nominal lease costs. 

It became clear very early that site availability was a crucial 
factor. But it was also clear that while in some cases availa
bility could be prejudged with reasonable confidence, in others 
it could only be determined by negotiation between the users 
and perhaps the GVRD on one hand and the owners and the 
appropriate municipa·lity (or electoral district) on the other. 
Availability is not a simple matter in itself. For example, 
time is an important element: some sites might be available 
now, others in say ten years; some might be available for only 
two yea rs , others far- ~::ever.-. Nevertheless , we dee i ded on 1 y to 
distinguish between 'doubtful' sites )i.e. probably not 
available) and between 'possible' sites (i.e. sites which 
might be available or at least should fiej;J>ECpretluded at this 
stage). 

The weightings were of course subjective and arbitrary. 
Ideally we should have experimented with several weight 
combinations in order to test the sensitivity of the sites to 
various criteria and measures. However time did not permit 
this to be done. 

The actual site assessments were of course thoroughly subjective, 
each having been done by one person (except in a couple of 
cases). However we did have the satisfaction of knowing that our 
assessments of the various sites coincided quite closely with those 
done by representatives of the motorcycle clubs who inspected them 
independently. 

Despite the qualifications and limitations discussed above,our 
rating did give us a sense of the merit of the various sites for 
the Task Force's purposes. It also provided the basis for our 
final general assessment in terms helpful to the Task Force. Both 
the specific and the general assessment are set out on the following 
pages. 
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SYSTEMATIC SITE RATINGS 

.-
S C -o~R E S Proposed Sites B A S I C W't'd Rank Availability 

Utility Accept'ty Cost Score 

1. Horseshoe Bay 6 4 1 64 13 Doubtful 

2. Westport Bowl s 4 1 4S 18 Doubtful 

3. Blair Rifle Range 11 7 3 8S s Possible 

4. Fell Avenue s 4 2 48 17 Doubtful 

Sa Eagle Ridge North 12 9 2 98 1 Possible 

Sb Eagle Ridge South 9 7 2 73 7 Possible 

6. loco 11* 8 3 92 3 Possible 

7. Cewe Pit s 6 l 53 16 Possible 

8. Mary Hi 11 11 s 3 69 8 Doubtful 

9. Knight Street Bdge 9* 6 3 76 6 Possible 

10. Sea Isl and 9 9 3 93 2 Possible 

11.Richmond Landfill 9 6 3 68 10 Possible 

12.Vancouver Landfill 
(Delta) 6 8 l 66 11 Possible 

13.North Surrey 
Gravel Pit 10 3 2 54 15 Doubtful 

14.North Surrey 
Landfill 8 5 3 63 14 Possible 

15.Green Timbers T/L 7* 7 3 65 12 Possible 

16.Stokes Pit 12 5 3 68 9 Possible 

17.Jackman Pit 10* 9 3 87 4 Possible 

;,, 

I 
* Judged to· -be Spec i a 1 Purpose sites. 
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SUMMARY SITE ASSESSMENTS 

l. Excellent sites for general use: 
Eagle Ridge (upper): no drawbacks 

. Sea Island 

2. Useful special purpose sites: 
Ioco: trials and skilled riders only 
Jackman Pit: motocross competition mainly 
Knight Street: teaching and practice only 
Green Timbers: teaching and practice only 

3. Sites worthy of further consideration: 
Blair Rifle Range: availability very doubtful 
Vancouver Dump (Delta) 
Eagle Ridge (lower) 
Richmond Dump 
North Surrey Landfill 
Stokes Pit 

4. Sites probably not worthy of further consideration: 
Mary Hill 
Cewe Sand Pit 
Horseshoe Bay 
Westport Bowl 
Fell Avenue 
North Surrey Gravel Pit 
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V. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

l. Some Observations 

Our studies have led us to the following observations: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

Bike riding as a recreation activity is now well 
established and it supports, and is supported by 
many retail and repair businesses. 

As far as the general public is concerned, bike riding 
in the urban area exists in limbo. It goes on, and 
most people know it goes on, but it does so largely 
unacknowledged and much of it on the fringe of the law. 
Some of it depends mainly on trespass, and a great deal 
of under-age riding involves infringement of the 
Highways Act. Its infractions of the law appear 
to be viewed in somewhat erratic fashion by the police, while 
it may-·be speculated that most members of the public (but by 
no-means. all) tolerate it only as-Tong-as·-it ope-rates, both 
visually and aurally, at a subcritical level. 

There appears to be a considerable amount of latent 
opposition to bike riding by municipal administrators 
and politicians. 

The very serious probl~m _of riding by under-age riders 
·--is _nqt- fully )ddressed·by· the· array of s1tes -examined 

in ·thi_s_repor:t~ 

2. . Some Arguments 

In a moment we will discuss some of the pros and cons of bike 
riding in,urban areas, but first we set out some basic 
assumptions which should precede this discussion: 

The idea ·o..f a more-or-1 ess free society, such as the one we 
live in, seems to us to imply the following: 

i) You should be free to do as you wish as long as it 
is within the law and does not infringe on the rights 
of others, e.g. the right to quiet, privacy and the 
enjoyment of property. 

ii) You should be free to spend your money as you 
wish on anything that is legal and not rationed. 

iii) You should be free to take personal risks (e.g. as 
in riding a bike) but not to place other people in 
jeopardy by so doing. 
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Given these general postulates, we can set out a few pros 
and cons relevant to bike riding: 

Pros: 

i) Bike riding is a rapidly growing sport with a 
great many adherents. 

ii) It is a demanding sport which takes its 
practitioners out of doors. involves sig
nificant challenge and risk, and requires 
nerve and skill on the part of the rider. 

iii) It should be able to expect the same degree of 
public support {as in the supply of sites or 
in financial aid) as many other sports. 

Cons: 

i) As an energy-assisted activity bike riding tends to 
have unusually disruptive impacts on other people 
and on the natura 1 environment. Its key characteri s
ti cs are speed.momentum, range and noise and these 
make it area-extensive, environmentally destructive, 
incompatible with human-scale recreation and dis
turbing to both people and wildlife. 

ii) In ordinary urban situations, where population 
density is high and land valuable, the congregation 
of even a few bike riders is likely to have un
acceptable affects on a disproportionately large number of 
people. 

3. Some Propositions 

The above observations and arguments seem to us to have 
policy implications which will be very important for any 
decisions to be taken by the Task Force. We set these out 
below in the form of six propositions: 

i) As areas become fully urbanised bike riding can be 
expected to become less and less acceptable except 
in special and unusual circumstances. The riding that 
is tolerated in vacant spots during the initial growth 
stages will be squeezed out progressively, both by land 
values and by public regulation, as the area fills in. 

ii} "Special and unusual circLDT1stances 11 will normally mean 
areas that are naturally shielded, degraded or unsuitable 
for higher uses, e.g. gravel pits, landfill sites or 
rough and out-of-the-way places. 
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iii) While local government might choose· to support bike
riding by helping, where possible, to make sites available, 
it can scarcely be expected to spend significant amounts 
of public money for the benefit of people whose re
creation activity is incompatible with almost every 
other public recreation activity. 

iv) The natural habitat of the trail bike is rougn-,-.·11on
urban terrain, in which British Columbia abounds, 
and it should be expected that people who are willing 
to make substantial capital investments in trail bikes 
should be willing to make comparable investments in 
time and money to get to where they can fully use their 
bikes. 

v) ~-e~sociaJ-and environmental effects of bikes'·]lepend 
largely on hqw they.are equipped and handled. Therefore 
the construction, equipment, maintenance and manage
ment of MRV sites should be largely the ·responsibility of 
the riders, their organisations and the private sector 
that supports them. 

vi) Under-age riding should not be treated as a "kid's 
problem". It exists only because adults make it 
possible and it gives rise to exactly the same 
problems as adult riding would under the same 

'circumstances. It should be treated in principle 
as an adult problem. In practice it may be expected 
that public authorities will continue to turn a blind 
eye to under-age riding as long as it continues at a 
subcritical level. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recomnend that: 

1. The Task Force should: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

Review this report. 

Add to the review list other sites suggested 
by its members or their parent agencies. 

Check all these sites for suitability with the 
help of riders themselves. 

Consider the feasibility of finding a site within 
each of the four quadrants of the metropolitan area 

Establish its own basic principles along the lines 
of the above propositions. 

2. If it is agreed that suitable sites exist and that these 
are in any way a public responsibility, the Task Force should 
designate one or more sites to be developed on a pilot 
basis, without prior commitment and subject to public 
acceptance and monitoring of use. 

3. The Task Force's report and any proposed pilot projects 
should be given full publicity, especially in the areas 
most affected, and opportunity for expression of public 
opinion should be arranged. 
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INVITATION TO DISCOVER.Y 

In nr::my mys the IJI'epaz-ation of this repozrt .~s an eye-opener. 

As ti1e mads our wy through the different f)a1'ts of IJu:maby "1e came 

to reaZise hOlJ) very vaztied.and interesting the municipaUty is. This 

is not just a matter of natu:ztaZ endobJnent, al.though Burnaby is weZZ 

favoured in that respect. It is rrrJre a refl.ection of the man-made 

envirorunent, in which a great many actors have pl.ayed a part. 

The year-by-year ministra.tions of successive municipal. council.s 

and their staffs have cZearZy borne fruit in Burnaby ~ in weZZ-ordered 
neighbourhood.a and buil.ding deveZo'{Xrtents, in thoughtfuZZy designed 

streets, in handsome and convenient -pubUc buil.dings, and in parks 

which are a joy and a refuge. The l.andscape al.so bears the stamp that 

thousands of Burnaby citizens have put on it through their homes and 

gardens. But most of aZ.Z. it refl.ects ll1hat these same citizens DO and 

can be SEEN doing in the course of their daiZy Uves. At aZZ ages 

they stroZZ, jog, waZk their dogs, taZk over fences, tend their gardens, 

pZay and 1.iXl.tch others pl.aying in the parks, sit in the sun, shop, 

Zounge, pZay in tree houses and ride their bikes. And much more. 

Of these things we norma.Uy see aU too UttZe. ~ 07J1n neigh

bourhoods may be farniUar enough; but nrzny of us have shut ourseZves 

off from the rest through our surrender. to the automobiZe. The troubZe 

is that anything 1J)e see through a car window is not quite real.; it is 

simpZy more TV. But the bike changes that. The cycZist becomes a 

fuZZy functioning hum:m being again, not just the encapsuZated pilot 

of an armoured machine. As he pedal.a al.ong he is once more in touch 

with everything around, both physical and human. 

This is the real. potential. of bike1.iX1.ys; that they couZd help the 

citizens to rediscover their 01.i)n corrmunity and in so d.oing to recapture 

from the automobile something of themselves. We d.o not believe that 

1J)e can set objectives for ot'her people. But if this study moves any 

of the citizens of Burnaby to discover the benefits and joys of cycling 

in their otim C0111TfUnity we will be very happy indeed. 

The authors 
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1. IIFINITIOO 
The tenn bikeway as used here means any route specifically 
designated for cycling. It may be a path reserved exclusively 
for cyclists or shared with pedestrians; or it may merely be 
space set aside or marked. on an ordinary street. Nevertheless 
for clarity the word bikeway is used in this general sense 
throughout most of this report. 

2 I aw..s JViID O&.IECTI\£S 
The GOALS of this study are: 
I. To examine the desirability and feasibility of a system of 

bikeways in Burnaby; 

II. To formulate a bikeway plan and program which will achieve the 
following OBJECTIVES: 

1. acconmodate the needs of cyclists of all ages, 
skills and cycling objectives 

2. promote safety in cycling 

3. promote the use of bicycles as a socially desirable 
and efficient means of movement 

4. promote public participation in the planning and 
progranming of bikeways in Burnaby 

l 



3. BIKEWAYS IN GIEAlER vmCDtMR 
. The demand for bikeways in the Greater Vancouver area has not . ,, .• ' ' 

gone u~recognized. With little fanfare several bikeway fragments 
or subsystems have already been developed. 

The most attractive of these have arisen in Stanley Park and 
. . . . 

the U.B.C./Endowment Land~.area, where opportunities were most 
obvious. But several other routes in Vancouver and in West 

' . 
Vancouver have been developed which largely use existing streets. 
Then there is the very extensive (54 km} loop in Delta which takes 
~~vantage of the dykes along the South Arm of the Fraser River. 
And others are actively being considered. All of these are shown 
on Diagram 1. 

Th~se of course do not accommodate all bike travel. The great 
bulk of 'cycling clearly takes place on the street system at large 
and some on power line rights-of-way, foot trails, and pieces of 
undeveloped land. But at least a start has now been made on the 
provision of special routes for.cyclists. 

One implication of this is that planning for bikeways in 
Burnaby should not proceed in a vacuum. Both east and west of 
the municipal boundaries:there are existing or potential bikeways 
to which a Burnaby system should be connected. In this sense too 
Burnaby is the key to the deve]ojlTlent of a greatly expanded 
metropolitan bikeway system. 

4. IN mAISE Cf tl'CLING 

2 

"Man's entire organism ws designed to move through the environment 
crt Zess than five mites per hour". 

E.T. HaZ.Z in 
The Hidden Dimension 

"M::m on a biayaZe aan go three or foUl' times faster than the 
pedestrian, Uu.t uses five times Zess energy in the proaess. 
Equipped U1ith this toot, man outstz>ips the effiaiency of not 
only aZZ maahines, Uu.t aZZ other aniTTt:J.Zs as weZ.Z". 

... 

Ivan IZiah in 
Energy and Equity 
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The bicycle is a modest beast: it provides limited speed and 
carrying capacity and it requires its rider to provide his own 
protection against the elements. Nevertheless cycling offers many 
advantages. 

As personal activity it: 

is suitable for all ages 
· can be done alone or in groups 

involves moderate exercise and promotes health 
• does not seal the rider off from his surroundings or his fellow men 

As transportation it: 

• facilitates short and medium length trips 
provides door-to-door movement 

· requires minimal parking facilities 
· requires minimal investment in bikeways 
· reduces automobile congestion on expensive roads 

The bicycle itself: 

· uses little raw material in manufacture 
· uses no fossil fuels 

produces no air pollution and no noise 
• requires little maintenance 

We conclude that cycling is a socially desirable activity and 
that it deserves to be encouraged. Nevertheless it requires an appropriate 
setting if it is to be enjoyed safely and happily. This setting is 
examined in the rest of this report. 
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5. CYQ..ISTS Nm CYQ..ING 
' 
. In the last ten years two significant things have happened 

to cycling. In the first place there has been a dramatic 
increase in the number of bicycles sold. In the second, recent 
growth has taken place mainly among adults. Cycling is no 
longer 11 kid stuff"; it is now enjoyed by all ages. 

A corresponding change has occurred in the vehicles 
themselves. Not too long ago the ordinary bike was either a 
fixed-gear or a 3-speed machine. More recently the field has 
been dominated by the 10-speed bicycle, which now accounts for 
50 percent of all cycles sold, although 5-speeds are now becoming 

more conman. 
Our survey of Burnaby high schools in March 1978 confinns 

this change: 

TYPES. OF BICYCLES IN 
BURNABY HIGH SCHOOLS 

10 - speed 75% 

1 - speed 10 

3 - speed 5 

5 - speed 5 

racing 5 

These figu;esare important: they mean that 85 percent of 
cyclists are no longer at the mercy of steep hills~ (Nevertheless, 
10-speeds or not, some people still will not tackle steep grades). 

But it is very clear that some knowledge of cyclists' 
behaviour is basic to planning for them, and the next two pages 
address themselves to this. The following table shows a somewnat 
speculative Cyclists Profile gleaned from various studies. T~n 

Diagram 2 addresses two other aspects of cycling behaviour: how 
far do people cycle for different purposes? and, how do cyclists 
react to gradients? These are complex matters and each reveals a 
spectrl.111 of response. 
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A PRFILE Cf CYQJSTS 

THE CASUAL RECREATIONIST 
(50%. of all trips: 
range to 3-4 km) 

THE SHOPPER 
(20% of all trips: 
range to 3 km). 

THE ELEMENTARY STUDENT 
(10% of all trips: 
range to 1 km) 

THE AVID RECREATIONIST 
(10% of all trips) 

THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT 
(5% of all trips: 
range to 3 km) 

THE COtfttUTER 
(5% of all trips) 

6 

• generally fairly young 
strictly a good weather cyclist 

• wants a safe, pleasant route and non
taxi ng gradients 

• may transport his bicycle by car to 
cycling spot 

~ includes high school children and young 
marri.ed women 

• wants a safe but direct route to the 
shopping area 

• will use a roadway if the bikeway is 
not direct 

• often doesn't know the rules of the road 
. • may lack traffic awareness, judgement 

and control 
• most often involved in accidents 
• roams a limited area centred on home 

and school 

• fairly young 
• very fit; tackles almost any grade 
• cycles in all weathers 
• has 10-speed or racing bike 
· seeks challenging or attractive routes 
• traffic-wise 

• fairly fit 
• knows the rules of the road 
• sometimes reckless and lacking in control 
• prefers direct route to school 
· involved in shopping and casual recreation 
• roams an extensive area centred on home 

and school 

. fit 

• very experienced and traffic-wise 
wants direct routes 
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TRIP Plml5E PW DISTANCE 
This graph.shows how far 
cyclists are likely to cycle 
for different purposes. 

Kilometres cycled 
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Cyclists react differently t~ 

gradients depending on personality 
and fitness. This graph indicates 
how far different types are likely 
to cycle up different gradients 
with out the help .of gearing . 
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Lastly, the school survey shows that three of every four 
children in elementary school and two of every three in high 
school own ii b.jke. It also makes clear the extent to which 

'· bikes are used for non-school purposes. In other words the 
bike, as adults may forget, is the student's automobile. 

--

6. CfCLlr«j IN BlmABY 

. a 

At this point we face another fundamental need: to under
stand the phenomenon we are dealing with - the movement of 
cyclists in Burnaby. 

For such a traffic problem the basic analytical techniques 
are now well established in the planning profession. But they 
require appropriate data, and in highway planning a great deal 
of time and money are normally spent in obtaining it. In the 
case of cycling the data does not normally exist and certainly 
not for Burnaby; our academic circumstances have not permitted 
us to develop such data; and even if they did the winter season 
is obviously not the right time to do it. 

Thus we had to depend mainly on judicious use of the general
ized data set out in the preceding chapter. -This use has consisted 
of (1) plotting the major cycling flows separately, for clarity 
(2) plotting the major cycling concentrations on one sunmary 
diagram. These are shown on Diagram 3. 

Overa 11 the ana ly'ses suggest that: 

the majority of users are young, with a tendency to circulate 
during the week around their homes and their schools. 

• a substantial proportion of cyclists, including school 
children, cycle at weekends and other off-times and 
their destinations include parks, libraries, corrmunity 
centres, etc. 

• cycling flows tend.to be focussed on a large number of 
destinations widely scattered across the municipality 

• there are trip concentrations in both North and South 
Burnaby, arising out of the tendency of schools and shops 
to be centrally located • 
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The sizes of the various foci are scaled roughly in proportion 
to their attractivity for cycling. CCJ1111uter cycling has been 
omitted as it is only a small part of the whole and is widely 
scattered over the area. 

CYCllrli AJl6 PND AIDS Cf lRIP CCTKENTAATllJI IN BJlmBY ® The diagrams show that cycling tends to be concentrated on 
a large number of focal points widely dispersed across the 
municipality: they also show areas of trip concentration. 



We do not have a satisfactory appreciation of the volume of 
cycling in Burnaby. What we do know is that almost 16,000 
bicycles are owned by school children alone, from which we 
might guess that there are perhaps 25,000 in total in the 
municipality. If that is so then there are half as many 
bikes as there are cars in Burnaby, and bicycle sales 
continue to zoom upwards. That bikes are used in Burnaby is 
obvious, but it is our firm belief that they would be used a 
lot more if conditions for cycling were better. 

According to the high school survey students generally 
feel that cycling in Burnaby is hazardous, and they feel 
threatened by the speed and volume of traffic as well as by 
the inconsiderate behaviour of some motorists. Clearly, if 
cycling is to be encouraged something must be done to enable 
it to be enjoyed in safety and peace of mind. 

7 I MiHNG FOR BI~YS 
In analyzing the cycling behaviours and flows to be accom

modated we have taken the first step towards planning a bikeway 
system. But an immediate problem arises out of the·variety of 
these behaviours and movements. 

They cover a broad spectrum of cyclist types; they cover 
most of the municipality in a highly dispersed fashion; and 
they cover the daylight hours (and some of the night hours too). 
Can bikeways be provided that will be all things to all cyclists? 
We think not. 

We believe that a bikeway system cannot be based on school 
locations. It is not simply that schools attract only a small 
proportion of bike traffic; nor that schools are widely dispersed; 
it is rather that schools draw their cyclists from all directions 
around them and little would be achieved merely by inter-connect
ing them with single bikeway routes. 

The ideal time to plan bikeways for school children is when 
the whole neighbourhood is being planned. At that time bike 
routes can be designed specifically in relation to schools and 

10 



parks. Particularly good examples of this can·be seen in 
Richmond. whose urban developnent started much later than 
Burnaby's and which inherited a much less awkward land 
subdivision pattern. One such example is shown on Diagram 
4. 

We take it for granted that bikeways will be located so 
as to accomnX>date school flows to the limited extent that is 
possible, and that if any opportunity arises to plan on a 
neighbourhood scale bikeways for school-oriented movements 
will be incorporated. Nevertheless in planning major bikeways 
in a municipality already patterned and built up, the school 
needs of children cannot be a prime objective. 

A second constraint arises out of the fact that we have 
to plan a bikeway system not on a blank sheet but on the real 
ground of Burnaby. This inrnediately brings to the fore some 
intractable facts: the developable areas of Burnaby are 
already largely built up; in many areas the streets form a 
rigid grid pattern; the street right-of-way is usually quite 
limited in extent and is fully taken up by traffic lanes, 
parking lanes, sidewalks and utilities; and there are steep 
and extensive slopes in many parts of the municipality. 

From these constraints it becomes clear that: 
• the task is not merely to satisfy demand but to 

achieve appropriate balance between widespread 
demand and limited opportunities 

• such an extensive, multi-focus demand could ideally 
be met only by a network of bikeways 

• the existing street system will continue to accommodate 
most cycling trips; and part of our task is to identify 
the most suitable streets and make them safe for 
cycling, consistent with the other functions of streets. 

These caveats suggest that we need to be quite clear about 
our objectives and priorities. It is true that we may feel 
obliged to modify them as we run up against further problems. 
But if that happens at least we will be clear as to what we 
are modifying; we will still have a sense of direction. 

11 
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This neighbourhood in Richmond 
was planned in a way that greatly 
enhances the safety of cyclists. 
The street pattern as a whole 
discourages through traffic. 
Furthermore the inner area is 
so designed that school children 
can walk through the ends of the 
looped streets without crossing 
any automobile traffic at all. 
They can then walk or cycle 
through a park strip to school 
in complete safety. 



It is also true that our objectives and priorities will have 
to be based on value judgements. But that is as it should be: 
the main thing is to be clear and explicit about them. 

In the light of all these things we have adopted the 
following 

GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING: 
1) give prime consideration to the needs of ordinary 

pieasure ayaiists, including school children, 
f oC!Ussing these on parks and points of speaiai 
attractiveness 

2) serve points of specially heavy trip aonaentration, 
such as the future Metrotown. 

3) give consideration to the needs of school travel, 
shopping and commuting as far as that is possible 

4) make the system as broadly acaessibie as possible 

5) emphasize safety 

6) provide tolerable gradients 

7) seek routes of maximum attractiveness and variety 

8) seek a system of reasonable iength (say 15-20 km) embodying 
flexibility by way of circular or looped forms 

In practice the application of these guidelines is not easy. 
Experience elsewhere suggests that bikeways will not be used 
unless they offer the cyclist real pleasure and easy cycling. 
But who is'tthe cyclist" we are planning for? What is "real 
pleasure"? And what is "easy"? In order to see the breath
taking views from Capitol Hill would cyclists climb. ten percent 
grades? Would they follow a tortuous route instead? Or would 
they avoid the Hill completely? Given the prospect of Deer 
Lake from above, would they be willing to dismount and w~lk a 
bit? Would they negotiate a specially designed snake path to 
reach it? Furthermore a bikeway is not a unitary thing but 
an assembly of bits and pieces, some very adequate, some 
much less so. Under these circumstances we can only suggest 
bikeways which are as pleasurable and as safe as possible and 
find ways of involving the users in making the final judgments. 

13 



Furthermore not all of these guidelines are comparable. 
Thus part of the problem is to evaluate the possibilities as 
rationally as possible and to make any trade-offs which may 
be necessary. 

In the face of all these questions and limitations the 
planning process is quite difficult. But in any event it 
helps first to devise strategies which.seem most likely to 
advance our goals and guidelines. To this we now turn. 

8 I STAATEGIES Nm A r.rnCEPf 

14 

After one has wrestled with the problem long enough, 
alternating between heavenly goals and earthy gradients and 
street patterns, certain conclusions emerge. Ours were that: 

1) a bikeway system in Burnaby should have three main 
sets of foci : 

(a) Burnaby's outstanding park assets, especially 
Burnaby lake, Deer Lake and Central Park 

(b) the views available from many points throughout 
the municipality 

(c) the projected Metrotown development 

2) the parks and view areas should be connected by 
bikeways designed for pleasurable and easy cycling: 
these should pick up minor parks where possible 

3) where possible, routes should be located where they 
will attract the greatest number of adjacent residents, 
especially school children. 

But these are only general ideas expressed in words. The problem 
is to move from words to routes expressed on maps. This gap was 
bridged in two stages. The first was to work out alternative 
STRATEGIES: that is, to create general theoretical forms from the 
verbal guidelines. Two such forms or strategies are sketched on 
Diagram 5. 

The second stage was to translate these strategies specifically 
and realistically in the form of CONCEPTS. This involved a much 
more practical process - the process of selecting and examining 
specific streets or paths and weighting their characteristics against 
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the bikeway design criteria. Consequently the results are 
reasonably realistic and represent bikeway systems which could 
be developed. 

As the second stage was tackled certain things became clear: 
SAFETY: If Burnaby is ultimately able to acquire the Oakalla 
and George Derby sites and connect them suitably to Deer Lake 
and Burnaby Lake parks it can have a magnificent bikeway system 
right in the centre of the municipality. But apart from that 
bikeways will have to be found mainly on the existing street 
system. And while ttlfs implies something less than the cyclist's 
ideal, certain pZa:nning prinaipZes will help to make the most of the 
situation: 
1) Seek quiet residential streets; best of all, culs-de-sac 

with lanes through the closed end. Conversely, avoid 
main roads; the average cyclist feels quite unsafe on 
them. 

2) Seek long rather than short blocks, thereby minimizing 
the number of intersections to be crossed. 

3) Seek streets which are 11 open 11 or one side ie. which 
border on parks, schools, cemeteries, etc. 

4) Seek areas which are subject to a minimt.111 of cross 
traffic, e.g. between Broadway and the tank farms 
in the north, or between Rumble and the Marine Drive 
slopes in the south. 

5) Give consideration to industrial roads, as these do 
not usually carry heavy volumes at any time and are 
almost completely empty after work hours. 

ATTRACTIVENESS: It is true that in certain areas of Burnaby the 
views are dominant and compelling. But lovely views unfold at 
many points and in the most unexpected places, and distant 
views are not the only attractive features in the municipality. 
For many people the whole urban environment - people and their 
houses and activities - offers a dynamic and fascinating scene. 
This too has implications for planning: we should not be 
simplistic in our search for 11 attractiveness 11

, thinking only 
of views; and we should take time to study the bikeway 
environment in considerable detail in order to understand the 
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full range of opportunities it offers. And most· important,' 

if as we are implying., beauty lies in the· eye of the 

beholder, we would be well advised to ask the users what 

they think ·are the most appealing rol,ltes. 

GRADIENTS. Outside of the central valley it is quite impossible 

to cycle v.ery far in Burnaby - or to take advantage of its 

most spectacular views - without encountering.slopes of some 

.steepness and length. This suggests two things: what is 

toJerable should again be judged by the users; and easily 

visible maps of routes would be important to the casual user, 

who needs to know what lies ahead. 
The bikeway system shown in Diagram 6 is a concept of what 

··a bikeway in Burnaby might be. It should be regarded as a first 

expression of the strategies and principles outlined above and 

used as a springboard for much more thory:>ugh studies than time 

has pennitted us to carry.out. 
(It may be acknowledged, by the way, that the Concept 

consi.sts of two 'parts which were developed independently by 

two groups, each using its owrr strategy, one for North 

·Burnaby, the other for South Burnaby. This was only made 

possible, however, by the fact that the two groups agreed , 

on the focal points at which the Trans Canada Highway was 

to be crossed, thus providing c011111on links between the two 

systems) •. 

9 I EVAL.LU\TIOO 
The classic planning process· sets out several ways ·of achieviog 

set objectives. This is then followed by an evaluation process 

which adjudicates between the options in the light of objectives. 

Two such evaluation schemes were devised for this project,one 

for North Burnaby, one for South Burnaby. Both give effect to 

four of the guidelines establishedearlier: safety, accessibility 

gradient and attractiveness. They differ however in their 

treatment of these variables. These schemes are set out on 

Diagram 7. In the ordinary way these schemes would have been 
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OO«IPT EV~TICli : tmTH llJmABY 
ROUTE SEG1£NTS 

FEATURES 
rated O to 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 i 9 20 21 22 23 24 25 
ACCESS: weight I 

n1ltiple 4 
mult./single 3 
single 2 
None 1 
WHY: weight4 

212223124 

I of intersec. 3 3 3 4 3 4 

traffic vol. 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 

1 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 

4 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

2 2 3 1 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 3 4 

driveway vis. 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 4 

Pedestrians 4 3 2 2 2 2 4 3 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 

Possible 
Classification 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 4 2 2 
GRADITNT:lie19hCT ____ ---

long flat 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
short flat 3 3 3 
short steep£ . ------- -z-z--z--- -- 2- 2 2 2 - 2 
fong steep 1 - ---
ATIRACT I V£NESS:werght2 

views 4 8 3 1 4 4 4 2 3 2 2 3 4 1 3 4 3 1 1 2 10 2 4 2 4 
resid. status 1 4 3 2 4 4 1 4 2 l 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 0 
in ustry 
present 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 3 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 3 2 4 1 4 4 2 
human 
amenities 1 2 O 0 1 2 O 1 O 0 1 O 2 2 O 1 O O 4 O 2 O 4 O 1 
foliage 4 2 0 0 1 1 3 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 4 2 4 1 4 

SEGMENT TOTALS 100 96 78 76 88 95 89 100100 75 87 95 73 82 79 90 56 52 78 80 114 79112 89 98 

SEGMENT DESCRIPTIOHS -

1 Barnett Highway 
2 Capitol Hill, Willingdon to Holdom/Union 
3 Oxford/Willingdon: to Masonic Cemetery 
4 Union, Alpha to Holdom 
5 Delta, Union to Brentlawn 
6 Graveley-Brentlawn-Broadway to Holdom 
7 Broadway,-Phillips to Production Way 
8 Government. Phillips to Brighton 
9 Underhill from Broadway north - Forest 

Grove Drive to Broadway 
10 Brighton from Government-Production Way 

to Broadway 
ll Eastlake from Production Way-Beave'brook

Cameron 

12 Duthie from Curtis - Halifax - Phillips 
to Broadway 

13 Holdom from Union - Curtis to Duthie 
14 Halifax, Fell to Duthie 
15 Fell, Curtis to Broadway 
16 Trinity from Boundary - Gilmore to Oxford 
17 First, Boundary to Gilmore 
18 Gilmore, First to Trans Canada Highway 
19 Sperling from Broadway - Sprott to TCH. 
20 Government from Brighton - Cariboo to TCH 
21 Curtis from Duthie - Centennial way 
22 Government, Sperling to Phillips 
23 Piper, Government to Burnaby Lake 
24 Broadway, Holdom to Phillips 
25 Phillips & Halifax, Aden, Shellmont, 

Underhill & Forest Grove Drive 

~CIPT EVALl1ffHli : SlJl1i OOR'Ul.BY 

ROUTE SEGMENT 

FEATURES 
rated +, O, - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

ATTRACTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITES: 

A. Views + 
B. Parks + 
C. Schools + 
0. C011111Unity Centres + 
E. Residential Areas + -
F. Ugly features - -

Dumps, Industrial e.g. 

~ 
Intersections: 
G. Crossing Main Arterials -
H. Unsigned Intersections -
I. Crosswalks, lighted + 

Intersections 

Width/Vo 1 ume: 
J. Narrow Road/High Volume -
K. Wide Road/Low Volume + 
L. Limited acces·s + 

Characteristics: 

M. Truck Routes 
N. Parked Cars 
0. Bus Routes 
P. Obstructions 
Q. Miscellaneous 

~ 

++ to --

SEGl£NT TOTALS 

+-

+ + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + 
+ 

+ + + 

+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 

+ + 

+ + + + + + + + 

6 5 2 4 2 3 2 3 3 

+ 

+ 

2 

+ 
+ 

+ 

3 0 

SEGMENT DESCRIPTIONS 

1. Canada Way to Deer Lake on Sperling 7. Elwell to Griffith 
2. Buckingham to Burris 8. Elwell to Sperling 
3. Buckingham, Burris to Morley 9. Elwell to Colborne 
4. Morley to Imperial 10. Colborne to Bryant 
5. Humphries to Elwell 11. Bryant to Dufferi n 
6. Elwell to Walker 12. Dufferin to Irving 

13. Irv! ng to Royal Oak 

-4 

C 0 r ~ C E P T E V A L U A T I 0 l~ TWO APPROACHES CV 

---, 



applied to alternative bikeway concepts, which could thus have 
been compared and the better concept identified .. Since time 
allowed only one Concept to be devised, such a comparison 
could not be made. Even so the evaluation schemes were 
valuable in that they were applied to the constituent segments 
of the Concept and thus showed up the "strongest" and "weakest" 
links in it. They were thus useful in identifying pilot projects 
on the basis of attractiveness and feasibility. They also show 
up the weaker links which should be examined for better routes. 

10. PILOT BIKEWAYS 

20 

A bi keway concept has now been dev.i sed based on the structure 
of goals, objectives and guidelines which were worked out earlier. 
At this point two other considerations arise. First it would be 
unrealistic to expect that any such scheme would be adopted as a 
whole. Second the Concept inevitably reflects many subjective 
judgments. One in particular is the extent to which such a system 
would actually be used, which will depend on how safe and 
attractive the users perceive it to be. This is a question of 
real concern in that at least one city in Canada, Niagara Falls, 
is now abandoning some of its bikeways. 

It is clear that a gradual approach to implementation is 
desirable. With this in mind two segments have been identified 
that could usefully serve as pilot projects. These would serve 
three purposes: to accommodate experiments in bikeway design; 
to act as test sections which the public might evaluate; and to 
offer- a stimulative experience for would-be cyclists. They are 
shown on Diagrams 8 and 9. 

As it happens these segments are quite different in nature. 
The northern circuit (Diagram 8}, which surrounds Burnaby 
Mountain Golf Course, ~ould be constructed largely of cyclists
only bikeways and the. setting is green and open. The Buckingham 
Pilot (Diagram 9) passes entirely through built up areas and 
would share the streets with autombile traffic: Nevertheless it 
is "anchored" by very fine parks at both ends and the residential 
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scene through which it passes is extraordinarily varied and 
attractive. 

We believe that both pilots could be constructed for 
modest amounts of money. The Golf Course Pilot would be 
constructed largely in the course of road widenings which 
will be done anyway and at little extra cost; the Buckingham 
Pilot would involve only direction and control signs. 

In order to be most useful bikeways need to be comprehensible 
to their users, which requires that they be appropriately 
identified, described and equipped with explanatory and control 
signs. An outline of these requirements is shown on Diagram 10. 

Since use of bikeways is often accompanied by use of public 
parks it is also important that parks be equipped to accommodate 
cycling. This means not only bikeways within the parks, where 
that is possible, but the provision of equipment such as bicycle 
racks or parking devices where bikes can be locked up. 

11. LEG.Al MD A1Jt11NISTRATIVE A5f{CfS 
The establishment of bikeways would identify a new element 

in the overall public transportation system; and it would identify 
the cyclist as a special class ·of traveller with distinctive needs 
and rights. It would therefore be a significant step in legal 
and administrative terms. 

Experience in other places shows that three themes arise 
when bikeways are considered: bicycle registration, bikeway 
security and traffic control, and the amendment of relevant 
legal statutes and bylaws. 

BICYCLE REGISTRATION: There is general.agreement that registration 
of bicycles should be mandatory. The arguments in favour of 
this are that 

1) it helps in the recovery of lost or stolen bicycles 
2) it helps on occasion to identify injured cyclists 
3) it helps the enforcement of safety equipment standards 

A measure of the existing situation is that in 1976 only 
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Large maps would be located in the major parks and signs posted 
along the bikeways. 

LARGE Ml'\PS IN MAJOR PARKS 

Large maps would be erected in major parks to explain the Bikeway 
System in detail. The maps would. infonn the public of the. existence 
of bikeway system and thereby encourage use. The map key would 
provide the following infonnation: 

Explanation of Map Symbols· 

The bikeway system in Burnaby consists of: 

CIRCUITS 1n areas of prime attractiveness •. 
designed primarily for recreational use; 

CONNECTORS linking most areas of Burnaby to 
the circuits. · · · · 

DIFFICULTY (in terms of grade) 

Easy ' ~ 

Intennediate • 

Expert ~ 

Description of Bikeways, 

CENTRAL PARK - RON MCLEAN PARK CIRCUIT 

DEER LAKE - ROBERT BURNABY CIRCUIT 

9km 

7km 
• • • CENTRAL PARK - BURNABY SOUTH SCH. CONNECTOR 4km 

Safety Reminders 

Cyclists using municipal streets must obey all traffic control 
signs and traffic lights. 

Ride single file with traffic 
Cross at intersections only 
Don't ride on sidewalks. etc. 

EXAMPLES 

610i 
BIKE ROUTE 

' '--

DEER LAKE.:.ROBERT BURNABY 
CIRCUIT 

Ill Intermediate 

~ 

SIGNS ON BIKEWAYS 

Signs would: 

' &orm both cyclists.and motorists 
of the existence of a bikeway 

guide cyclists along the designated 
route by the use of directional 
arrows 

contain infonnation regarding -

· origin-destination of route 
and type (Circuit/Connector) 

• grade (ie. overall difficulty 
of bikeway) 

a small undetailed map of the 
total system. 

BURNABY BIKEWAY SYSTEM: SIGNING 



6600 bicycles were registered in Burnaby. It has been estimated 
that in fact there may be six times as many bikes in the 
conmunity. 
SECURITY AND TRAFFIC CONTROL: There is general agreement that 
education of both cyclists and motorists in the ways and needs 
of cycling is necessary; and that this would be-most effective 
if it were tied in with the administration of registration. 

Special bi keway police uni ts are often suggested and are 
in fact operating in several ·comnunities in the United States. 
These would patrol the bikeways using 10-speed bikes or light
weight motorcycles. 

The treatment of cycling offenders is a general problem. 
A most interesting approach to it is in operation in Concord, 
California, where a special Bicycle Court has been set up to 
deal with juvenile offenders. The Court consists of young 
people, who pass the necessary judgments on violators. Emphasis 
laid on education as well as adjudication. The potential of such 
a device for education in citizenship is obvious - and exciting. 
STATUTES AND BYLAWS: A brief scanning of the existing laws makes 
it clear that the introduction of bikeways and greater recognition 
of the cyclist in Burnaby would make it desirable to review 
several pieces of legislation. First would be the B.C. Motor 
Vehicle Act, in which the mutual responsibilities of the cyclist 
and the motorist need to be clearly established. Then Burnaby's 
own bylaws dealing with licencing and records would also need 

to be overhauled. 
The legal and administrative questions involved raise many 

issues - of philosophy, of law, of bureaucratic procedure and of 
practicality. Thes~ cannot be discussed here, but they should 
be studied carefully as part of the review recommended in the 

last chapter. 
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OVERVIEW 

• We believe that cycling is a socially desirable activity and 
should be accOR1110dated and encouraged by all possible means. 

• We note that a great deal of cycling is done in Burnaby where 
it is safe to do so, but that there is l'llJch complaint by high 
school students that cycling is not safe in many areas. 

It is not easy to superimpose bikeways in an already urbanized 
area whose streets are laid out on a grid pattern. Nevertheless 
it is encouraging that in several are~s in Burnaby the grid 
pattern is already being modified in the interests of the 
safety and quiet of residents. This automatically makes the 
streets better for cycling and should be encouraged. 

• Despite its limitati.ons, which arose mainly out of time constraints, 
a major value of this report is that it not only examines the 
nature of cycling in Burnaby but sets out a structure of objectives 
and guidelines which could guide the planning of any bikeway 
system in Burnaby. 

• A bikeway concept has been advanced which incorporates these 
guidelines. More important, however, two. pilot bikeways are 
proposed which are believed to be feasible, low fo cost and 
likely to be used. They would be valuable for experimentation 
and education and seem worthy of serious consideration. 

• Since bikeway planning involves much subjective judgment we 
think it very important that the cycling public be involved, 
and that this should include school students. 

• The establishment of bikeways would have legal, adninistrative 
and educational implications which demand serious attention. 

• Very important: the planning and provision of bikeways within 
the - municipality must inevitably be a cooperative affair. In 
a utilitarian sense it wi_ll depend very largely on the efforts 
of the Engineering Department. If it can be persuaded that 
cycling is a desirable and valid use of appropriate streets and 
that a niche can be found for it, then a great deal can be 
achieved. In this connection we note that a lot has been done. 
in Burnaby in recent years to restrict wide-open through traffic 
in residential areas. This alone makes these areas much safer 
and more pleasurable for cycling, and we hope the trend will 
continue. 

In another sense the success of bikeways will depend on the 
co-operation of the Parks and Recreation Department. If cyclists 
are truly welcomed and acc()lllmodated in Burnaby's major parks, 



especially in the central valley, Burnaby could become an 
urban cyclists' paradise. 

It appears that so far cycling has not been given much 
attention in the municipality. We believe that there is 
a good case for giving it a much higher priority from now 
on. But the lead must come from the Municipal Council, 
which 111.1st clearly establish its own policies and then 
direct that priority or funds be given to the accommodation 
of cycling and that the attention of the appropriate 
departments be focussed on the job. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the light of the above we suggest that this report be presented 
to Burnaby ftllnicipal Council with the following recommendations: 

l. That Council recognize cycling as a socially desirable activity 
and adopt as a general policy that: wherever possible, bikeways 
are to be provided to encourage cycling, promote cycling safety 
and acconmodate the needs of cyclists. 

2. That Council direct the Planning, Engineering and Parks Depart
ments that as a matter of policy: the needs of bikeways are to 
be given full and sympathetic consideration in the design of 
neighbourhoods, street systems, park facilities and other facets 
of their work. 

3. That Council establish a Working Conrnittee on Bikeways consisting 
of the Director of Planning, the Municipal Engineer and the 
Director of Parks. 

4. That Council direct the Working Committee to review this report 
and bring appropriate action recommendations to Council as soon 
as possible including reconmendations as to (1) the best way to 
involve interested citizens. including school students, in the 
planning, evaluation and design of a bikeway system (2) any 
urgent steps, such as land designations, acquisitions or 
easements, which may be necessary to facilitate or safeguard 
a bikeway program. 

5. That Council make this report available for information to the 
Parks and Recreation Commission, the Advisory Planning Comri'.~sion, 
the Burnaby School Board and such other bodies and request that 
they consider it and communicate their view on its proposals to 
Council. 
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THE TASK: 

Examine justifi
cation and devise 
plan and program 

OBJECTIVES: 
What do we think 
we want to achieve? 
Why? for whom? 

l 
MODEL: Specifically 
what is the activity 

I 

we want to accommodate? 

\ 

' 
, , 

ACTION REC0"4END-
ATIOllS: what 1ctions~ -""'" .. '"'" _, ""' 

CONCOMITANT POLICIES: 
What else must we think 
about? (law, admin. etc.) 

( \ 
\ PILOT PROJECTS: 

What can we start 

f' 

TIE Pl.PmIMi PRXESS IN RE.VIEW 
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